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Chapter One: Introducing the Investigation

On April 20, 1999, Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold shattered the peace of the
Columbine community, their rampage resulting in 15 deaths, including their own,
and changing forever the lives of those left behind. This research focuses on the
aftermath of those shootings, collecting and considering the oral histories of parents
whose children were exposed to the violence. It explores and communicates what has
been experienced within this circle of events to educators, support personnel, and
crisis management teams that must respond should such a tragedy strike their school
community.
This dissertation presents the stories of six Columbine parents in the years
following the shootings. It reveals what happens to individuals and their families
when a sudden tragedy strikes, requiring that they rebuild their world in order to
continue living in it. This investigation can contribute to a wider body of knowledge
about the impact of school shootings and, it is hoped, give administrators, crisis
response teams, and support personnel insight into the ways that a shooting affects a
school community.
While there are countless studies of school violence, its possible causes, and
potential solutions, research into the experiences of parents whose children have been
exposed to a school shooting is rare. Even though this is an obvious gap in the
literature, it is an understandable one. While a few parents move into the public
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arena to champion causes related to the crime (e.g., gun control, bully proofing), the
overwhelming majority remain silent, closing ranks within what Lindy and associates
described as a trauma membrane (Lindy, Grace, & Green, 1981). Lindy observed that
after a traumatic event, those impacted surround themselves with a protective
environment in order to avoid further violation (Lindy, 1985). In an event such as a
school shooting, the trauma membrane is created by a shared experience of intense
disruption (Janoff-Bulman, 1985), with those who are impacted on the inside, feeling
distanced by their own experience from those outside, who have not lived the event
and hence cannot possibly understand a reality that common language cannot express
(Felman & Laub, 1992). This phenomenon has been cited as a possible explanation
for the difficulty researchers and support personnel face when trying to gain access to
those impacted by a catastrophic event (Lindy et al., 1981).
As an educator, a researcher, and fellow Columbine parent whose son was in
the school cafeteria at the time of the attack, I am in a unique position to study the
experiences of other Columbine parents. Research conducted from within this
community provides an exceptional opportunity to explore and study what has been
experienced and to communicate the lessons learned to educators and others who
must provide support for future tragedies. My goal is to help bridge the Columbine
trauma membrane, bringing to the “outside” the experiences, challenges, and
meanings voiced by the parents whose world was abruptly shattered on that spring
morning.
Over five years have passed since Columbine High School was attacked by
two of its own students. The children who were in the building that day have moved
on to the next stage of their lives—college, jobs, perhaps marriage and children of
2

their own. Parents of Columbine students from 1999 have made whatever
adjustments were necessary and gone on with their lives as well.
Documenting the stories of these parents does more than bear witness to the
experience. It provides the opportunity for others to observe the processes by which
parents and families reconstructed order out of chaos. It identifies critical themes
and common factors that can inform those who are faced with future tragedies, and
as a result, it can help to create a forum in which perspectives from both sides of the
membrane can be shared. These experiences offer a “lens with which to view the
remembered past, and as such, can provide significant information, convey individual
and collective consciousness, and allow us to assess long-term meaning of events”
(Thompson, 2000, p. 172).
Significance
On the morning of April 20, 1999, two students, armed with semi-automatic
handguns, sawed-off shotguns, pipe bombs, and other explosives, launched a full-scale
assault on their classmates at Columbine High School in unincorporated Jefferson
County, a suburb of Denver, Colorado. The gunmen, seniors Eric Harris and Dylan
Klebold, who had been planning the attack for more than a year, murdered twelve
students and one teacher before taking their own lives in the school library. Twentyfour students and faculty were transported to six local hospitals, and 160 were treated
at the scene and released. Over 2,000 students and several hundred faculty, staff, and
parents who were in the building were directly exposed to the assault and the chaos
that ensued.
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Approximately 9,000 persons, including students, faculty, staff, their family
members, and the crisis responders who arrived on scene, were considered to be at
high risk for adverse psychological reactions (Weintraub, Hall, & Pynoos, 2001).
Those directly exposed to such a traumatic event are considered at greatest risk for
emotional distress, concentration problems, depression, social concerns, and other
negative reactions (Buka, Stichick, Birdthistle, & Earls, 2001). Countless others in the
community, including parents, students and faculty of nearby schools, neighbors,
clergy, and other residents of Jefferson County and throughout the Denver area, were
also impacted. The shootings represent, “without question the largest psychiatric
disaster to ever befall the Denver metropolitan area” (Weintraub et al., 2001, p.130).
The Columbine shootings caused a ripple of impact for thousands of others
who learned of the assault through media reports worldwide. In days following the
shootings, thousands of e-mail messages, cards, letters, banners, tape recordings,
flowers, and gifts were sent to the school and to the offices of the school district and
local government (Littleton Report, 1999). A makeshift memorial at nearby Clement
Park drew thousands of visitors, and for months afterward, tour busses included a stop
at the school for tourists visiting Colorado.
While the Columbine assault is the worst single incident of American school
violence to date, there were 331 school-associated violent deaths in the nation
between 1992 and 2003 (National School Safety Center, 2003). A subset of these
incidents, such as the attack on Columbine, is characterized as a rampage school
shooting (National Research Council, 2003; Harding, Fox, & Mehta, 2002). This
category of extreme, wanton violence is distinguished by the following four criteria:
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1. The location of the incident is a “public stage” either on the school
property or at a school-related function.
2. The shooters are current or former students of the school.
3. There are multiple victims (although the injuries do not have to be
fatal) or, at the very least, multiple targets.
4. While some victims may be targeted specifically because they have
wronged the shooter, there are typically others who are chosen only
for their symbolic significance (the principal, the preps, the prayer
circle, the jocks) or are shot at random.
The National Research Council (2003) reported that in the nine years
between 1992-2001, there were 35 rampage incidents in which students took guns to
school or a school-sponsored event and shot at their classmates or faculty. These
incidents left 53 dead, 144 physically injured, and thousands in their communities
exposed to the psychological and emotional aftermath (National Research Council,
2003). While rampage school shootings are considered relatively rare events
(Anderson et al., 2001; Harding et al., 2002), the fear and disruption that they cause
is severe (Weintraub et al., 2001).
Rampage shootings affect the individuals and families directly involved and
everyone in the schools where they occur. The trauma and loss experienced in the
aftermath are community-wide, impacting those exposed to the incident as well as
those attempting to assist them in their coping efforts (e.g., Figley, 1986; JanoffBulman, 1992). Intensive media coverage further fuels and spreads public alarm
(Anderson et al., 2001).
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When a sudden tragedy strikes, the challenge that victims and their families
face is a difficult one. They now must accommodate into their worldview an
experience that they had not assumed to be likely. Parkes used the term assumptive
world to describe the “strongly held set of assumptions about the world and the self
which is . . . used as a means of recognizing, planning, and acting” (Janoff-Bulman,
1992, p. 5). While these assumptions may not always be accurate, they provide a
means of trusting ourselves and the world in which we live (Janoff-Bulman, 1992).
“Basic assumptions about themselves and their world, built over years of experience,
have been shattered and a new assumptive world—one that incorporates the
experience of victimization—must be rebuilt” (Janoff-Bulman, 1985, p. 31).
To date there has been little research into the complexities of living through
and moving beyond a school shooting, an event that challenges fundamental
worldviews. The research described in this dissertation can contribute to the
understanding of life within the trauma membrane, within a community of parents
faced with surviving and rebuilding after a rampage school shooting has shattered their
assumptions about their world.
Purpose and Research Questions
The purpose of this study was to investigate one primary research question:
What is the experience of parents of students who have been exposed to a rampage
school shooting? This fundamental question regarding parents’ experience has been
addressed through four sub-questions:
1. What challenges did they encounter?
2. What resources or support helped them face these challenges?
6

3. What impact did these challenges have on their lives?
4. What recommendations would they suggest that might help inform
responses by parents, schools, and communities faced with similar
trauma in the future?

Overview of the Literature Review
This study is grounded in the literature on school shootings, the impact of
exposure to deadly violence, and the functioning of families of persons who have
experienced a traumatic event. Most research on school violence has been
undertaken for the purpose of prevention (Mulvey & Cauffman, 2001). Even though
this dissertation focuses on the consequences of school shootings, not the precursors,
an overview of research on their etiology and a brief chronology of recent rampage
shootings are presented. This information contributes to the historical context,
because parents’ responses in the aftermath of a shooting are impacted by their
awareness of other school shootings and their preconceived ideas about the nature of
a school community in which a rampage occurs.
The research into the aftermath of a school shooting includes only a few
empirical studies, and virtually all of these address the consequences for the students
or teachers who were directly exposed to the violence. Even though this dissertation
concentrates on the experiences of parents, an awareness of the literature on the
impact of exposure to deadly violence like a shooting is important for understanding
the world in which the parents of those students must function. Certainly, it can be
inferred that if one’s child who has been exposed to violence is experiencing a
traumatic or grief response, the parents of that child will be impacted as well.
7

Following the review of literature on school shootings and their impact is a
synopsis of research into the role of the family in the recovery process. Again, this
consideration of literature on the family will assist in extrapolating the parent’s
experience. Appendix A: Conceptual Model of Review of Literature further clarifies
and delimits the focus of this review.
Overview of Methodology
This dissertation blends techniques of two established forms of qualitative
methodology: oral history, to capture the life stories of the parents, and educational
criticism and connoisseurship, to reveal the themes and patterns that those stories
present. While the Columbine tragedy is not of the same magnitude as the terrorist
attacks of September 11, 2001, there are sufficient parallels that reinforce the use of
oral history to document the experience and the meaning that people make of having
survived a traumatic event. “Using oral history to document a mega-catastrophe is not
a new phenomenon. ...... Quite naturally an event of the magnitude of September 11,
2001, triggered a similar response” (Neuenschwander, 2003, p. 1). In personal
correspondence, Mary Marshall Clark, director of the September 11, 2001, Oral
History Project, commended a proposed Columbine study as an “extremely valuable”
project that will give parents the opportunity to reflect on their experience, and like her
9/11 project, help “legitimize a search for personal meaning by those who are
interviewed” (Clark, personal communication, March 19, 2003).
The six parents selected for this study represent a purposive, non-random
sample. All parents have children who were enrolled in Columbine on the day of the
shootings. While all of these students were impacted by the shootings, none were
8

wounded or killed in the attack. In a series of three interviews, conducted
approximately one week apart, these parents graciously shared their stories, revealing
their individual experiences in order that others might better understand.
An oral history interview asks persons to talk about their life experiences,
simply to tell their own story, without being subject to interrogation seeking details of
cognitive recall or absolute content accuracy. Indeed, the purpose of oral history is to
ask individuals who have shared some experience, location, or moment in time to
simply tell their stories and the meanings they take from them. For this dissertation,
parents were asked to recount the story of their life since April 20, 1999, in their own
terms, giving their own unique perspectives of events and descriptions of their
experiences in the years following the tragedy.
All parents signed informed consent forms (Appendix B), giving their
permission for the interviews to be tape-recorded, with the assurance that every effort
will be made to protect their identity and to keep their participation in this study
confidential. Contrary to standard oral history procedures, tapes will not be submitted
to an institution for archival purposes. Using voice recognition software, I transcribed
each of the interviews and then crafted poetic representations from the parents’ own
narratives as a way of organizing the data for display (Glesne, 1997; Miles &
Huberman, 1994; Richardson, 1994). Each parent reviewed and corrected or clarified
the data in his or her poetic representation, to ensure accuracy and completeness. I
then analyzed the parents’ stories and reported findings through techniques adapted
from educational criticism and connoisseurship, a methodology that emphasizes the
perception of qualities, the interpretation of significance, and the giving of public form
to the content of consciousness (Eisner, 1998).
9

Organization of this Dissertation
This dissertation is composed of seven chapters. Chapter One introduces the
purpose of this research (to learn more about the experiences of parents whose
children were exposed to the Columbine High School shootings) and considers the
significance of this topic of investigation. Chapter Two presents a review of relevant
literature in the fields of lethal school violence, impacts of exposure to comparable
acts of violence, and the role of the parents and families of persons who have
experienced traumatic events. Chapter Three delineates the methodology, sampling,
and participant safeguards. Chapter Four presents a profile of each parent in the study
and his or her story, told through poetic representation. Interpretation and evaluation
of the experiences lead to a reconsideration of the research questions in Chapter Five,
and Chapter Six explores themes that extend the findings beyond this particular
situation. Conclusions and implications for further research are considered in Chapter
Seven. Appendices include (a) the conceptual model of the literature review; (b)
informed consent form, (c) the guide for the three interviews, and (d) a chronology of
significant events related to the Columbine tragedy.
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Definitions
The terms and phrases used in this study are defined differently within
different fields of study. For purposes of this discussion, the following definitions
will be used:
•

School-associated violent death is defined as any homicide, suicide, death caused
by law enforcement officers, or unintentional death resulting from accidental
discharge of a firearm on school property or at a school-sponsored event
(Anderson et al., 2001).

•

Lethal school violence is any single act of potentially deadly violence that takes
place in or near a school or a school function, is committed by a student, and
results in multiple victimizations (National Research Council, 2003). It should be
noted that this definition does not require that there are fatalities, only that the act
is of sufficient severity that it could have resulted in death.

•

Rampage school shooting, a subset of lethal school violence, is an act of violence
in a school or at a school function, committed by a student, resulting in injuries to
more than one person, and targeting or victimizing many others. Shootings
connected to gang activity are not considered in this category (National Research
Council, 2003). The term rampage also carries a connotation suggesting that the
perpetrator is in a wild, confused, or enraged mental state, and there is likelihood
that at least some of the victims are selected for their symbolic significance.

•

Traumatic event is any event perceived by an individual to be life-threatening,
unexpected, and characterized by high intensity (Ursano, Fullerton, &
McCaughey, 1994).
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•

Catastrophe is an extraordinary occurrence that is sudden and dangerous, either
to the individual or to a significant number of individuals. It is “the situational
prerequisite for the emergence of trauma” (Figley, 1985, p. xviii).

•

Disaster is defined as a large-scale event that interrupts the functioning of a
society, affecting systems of physical survival, order, or shared meaning, such as
values, view of reality, assumptions about the world (Wilkinson, 1985).

•

Trauma “represents an emotional state of discomfort and stress resulting from
memories of an extraordinary, catastrophic experience which shatters the
survivor’s sense of invulnerability to harm” (Figley, 1985, p. xviii).

•

Secondary traumatization refers to a type of stress experienced by individuals
who are exposed to persons who have experienced a traumatic event or in the
process of helping trauma victims (National Institute of Mental Health [NIMH],
2002).

•

Traumatic grief is characterized by suffering the death of a person of particular
importance, under traumatic circumstances (NIMH, 2002).

•

Trauma membrane refers to the protective environment with which victims
surround themselves following a disaster or catastrophic event (Lindy, 1985).
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
Among the chief reasons for conducting a qualitative study are that the
investigation is exploratory, not much has been written about it, and only by listening
to the participants, can a picture be created (Creswell, 1994). The research question
for this dissertation—What is the experience of parents of students who have been
exposed to a rampage school shooting?—reveals three areas of inquiry: rampage
school shootings, the impact/effects of secondary exposure to violence, and parenting
of traumatized children. As previously noted, rampage shootings are considered rare,
and research specific to their impact on parents and family functioning is limited.
As a result, this review examines research and other relevant literature from broader
fields of study that can provide a contextual framework:
•

lethal school violence;

•

the impact of exposure to comparable traumatic events; and

•

functioning of families of persons who have experienced a traumatic
event.

This review does not attempt to synthesize all research from each of these
three areas. For example, it does not address all issues related to lethal school
violence, but instead focuses on studies with implications for interpreting the
consequences of such occurrences. There is no in-depth analysis of individual
incidents, issues of school safety, or proposed interventions. Similarly, it does not
13

examine all literature related to the impact of exposure to violence, only literature
that addresses acts analogous to a school shooting. This dissertation contributes to
the intersection of these three bodies of knowledge: parental responses in the
aftermath of a rampage school shooting (Figure 1).
Figure 1: Conceptual Model of Literature

The review of literature focuses on the area at the center where these
primary bodies of research intersect.
This literature review presents a synthesis of significant research and other
publications that can provide a contextual basis for examining the lived experience of
parents whose children were exposed to a school shooting. This research is
considered in the following sequence:
a. Lethal school violence
•

Research into lethal school violence in U.S. schools

•

Chronology of rampage school shootings
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•

Significant research into rampage school shootings

b. Impact of exposure to lethal violence comparable to a rampage
school shooting
•

Students

•

School faculty and support personnel

•

Parents

c. Family Functioning
•

Role of the family in recovery

•

Role of the social networks in recovery

Lethal School Violence
The first recorded incident of lethal school violence occurred in 1927, when
Andrew Kehoe, a school board member in Bath, Michigan, killed 38 school children
and five adults in his rage over a newly implemented school tax (Holland Sentinel
Archives, 1999). However, this act was seen as a singular, isolated occurrence and
the tracking of lethal school violence did not begin until much later.
School-associated violence can take many forms, ranging from verbal
intimidation to vandalism, theft, assault, gang activity, and murder. The U.S. Office
of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention began tracking the incidence of youth
violence in 1980, but until the 1990s did not specifically collect statistics on violence
that was associated with schools (Shafii & Shafii, 2001). In 1991, the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) began to track incidents of high-risk
adolescent behavior, including violence-related injuries and deaths associated with
schools. The National School Safety Center began tracking school-associated deaths
15

in 1992. The National School Boards Association began to collect data in 1993, with
surveys of school administrators regarding incidents of violence in their schools. In
1994, the Safe and Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act required that data be
collected on violence within elementary and secondary schools, with details given on
the frequency and seriousness of the events. These efforts to learn more about youth
violence have relied on data collected from a variety of sources and for a variety of
purposes. As a result, the statistics from each source may look different, but even
though the datasets may differ, patterns and trends converge in a number of respects
(Shafii & Shafii, 2001).
The most common occurrences of violence in schools are connected to
interpersonal disagreements, do not involve the use of weapons, and do not result in
loss of life; indeed, incidents of minor school violence far out-number those that are
serious (Fisher & Ketti, 2001). For example, in the 2000-01 school year, students 1218 years of age were victims of about 1.9 million crimes of violence at school. Of this
number, 128,000 (less than 0.7%) were considered serious (National Center for
Education Statistics, 2003). Between July 1992 and June 1999, there were a total of
22,323 homicides of school-aged children and youth away from school and 218
homicides associated with schools (less than 1% of all youth homicides). However,
the fact that violence does occur in schools fuels a fear of victimization that can result
in an even greater potential for mayhem. In 2001, 8%-10% of high school students
revealed that they carried guns to school each day, in part motivated by concerns for
personal safety (Shafii & Shafii, 2001).
Rates for victimization in school changed very little between 1989 and 1995
(Snyder & Sickmund, 1999). While the overall number of multiple-victim student
16

homicides has increased, a study undertaken by the School-Associated Violent
Deaths Study Group in collaboration with the U.S. Departments of Education and
Justice revealed that the rate of school-associated deaths has decreased since the
1992-93 school year (Anderson et al., 2001). The study emphasized that schoolassociated violent deaths represent only a small percentage of all homicides and
suicides occurring among school-aged children; yet violent images of students
fleeing a school building under siege persist in ways that risk-analysis studies cannot
erase (Trump, 2000).
In 1996, the National Centers for Disease Control in conjunction with the
U.S. Departments of Education and Justice conducted a systematic examination of all
known school-associated deaths during the school years 1992-94 (Kachur et al.,
1996). Later, the study was extended to include incidents between 1994 and 1999
(Anderson et al., 2001). Findings of this combined research revealed that the
probability of a child being killed in school in any given year between 1994 and 1999
was slightly greater than one in two million. However, even though the “odds” may
be in their favor, parents fear for their children’s safety, and students worry that their
school could be the scene of the next rampage shooting (Harding et al., 2002).
Following a school shooting, the American public is further traumatized by media
coverage that is often incomplete or inaccurate (Federal Bureau of Investigation,
2000). Facts are lost in the fear.
Incidence of youth violence is a tragic problem in America, one that deserves
attention at all levels. However, for the purpose of this research, it is necessary to
limit the scope of investigation. To support this inquiry into the experience of parents
after a rampage shooting, this review of literature on violence is limited to research
17

on lethal school violence. As defined previously, this level of violence includes any
violent act committed in or near a school or school function that is of deadly intent
and results in multiple victimizations (National Research Council, 2003).
Violence such as occurred at Columbine High School is representative of a
small subset of lethal school violence, termed a rampage school shooting. This type
of shooting is characterized by a wanton rage, resulting in multiple injuries and
possibly deaths. In a rampage shooting, the victims appear to be selected at random,
though some may be selected for their symbolic significance, perhaps representative
of a group that has wronged or slighted the shooter in the past (National Research
Council, 2003). Studies have shown that the rampage school shootings to date have
not occurred in urban schools but in the relative safety of small towns and in rural
and suburban neighborhoods with low-incidence of crime (Harding et al., 2002;
Verlinden, Hersen, & Thomas, 2000; Reddy, Borum, Berglund, Vossekuil, Fein, &
Modzeleski, 2001). The following section presents an overview of the occurrences of
rampage shootings.
Chronology.
To establish the historical context for this research, the following brief
chronology is offered. This contextual basis is important because the impact of
trauma is cumulative, and those who experience the shattering reality of violent
victimization are forced to accept that it does not just happen in other communities; it
has happened to them.
A comprehensive study of school violence through 2001 (National Research
Council, 2003) revealed that rampage shootings are not a recent phenomenon. The
18

first reported incident of student-perpetrated lethal violence occurred in 1974, when a
student killed three and injured eleven at a public school in Olean, New York. The
frequency and intensity of the incidents gradually increased until the late 1990s, at
which time shootings dramatically increased in number and severity (Table 1).

Table 1
Incidents of Multiple Victimizations, Student-Perpetrated Violence in U.S.
Schools
Decade
1970s
1980s
1990s
2000-01

Incidents
2
6
33
2

Fatalities
4
10
52
2

Injuries
12
12
121
18

Data reported by National Research Council, 2003

Many researchers consider the 1996-97 school year as a benchmark,
signaling a period of rapid escalation in the frequency and severity of the attacks
(e.g., National Center for Education Statistics, 2003; Shafii & Shafii, 2001). The
following list includes incidents of school violence in the 1996-97 through 2002-03
school years that meet the criteria for a rampage shooting (Leary, Kowalski, Smith,
& Phillips, 2003; National School Safety Center, 2003). Descriptive data for 20032004 school year have not yet been released.
•

Moses Lake, Washington (2/2/96): 14-year old student killed 2 students
and a teacher and wounded 1 student.

•

Palo Alto, California (2/8/96): 16-year-old student wounded 3 then
committed suicide.
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•

Bethel, Alaska (2/19/97): 16-year old student killed his principal and a
student and wounded 2 others.

•

Pearl, Mississippi (10/1/97): 16-year-old student killed 2 students and his
mother, wounded 7 others.

•

West Paducah, Kentucky (12/1/97): 14-year-old student killed 3 students
and wounded 5 others.

•

Stamps, Arkansas (12/15/97): 14-year-old student wounded 2 students.

•

Jonesboro, Arkansas (4/24/98): two students, ages 11 and 13, killed 5 and
wounded 11 others.

•

Edinboro, Pennsylvania (4/24/98): 14-year-old student killed 1 teacher and
wounded 2 students and 1 teacher.

•

Springfield, Oregon (5/21/98): 15-year-old student killed 2 and wounded 22
others after killing his parents.

•

Littleton (Jefferson County), Colorado (4/20/99): 2 students, age 17 and
18, killed 13, wounded 24, then committed suicide.

•

Conyers (Rockdale County), Georgia (5/20/99): 15-year-old student
wounded 6.

•

Ft. Gibson, Oklahoma (12/6/99): 13-year-old student fired multiple shots at
group of students, no injuries.

•

Mount Morris Township, Michigan (2/29/00): 6-year-old student killed 1
student.

•

Santee, California (3/5/01): 15-year-old student killed 2 and wounded 13
others.
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•

Red Lion, Pennsylvania (4/24/03): 14-year-old student killed principal,
then committed suicide.
Significant research.
The amount of systematic research into rampage school shootings is at

present very small. Relatively few studies were conducted prior to the late 1990s,
and these sought to identify trends and factors of youth violence in general (e.g.,
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 1997; Kachur et al., 1996; Shelly,
McGee, & Wright, 1995). Research into school violence grew as a natural
response to the increasing number of rampage shootings in the late 1990s and the
awakening of middle-class America to the fact that no one was immune to the
violence that had previously been associated with areas of urban poverty. In an
overview of youth violence research and practice, Jenson and Howard observed
that research prior to the mid-1970s had concluded that murder and suicide, while
not common on school grounds, were most likely to be attributed to “wayward
adolescents who were poor, mean-spirited, and victims of inadequate parental
support” (Jenson & Howard, 1999, p. 3).
Researchers have learned a great deal since that time. Garbarino (2001)
reported that Chicago-based psychologists Zager and colleagues isolated risk factors
that, in combination, increase the odds that a youth would commit murder. The first
set of factors (family with history of criminal violence, abuse, gang membership,
abuse of alcohol or drugs) doubles the likelihood. The second set of factors (use of
weapon, record of arrest, neurological impairment, school problems) triples the odds
that the youth would murder (Zagar, Arbit, & Sylvies, 1991). Certainly when
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multiple factors are present, the risk increases. “Rarely, if ever, does one single
factor tell the story or determine the future. Rather it is the buildup of negative
influences and experiences that accounts for differences in how youth turn out”
(Garbarino, 2001, p. 11).
The search for risk factors for students likely to attempt a rampage school
shooting has produced a variety of results. McGee and Debernardo’s research into
12 school shootings that occurred between 1993 and 1998 concluded that rampage
shootings were crimes more akin to rampages in adult workplaces than to other
incidents of adolescent homicide (1999). Based on public records, official court
documents, and unconfirmed anecdotal reports, the research produced a behavioral
profile for the type of student most likely to carry out a rampage shooting. However,
the authors cautioned that the profile was not definitive and that it might change as
more information became available.
The 1999 attack on Columbine High School stunned America with violence
at a new level of lethal intent. The Columbine shooters had planned their assault for
more than a year prior to their attack. They tested weapons, made bombs, and
evaluated alternatives for maximum carnage. Somehow the magnitude of this plan
seemed even more incomprehensible than previous rampages. Communities that had
previously felt secure began to feel vulnerable (Astor, Vargas, Pitner, & Meyer,
1999). In the words of Steven Hyman, director of the National Institute of Mental
Health, “Littleton was the wake-up call” (Marshall, 2000, p. 570).
Public concern demanded the attention of the U.S. Congress, and the 200001 federal budget included approximately $900 million for programs the Department
of Health and Human Services to study and combat youth violence (Marshall, 2000).
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The nation’s chief law enforcement agencies also became involved. Both the U.S.
Secret Service and the Federal Bureau of Investigation launched attempts to better
understand the causes of rampage school shootings.
The U.S. Secret Service is charged with the protection of high-level
American officials as well as foreign dignitaries in this country. Staff of this agency
recognized that the challenge of identifying individuals who pose a threat to public
officials is similar to the challenge of identifying students who pose a potential threat
in the schools. The Secret Service’s National Threat Assessment Center, using
established agency procedures, conducted an extensive analysis of 37 school
shootings that had occurred between 1974-2000. These shootings, which involved 41
attackers who were either current or prior students at the school, were limited to
those that were not connected to gang or drug activity or to an identifiable
interpersonal dispute that just happened to erupt on school grounds. Court
documents, school and police records, mental health reports, and personal writings of
the shooters were examined. In addition, ten of the shooters were interviewed at the
prisons where they were incarcerated. This study concluded that the shootings were
rarely the result of a spontaneous, impulsive act; students and administrators alike
were targeted; the perpetrators made their intentions known before the attack; most
incidents were not ended by law enforcement intervention; most perpetrators felt
bullied or persecuted prior to the attack; all perpetrators were male; and ultimately,
there is no accurate, definitive, or useful profile of a “school shooter” (Vossekuil et
al., 2000).
The Federal Bureau of Investigation also investigated lethal school violence
from the threat assessment perspective by analyzing 18 relevant cases. Fourteen of
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these involved actual shootings, and 4 involved threats that were detected and
prevented prior to being carried out. The findings produced an extensive list of
factors that should be considered only after a student has made a threat (Federal
Bureau of Investigation, 2000). These factors include the personality traits of the
student, the relationship with parents, social relationships at school, and the influence
of violence in the media. They also cautioned awareness of the contagion or copycat
factor whenever a highly publicized shooting occurs elsewhere.
In order to learn more about the nature of an adolescent who commits
murder, Meloy and colleagues investigated a broader range of cases by first
searching medical, social science, and criminal justice databases, and then analyzing
court records, interviews, and media reports. The team selected 27 cases of mass
murder that involved 34 perpetrators, 8 of whom carried out a shooting in a school
(Meloy, Hempel, Shiva, & Gray, 2001). This study produced a typology of
adolescent perpetrators: criminal opportunists, family annihilators, classroom
avengers, bifurcated killers (i.e., youth who combine annihilator and avenger
crimes), and a miscellaneous category of cases that did not fit into the other types.
The classroom avenger was identified as the type most likely to carry out a rampage
shooting.
Some researchers, including the National Research Council (2003), Reddy
(2001), Aronson (2000), and others, advise caution in using typologies, profiles, or
checklists to identify potentially homicidal youth. Methods of predicting “not only
are unproven but are inherently limited in usefulness and often do more harm than
good for both the children and the school setting” (Mulvey & Cauffman, 2001, p.
797). Rather than alleviating the problems, profiling students can alienate and
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stigmatize children who simply fail to conform to convention. The result of such
alienation could push non-violent youth into a level of aggression that might have
otherwise been avoided. In fact, staff at Columbine High School stated that if they
were to consider every student they worked with in terms of warning signs, they
would be unable to function. The consensus among the mental health staff after the
shooting was, “There are a number of kids who fit the profile of Eric and Dylan. . . .
If we had to replay that day, our ability to pick out those kids would be no better
today than it was then” (DeAngelis, 2000).
In their attempt to find answers, the U.S. Congress requested that the
National Research Council conduct an in-depth investigation to learn more about the
traits of rampage gunmen and to study the impact on the community in which a
shooting occurs. To comply with this request, the Council established the Committee
to Study Youth Violence in Schools to assess and compare the antecedents of school
shootings in urban, suburban, and rural schools; identify actions that could be taken
to prevent future occurrences; assess the impact on communities; and suggest
interventions that could help minimize the damage should future shootings occur. In
addition, Congress wanted to know if the incidents in the late 1990s signaled a new
form of violence, with distinct causes and distinct implications for prevention.
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Congress specified that the researchers develop case studies as a means of
delving deeply into the issues of school shootings and their impact on communities.
Six school shootings were selected for this analysis. Four cases involved rural or
suburban schools (Conyers, Georgia; Jonesboro, Arkansas; West Paducah, Kentucky;
and Edinboro, Pennsylvania); and two involved inner-city schools (Chicago and East
New York). The final report, released in 2003, represents the most intensive study of
lethal school violence to date.
In the summary of findings, the Committee reported that it was
“impossible . . . to reach firm, scientific conclusions about either the causes and
consequences of the shootings in rural and suburban schools or the most effective
means of preventing and controlling them” (National Research Council, 2003, p. 3).
However, they were able to make broad observations, finding that rampage shootings
were not a new form of violence. They noted that the inner city shootings seemed to
be more connected to well-documented factors (poverty, gangs, racial conflict, drugs)
and that the rural and suburban shootings more closely resembled workplace rampages
and other public shootings. In fact, the Committee concluded that inner-city shootings
did not meet the criteria for rampage shootings and added that the study found no
incident of an urban rampage anywhere in the literature.
This study also emphasized that the diverse characteristics of the shooters
made it unlikely that a predictive profile could be developed. Except for the fact that
the shooters in all six cases were male, there was not one single common factor that
could be found. There were, however, environmental conditions that were common
in all cases. It appeared that there was a disassociation of the youth culture from the
adult world and that although the social organization in the schools and communities
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varied, in each school there was a presence of informal and exclusive student groups.
Researchers concluded, “It is not that the youth were so unusual; it is that they found
themselves in circumstances that felt to them very threatening and impossible. The
challenge is to find the kids who feel this way” (p. 333).
Though unable to develop a predictive profile, the investigators found it
easier to generalize conclusions about the effects of a school shooting. Significant
and long-lasting harm was found in each of the communities where the shootings
occurred. The response by communities was essentially the same: They instituted
physical security measures at schools; charged shooters with the maximum offence
and sentenced them to maximum allowable incarceration. Issues of liability and
litigation plagued the areas long after the incidents. In terms of impact, the
Committee concluded that communities faced long-term consequences and that
persons closest to the center of the event were the most traumatized (National
Research Council, 2003). Acknowledging the small amount of prior research in
rampage shootings and their consequences, this report emphasized the need for future
research.
Summary of research on lethal school violence.
Early studies into youth violence focused on inner-city conflicts, many of
which were connected to issues of poverty, racism, gangs, or drug activity. In efforts
to understand why middle class students from stable homes arm themselves and kill
their classmates, the stereotypic answers of the past do not apply (National Research
Council, 2003). There has been no single set of risk factors identified that can be
considered keys to separating the child who is merely troubled from the child who
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will erupt into a murderous rage. Attempts to generate a screening tool or checklist
for educators, law enforcement officials, or parents to use in profiling potential
adolescent gunmen have produced little consensus. The attention on lethal school
violence, however, has generated awareness of the complexity of issues for risk as
well as resilience, with a greater understanding that there is no one-to-one causal
factor that produces a classroom killer (Jenson & Howard, 1999).
While analysis of crime rates suggests that the overall rate of youth violence
appears to be declining, murder within a school or at a school event “represents a low
frequency but high impact expression of violence” (Evans & Rey, 2001, p. 157). The
next section of this review further considers research into the impact on those who
are exposed to violent events comparable to a rampage school shooting.
Impact of Exposure to Lethal Violence
While the impact of exposure to large scale violence has been the subject of
considerable research, the bulk of it focuses on psychological traumatization of
survivors of natural disasters (e.g., Honig, Grace, Lindy, Newman, & Titchener,
1999), political violence (e.g., Cairns & Lewis, 1999; DeJong et al., 2001), combat
(e.g., Bourne, 1970; Green, Lindy, Grace, & Gleser, 1989; Kulka et al. 1990), and
genocide (e.g., Danieli, 1985; Niederland, 1961; Ornstein, 1981). While there are
similarities in response to traumatic events, natural disasters are generally perceived
as being less traumatizing than events that are human-made (Jordan, 2004).
However, very little research has targeted the impact of exposure to a rampage
school shooting.
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Surviving a disaster is not a single event, with life quickly restored to preexisting normality. Horowitz (1985) describes the reaction to a disaster as initiating
a process toward “restoring an equilibrium between schemata of the self in the selfsurrounding world and new realities. This involves a process of grieving for losses
and injuries and a process of developing new modes of adaptation” (p. 161). Even in
the initial outcry phase, in which the threat is perceived, the person begins
associating the situation with previous experience and memory, attempting to take
meaning from the traumatic event. Horowitz’s model of the response process
describes a period of denial, in which persons struggle to accept the reality of the
experience; an intrusive phase, in which images and feelings appear unbidden in
thoughts or dreams; a working through phase, in which meanings are rebuilt and
mourning processed; and finally the completion phase, in which the process is
relatively complete and new meanings are achieved.
This process, however, is not to be viewed as a linear one that all survivors
“complete” at the same rate or in the same sequence. The integration into a newly
reorganized set of schema and the revision of meaning structure mark a personal
journey, with recovery time different for each individual. “There is in some
communities an expectation that the response to a disaster will be over within two to
four weeks. Studies of symptomatology after the death of a loved one, in various
cultures, provide us with the information that reactions of grief are seldom completed
in less than a year or two. The more severe and complicated the loss or injury in a
disaster, the more extended the reaction time may be. Recognition that normal
reactive periods are often extended for a year or two may be reassuring” (p. 167).
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An exhaustive search of the literature revealed relatively few studies that
address the aftermath of a violent, traumatic event in a school. The following
sections present findings from selected research on the impact of exposure to lethal
school violence on the students, on school faculty and support personnel, and on
parents.
Impact on students.
Even in the days of ancient Greece, it was observed that people are impacted
by trauma, namely that warriors are changed by being in battle (Figley, 1986).
American Civil War veterans were described as having “soldier’s heart,” and World
War I veterans were described as “shell shocked” (Figley, 1985). Following the
Vietnam War, the term post-traumatic stress syndrome (PTSD) was coined to
describe the psychological impact of extreme stress associated with traumatic
experience. A clinical definition for PTSD was included in The Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (APA, 1980) and later refined (APA, 1994).
However, in spite of this awareness of how the adult mind processes life-threatening
events, the psychological community has only recently accepted that children also
are affected by exposure to such an event (Benedek, 1985). Lenore Terr’s
groundbreaking work with the children of Chowchilla, California, who were
kidnapped and held hostage by three masked gunmen, helped document the
psychological impact of an extremely traumatic event on children (Terr, 1979, 1981).
On July 15, 1976, a group of 26 children, age 5-14, from the rural town of
Chowchilla, California, were in their school bus, riding home from day camp at their
local school. Shortly after letting one child off, the bus was stopped by three gunmen,
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who forced the driver and the remaining children into two boarded-up vans. After
riding for eleven hours, packed in the sweltering vans, and without food or water,
they reached their destination. At gunpoint, the children were asked their names and
told to surrender some personal item that their parents would be able to identify.
They were forced into a buried truck-trailer and abandoned, while the kidnappers
went to extort ransom from the parents. When one of the boys leaned against a
support beam, the structure collapsed, and dirt and rocks begin to stream into the
trailer. It was only through the efforts of two of the older boys that they were able to
dig their way out of what surely would have been their tomb. The bus driver
managed to find a phone and call authorities, and the children were taken to a nearby prison to spend the night before being reunited with their parents.
After their ordeal, the children were given physical examinations and, in
spite of their traumatic experience, termed “in good shape.” No psychological
examinations were requested, and, soon after the kidnapping, a local psychiatrist told
the families that only one child in the 26 would be at risk for being negatively
affected by the events. The gunmen were quickly captured, and later tried and
convicted. All believed that life would return to normal, and certainly no parents
wanted to admit that their child was the one in 26 who was having trouble.
However, the children almost immediately began to show the symptoms of
traumatic response: sleeplessness, anxiety, re-enactment, hopelessness, and fear. Dr.
Terr learned of the situation and offered to help, thus beginning the most extensive
longitudinal study of the impact of trauma on children yet to be achieved. Terr
documented the lives of these children over the years (Terr, 1990), noting their ways
of adapting to their experience and their beliefs about the future. She found that all
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children, including the one that had been let off of the bus prior to the kidnapping,
were severely impacted by their experience. She observed that the family members
also exhibited reactions to the experience, but that the family responses, though
similar, were less severe than those of the children. She noted that the “families were
psychically traumatized from the beginning by the realization that their children were
missing and helpless” (Benedek, 1985, p. 170). Yet, when Dr. Terr first presented
her findings to a group of psychologists, she was accused of being overly emotional
and exaggerating the situation. The professional opinion that children are not subject
to trauma response was not easy to overcome.
One other systematic longitudinal study of the aftermath lethal school
violence was located that documents psychological responses to a sniper attack on an
elementary school (Nader, Pynoos, Fairbanks, & Frederick, 1990). The responses to
this lethal event, though not perpetrated by a student, are comparable to trauma
associated with a rampage shooting, since the loss of life occurred in a school, an
environment that had previously been considered safe. In February 1984, a sniper
opened fire on an elementary school playground in Los Angeles, California. As a
year-round school, one-fourth of the 1,100 students were on vacation. Most of the
children who were in attendance that day had already gone home or were quickly
hurried to safety. However, some children were pinned down by gunfire; the death
toll included one child and a passer-by. In addition, 13 children and one staff member
were wounded, some seriously. The police arrived, and the children were “lockeddown” for almost three hours until the police could storm the apartment of the sniper
and discover that he had committed suicide.
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A follow-up study conducted 14 months after the attack (Nader et al., 1990)
compared results from the initial psychological examinations conducted three weeks
after the incident and assessed the longevity and severity of symptoms for children
who had different degrees of exposure to the violence. For their study, Nader and
colleagues interviewed 100 children who were exposed to the sniper attack as well as
a control group that included children who were not at school because of their
scheduled vacation. The researchers interviewed children in small groups,
administered the PTSD Reaction Index, and a brief children’s grief inventory. The
study, which investigated the connection of physical proximity to the gunfire and
severity of traumatic response, found that the greater the exposure to the attack, the
greater the psychological impact. Children on the playground and those directly
exposed to the gunfire were found to exhibit the greatest number and severity of
symptoms, including reexperiencing the event, emotional detachment, increased
anxiety, and sleeplessness. Researchers found that, regardless of exposure, all
children identified the event as an “extreme stressor” and voiced fears of another
attack in the future. In effect, all were changed by their experience.
Impact on the school faculty and support personnel.
In a report on the psychological consequences for teachers and staff in a
school that has experienced a shooting, Levenson and colleagues (2000) concluded
that most of the research into the aftermath of a shooting has sought to find
empirically based intervention programs and treatment strategies to meet the needs of
students. Concluding there was no published study of an empirically validated
program for the principals, teachers, and staff, this publication provides an overview
of mental health research related to treatment for persons exposed to violence in
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schools and other workplace settings. Designed with prevention and treatment in
mind, this publication presents an intervention plan to help ameliorate the trauma
experienced by those exposed, but does not assess the impact on teachers,
administrators, and staff exposed to a school shooting (Levenson, Memoli, &
Flannery, 2001).
Using two case studies of rampage school shootings (West Paducah,
Kentucky, and Jonesboro, Arkansas), researchers Roth and Mehta offered an indepth study of the precipitating factors and the long-term consequences of school
shootings. In terms of impact, they concluded that the shootings formed “ defining
moments that brought dramatic changes in school policy, student climate and town
image” (Roth & Mehta, 2002, p. 144). Participants from the two school communities
reported that they had difficulty remembering the world that had existed before the
traumatic events that changed their lives so dramatically. Students could not
remember their grade-level groupings, and faculty had trouble remembering whether
certain programs were begun before or after the shooting. Researchers noted that
many who were closely associated with the episode had been diagnosed with posttraumatic stress disorder, and that there were probably many others with PTSD who
simply had not been so diagnosed.
Fein’s phenomenological investigation (2001) into the responses of
administrators and district leaders who experienced a school shooting offers an indepth and personal view of the impact of trauma on principals and district
administrators. Interviewing 12 leaders in unidentified school districts in which there
had been a shooting, Fein concluded all experienced significant reactions but that the
responses varied with the individual. Symptoms included shock, disbelief,
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flashbacks, memory problems, and guilt. The leaders also stated that they coped with
their respective tragedies by drawing on their experience and leadership training,
their spiritual beliefs, collaboration with others, and sense of humor. Media
intrusiveness was often cited as a complicating factor. The leaders acknowledged
that they felt responsible for restoring order, but felt that they lacked models to guide
their decisions or actions. All reported feeling that they were personally changed by
their experience and that their views of the world had changed significantly.
In their general consideration of the reaction of educators and community
officials to rampage school shootings, Burns and Crawford (1998) noted that “moral
panic” and outrage seemed to develop in relation to a perceived threat that was being
exaggerated by the media. This panic response stimulated punitive policy decisions,
such as the introduction of the zero tolerance rules, metal detectors, and increasingly
strict discipline codes. The authors of this publication concluded that these
measures, while appearing to offer solutions, actually were intended, in part, to
reassure parents that their children would be safe.
In another study, Sloan and colleagues (1994) sought to assess the stress
experienced by emergency service personnel (police, fire, medical and psychiatric
physicians, and social workers) who responded when a local baby sitter invaded an
elementary school (unnamed) and shot six children. Questionnaires that were
distributed to the persons involved in this event were completed and returned by 140
of the workers. The analysis of this survey revealed varying degrees of distress.
While this study was conducted six months after the event, even after standard
“critical incident debriefing” procedures, Sloan and colleagues reported that some
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residual psychological impact remained across all professional disciplines (Sloan,
Rozensky, Kaplan, & Saunders, 1994).
A study by Weintraub, Hall, and Pynoos (2001) is particularly relevant to
this investigation since it addressed the aftermath of the shootings at Columbine High
School. Following an intensive study of individual, organizational, and communitywide impacts, this study chronicled the response of government officials, civil
leaders, counselors, educators, parents, and students to this event. Acknowledging
that the tragedy impacted persons throughout the Denver area, the state of Colorado,
the nation, and the world, researchers concluded that it would be impossible to ever
know the whole story, for the impact of the tragedy constituted a mental health
emergency of catastrophic scale. Citing the trauma from the day’s events,
compounded by subsequent retraumatizations by other threats to the school, media
intrusiveness, and conflict with the sheriff’s office over the handling of the siege, this
team concluded that “what has been remarkable in the face of such a tragedy is the
tremendous response of the community in addressing the mental health needs of
those traumatized by the event . . . an excellent coming together of the agencies with
the resources to identify, treat, and develop long-term interventions for those in need
of services” (p. 159).
Weintraub and colleagues estimated that most of the 2 million residents of
the Denver metropolitan area were deeply affected by the events of April 20th
because of a number of exacerbating factors: The shooting occurred in a school that
showed no signs of being at risk for violence; the event was not resolved quickly and
300 students were trapped in the school for hours; there was concern that other
schools in the area were also being targeted; and the event was conveyed via live
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media broadcasts to an anxious and unnerved population. The result of this extended
traumatic event was that “many children, adolescents, and their parents had their
sense of security and safety shattered” (p. 132). This study also identified other
complicating factors, including subsequent anxieties from the approximately 3,000
copycat incidents and threats nationwide; the scale and planning of the attack; the
delay of the sheriff’s department in reaching the victims; and the fact that even
though risk factors can be seen in retrospect, the two gunmen had not been detected
by the system. The significant increase in the number of requests for counseling and
psychiatric services throughout the Denver area demonstrated the impact of the
shooting on the larger community. The number of hospitalizations of youth for
psychiatric services dramatically increased; the number of patients served by the
Jefferson Center for Mental Health increased approximately 20% in the three months
following the shootings. This was considered a psychiatric emergency of catastrophic
proportions (Weintraub et al., 2001).
Results of this study indicated that a massive outpouring of compassion and
offers of help supported the community in the days and weeks following the
shootings. Researchers observed, “One positive outcome of this reaction was that
civic leaders, mental health agencies, and citizens from all walks of life came
together to provide resources to help the victims and to coordinate their efforts in
devising an effective disaster response” (p. 135). Researchers also noted the fact that
the Columbine parents demanded that services be made available to students and
others in need, that there was greater acceptance of professional help for dealing with
the traumatic experience, and that a “highly educated surrounding community, the
involvement of numerous churches and community organizations, and the
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willingness of local citizens to organize and work hard to meet the needs of
traumatized youths and families have enhanced the effectiveness of services” (p.
159).
Impact on parents.
Jordan (2003) offered a trauma and recovery model for victims of school
shootings and their families.

Using the term catastrophic school violence to

describe what is elsewhere labeled as a rampage school shooting (e.g., Harding et al.,
2002; National Research Council, 2003; Reddy et al., 2001), Jordan’s model is
intended for mental health professionals who work with primary victims (students)
and secondary victims (parents). Addressing behavioral, cognitive, and
psychological effects, it is based on literature from the field of psychological
counseling and mental health interventions for victims of natural disasters, chronic
illness, child abuse, incest, traffic accidents, military service, as well as exposure to
school-based crises.
Jordan observed that following a catastrophic school shooting, after the
immediate threat of personal injury has ended, there is a period of displacement and
separation, during which families seek to be reunited. The resolution of the event
then either proceeds to reuniting with the loved one or confirmation that the loved
one has been killed. In the recovery stage that follows, the family needs to face and
reconcile to the outcome. Jordan concluded, “In consideration of the recovery
process, it is important to remember that the traumatic effects of a catastrophic
school shooting can be prolonged even after the violence or threats have ceased,
such as situations where (a) family members or peers are injured or killed, or rescue
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is prolonged; (b) family members are displaced or separated; (c) buildings are
destroyed (library or classroom); and (d) family members, friends, or peers require
emergency care” (p. 407).
Only one study could be located that researched the actual responses of
parents of children exposed to a school shooting. This qualitative investigation,
summarized in an unpublished manuscript that I acquired from the authors (Hawkins,
McIntosh, Silver, & Holman, 2003), was initiated in the week after the Columbine
attack. However, the study, which focused on the responses of parents and students
in the immediate aftermath of the Columbine shootings, had to be discontinued
because of “a series of negative events in the Columbine area after the shootings
(e.g., community reactions to media intrusion, pending litigation involving the Board
of Education, an Internet threat resulting in another closure of the school, and the
shooting deaths of two Columbine students)” (p. 7).
This study involved structured, qualitative interviews of four students and
seven parents who responded to flyers handed-out at a community memorial service,
the local mall, and the makeshift memorials for the slain students at Clement Park,
adjacent to the school. A one-hour interview of each participant was conducted for
the purpose of learning about the immediate psychological impact of exposure to the
violence. Answers to the open-ended questions were coded for content related to
cognitive, emotional, and social responses. Responses to the closed-ended questions
were analyzed statistically for similarities, differences, and trends.
In their report on this abbreviated study (submitted to the Journal of
Emotional Abuse for publication), researchers noted that all student-participants had
been in the building on April 20, but that they were exposed to different levels of the
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violence. For example, two were able to escape the building before knowing of the
attack, while one was in the library, where most of the deaths occurred. Regardless
of the proximity to the violence, all expressed a sense of confusion and terror about
the events. Parents and students alike reported that their initial reactions involved
confusion and disbelief; most felt frightened, and some admitted panicking. Those
who did not feel panicked described that they avoided panic by focusing intently on
tasks; others stated that they had difficulty in focusing on tasks because of the panic.
In the days after the attack, the common emotions included feeling that the
initial numbness was beginning to lessen, but that negative emotions were still
making it difficult to function normally. Participants also acknowledged feeling
nervous, anxious, irritable, and said that they experienced guilt and misery. In
addition to the negative emotions, positive emotions in the weeks following the
attack were cited, including affection, vigor, happiness, and satisfaction. Feelings of
increased awareness of affection for family members were common. However,
“notable in the interviews were reports of difficulty with social relationships outside
the affected community” (p. 14).
All participants in the study reported that they experienced unpleasant and
troubling thoughts and ruminations about the event. The frequency of rumination
was not related to the proximity to the physical attack; those more removed from the
violence experienced ruminations about as often as those directly exposed to the
bloodshed. However, those closest to the event spent more time and energy trying to
deflect unpleasant thoughts and memories. These intrusive thoughts included
memories of the event itself and thoughts about what they might have done to avert
the attack.
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The meaning-making process was already underway by the second week
after the event. Respondents reported trying to make sense of their experience, with
the meanings ascribed to the tragedy ranging from God’s plan to draw people in the
community closer together, to sympathy for the perpetrators, to anger for perceived
negligence on the part of the perpetrators’ parents.
Approximately half of the participants in this study reported that they felt
helped by the support from the larger community, while some reported
disappointment in the level of support from those closest to them. Four parents
reported that they wanted to spend more time with their children and were
disappointed that this did not happen. One parent reported that the spouse’s level of
emotional support was less than usual; some students reported feeling smothered by
the parents. Several participants reported that they felt the structured counseling was
unhelpful and irritating. Media presence was viewed differently as the days passed,
with initial coverage of the event considered helpful, and continuing coverage
considered intrusive.
The researchers, who were from outside of the Columbine community,
attempted to study the responses of parents almost immediately after the shooting;
however, they were forced to abandon the study before it could be concluded, citing
complicating events that essentially closed the community to outsiders. Those inside
the Columbine community were clearly demonstrating behaviors consistent with life
within a trauma membrane.
Summary of research on impact of exposure to violence.
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The current research on the impact of exposure to lethal school violence
reports similar findings across all participants: Those in the school directly exposed
to lethal violence as well those helping the primary victims are likely to experience a
range of psychological responses. Primary as well as secondary victims are likely to
have feelings of trauma and loss, may struggle with intrusive memories, may suffer
depression and withdrawal, and may struggle with the challenge of rebuilding their
worldview. Some may experience disruptions that separate them from others who are
seeking to provide support and companionship (Levenson et al., 2000). Primary
victims closest to the event are most likely to develop the more intrusive symptoms
of trauma response, including hypervigilance, exaggerated startle response, and a
withdrawal from daily activities. Secondary exposure also causes disruptive
symptoms that may be less severe than those experienced by the primary victims.
While clearly, not all trauma victims develop PTSD, some will experience intense
symptoms of depression, dissociation, intrusive recall, and anxiety associated with
this disorder (Halligan & Yehuda, 2000).
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Family Functioning
Studies of lethal school violence have to a lesser extent investigated the
impact on the functioning within the family of the students, even though “there is
little doubt that the family, plus the social system in general, is the single most
important resource to emotional recovery from catastrophe” (Figley, 1986, p. 40).
Indeed, “the family is the critical system to human beings before, during, and after
stressful times and the system and its members are also affected, sometimes even
more than the victim” (Figley, 1986, p. 40).
Family.
Survivors of catastrophic events include not only those present during the
disaster, but others with close attachments to the immediate victims. For example,
in a two-year follow-up study of the impact of the Beverly Hills Supper Club fire
that claimed 165 lives, “nearly one-third of those who identified themselves as
survivors . . . had not physically been present at the scene, but rather were reacting
to their experiences of loss of loved ones and close friends. They presented
primarily with complicated bereavement states” (Lindy, 1985, p. 160).
Trauma and loss go hand-in-hand, whether it is the loss of an individual or
the loss of a view of the world and one’s place in it. “For many survivors, grief as
well as traumatic overload are inseparable responses to the same event” (Lindy,
1985, p. 160). Indeed, “You may have grief without much trauma, but you can never
have much trauma without grief” (Figley et al., 1997, p. 6).
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Following any traumatic event, the victim’s family plays a key role in
providing social support, offering emotional care and comfort, encouragement,
advice, companionship, and tangible aid (Figley, 1986). These functions are linked
to the overall needs for emotional support of people in general, and help to facilitate
recovery of trauma victims in particular (Drabek, Key, Erickson, & Crowe, 1975).
Research suggests that positive social support may actually protect individuals
exposed to traumatic events from harmful physical and mental consequences
(Solomon, 1986).
A study conducted after the first attack on the World Trade Center in 1993
reported, “The most distressing aspect of the survivors’ ordeal was the shattering of
their fundamental beliefs about themselves (invulnerability, immortality), the world
(predictability, controllability, safety), and other people (trust, safety, isolation) that
had previously shaped their lives. Many were angry that their fabric of belief in a
just world had been rudely shredded. All felt isolated, in that others could not
possibly understand what they had gone through” (Miller, 2003, pp. 263-264).
Figley (1985) observed that family support serves as an antidote to traumarelated disorders by detecting symptoms of the victims, confronting the problems,
going over the details of the event, and resolving the conflicts that are associated
with the event. While these functions serve to promote the recovery of the trauma
victim, parents and other family members are at risk for experiencing stress and
trauma themselves—whether they experienced the event first hand or vicariously.
This sharing of life’s events is at the heart of a family relationship, but it places
added stress on all members as they adjust in their own individual ways within the
collective entity known as the family. “The survivors’ usual range of territorial and
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affiliative activity becomes constricted as the home is turned into a protective
fortress, strangers are avoided, and unfamiliar surroundings are circumvented.
Family members may be outfitted with pagers and cell phones . . . as there develops a
compulsive need for loved ones to be close at hand or reachable at a moment’s
notice” (Miller, 2003, p. 265).
While most research has focused on victim symptomology and the
situational context of the traumatic event, Bard and colleagues suggest that research
also needs to address the critical issues of family dynamics and social functioning
that can inform policy-making and program development (Bard, Arnone, &
Nemiroff, 1986). The family is a crucial force in the process of helping the survivor
move to recovery; once the experience of tragedy has been validated, then the
individual and the family can begin to move toward rebuilding the basic mechanics
of everyday life. “However, it is important to remember that moving on is not the
same as forgetting and that letting go is not the same as betraying the significance of
what happened. Survivors are living witnesses to profound ‘historical truth.’
Weaving the impact of this history into present goals helps give meaning and purpose
to the present, which both the survivor and the family share” (Wilson, Friedman, &
Lindy, 2001, p. 350).
Social networks.
To move through the reconciliation stage to recovery, “victims of disaster
tend to avoid the use of formal agencies, preferring instead to turn to their informal
networks for social support” (Solomon, 1986, p. 243). Generally preferring their
informal social relationships, survivors seek support from their family, friends, co45

workers, and neighbors. Outreach services and community-based intervention are
often provided as a way of extending support to survivors and family members so
that persons receive services wherever they congregate. “Outreach is recommended
because most survivors do not seek out mental health support services following a
catastrophic event” (NIMN, 2002, p. 24).
A trauma membrane most often forms following the acute crisis phase and
develops during the period of recovery (Lindy, Green, Grace, & Titchener, 1983).
This tendency to create a boundary, much like a cell forms a protective membrane to
keep out infection or irritants, is a common characteristic of traumatized individuals
and communities as well. The family and its social network become the prime arena
for processing the trauma, as individuals seek out known sources of comfort and
support. Families and the community at large often avoid outsiders, seeking to help
each other heal and complicating the efforts of mental health workers and support
services from the outside.
In addition to matters of access, the issue of community raises a significant
question of how to determine the extent of devastation and recovery needs without
“personifying the community as a single entity” (Zinner & Williams, 1999, p. 239).
Beyond the individual survivors and their families, there is a dynamic of group
survivorship at work. Questions undoubtedly are raised about the cumulative,
“greater good” versus the immediate individual impact. The event, as well as the
community’s recovery, will be measured more by its interpretation than by its literal
consequence. It is this meaning that will become embedded in the history of the
community and its residents.
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In supporting a community that is recovering from a disaster like a school
shooting, “effective helpers allow those they help to instruct them about what or who
was lost and the meaning of the loss. ...... Outsiders to a community who come in, by
invitation or intrusion, to assist those affected, may rush survivors to overcompensate
and to normalize too quickly; outsiders may urge community members to return to
predictable routines that are not appropriate for the circumstances” (Zinner &
Williams, 1999, p. 7).
As Caruth described the situation in her exploration of trauma and memory
(1995), “It is not that calamity serves to strengthen the bonds linking people together
—it does not, most of the time—but that the shared experience becomes almost like a
common culture, a source of kinship” (p. 190). Persons surviving a traumatic event
and their families often begin to feel separate, “estranged from the rest of humanity
and gather in groups with others of like mind. They are not drawn together by
feelings of affection (in the usual sense of the term, anyway) but by a shared set of
perspectives and rhythms and moods that derive from the sense of being apart” (p.
194). From that shared experience, grows a shared perspective that the assumptions
once held about the world, the way it operates, and one’s place in it have all changed
(Janoff-Bulman, 1992). The world once assumed to exist is no more, and it is
somehow easier to be with others who share this traumatic loss.
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In spite of the challenge, however, “families of catastrophe survive. And
more than simply surviving, most go on to lead happy and productive lives. Time
does heal the wound, but only to the extent that with time come perspective and
resourceful ways of coping, which most families somehow find and effectively
utilize” (Figley, 1986, p. 52). In fact, for many survivors, their life, though changed,
has been enriched by their experience (Jozefowski, 1999).
Summary of research on family functioning.
Research has demonstrated that the family is a critical element in the
recovery process for persons who have experienced a disaster; however, very little
has been published that sheds light on the functioning within a family traumatized by
lethal school violence. While researchers, theorists, and practitioners have begun to
investigate these rare events in terms of prevention, intervention, and even impact on
the students, the experience of parents and the changes in family functioning have yet
to be fully explored.
Summary of Review of Literature
As reflected in the literature reviewed here, a rampage school shooting
violates the peace not only of the school itself but also of the families and the
community members that live through it. Worldviews are shattered. Families are
traumatized. Community identity is challenged.
This dissertation explores the convergence of the dimensions of incidents of
lethal school violence, consequences of exposure to comparable types of violence,
and family functioning following such violence. Specifically, this study considers
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the experiences of parents following the shootings at Columbine High School. My
purpose is to bring the aftermath of a school shooting into human dimensions,
revealing stories of lived experience and impact to those outside the trauma
membrane who wish to know more so that they can better respond in the future and
so that requisite decisions can be better informed.
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Chapter Three: Methodology
This investigation focuses on the experiences of parents whose children were
students at Columbine High School on April 20, 1999, during the deadliest incident
of American school violence to date. The aftermath of violence within a school
impacts parents in ways that are potentially significant and long lasting. A study of
these impacts and their implications for schools requires in-depth inquiry into the farreaching consequences of exposure to lethal violence and the meaning that
individuals take from their experience, including not only the visible changes but also
the routine and the problematic moments and meaning (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994).
A qualitative study conducted in a natural, non-experimental setting is most
appropriate for this research, since variables of human experience cannot be easily
identified or predicted (Creswell, 1998). Qualitative interviewing is an “intentional
way of learning about people’s feelings, thoughts, and experiences. Interviews
provide the information that the researcher later analyzes and shares with others”
(Rubin & Rubin, 1995, p. 2). “Qualitative data, with their emphasis on people’s
lived experience, are fundamentally well suited for locating the meanings people
place on the events, processes, and structures of their lives . . . and for connecting
these meanings to the social world around them” (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 10).
Within the broad arena of qualitative inquiry, two particular methodologies
are particularly well suited to my research question and my purpose for conducting
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this study: oral history and educational criticism and connoisseurship. Oral history
has provided the means of collecting the parents’ reflections on their life experiences,
and elements of educational criticism and connoisseurship have been adapted for
reporting the results.
Rationale for Choosing Oral History
Alessandro Portelli, a leading theorist in oral history, asserts that this
research method does far more than merely document a story. Marked by the
relationship between the story teller and the story hearer, it explores how ideas about
events and people change through time and experience (Portelli, 1991). It is also
characterized by the interpretation of the story that is being told, in all its complexity
and contradictions. The interviewer and the interviewee explore this interpretation
together, thus sharing the interpretive process. The story being told belongs to the
narrator, and the telling of it to another brings it into being (Frisch, 1990).
“All memories are a mixture of facts and opinion, and both are important.
The way in which people make sense of their lives is valuable historical and societal
evidence in itself” (Oral History Association, 2000). Oral history is a gentle form of
data collection, giving the narrator the power to control the content and the scope of
the interview (Yow, 1994). In this regard, it is especially appropriate for working
with individuals who have been exposed to traumatic events. In fact, “any group that
has gone through a troublesome common experience can benefit from documenting
impressions and memories through oral history interviews” (Ritchie, 1998, p. 198).
As Schacter notes (2001), “Disclosing difficult experiences to others . . . can have
profoundly positive effects” (p. 171).
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Wheatley (2003) contends that “we don’t come out of a dark night if we
refuse to make meaning together.” Oral history provides a methodology for making
this process intentional, documenting not only experience but also meaning.
Oral history and traumatic memory.
While making meaning together seems a worthy goal, Felman and Laub
(1992), who studied the recorded stories of Holocaust survivors, observed a
complicating factor. They concluded that the difficulty of communicating intense
traumatic experiences resulted from the fact that, for the individual, the event had not
yet been recorded in ways that could be expressed through language.
Massive trauma precludes its registration; the observing and
recording mechanisms of the human mind are temporarily knocked
out, malfunction. The victim's narrative—the very process of
bearing witness to massive trauma—does indeed begin with
someone who testifies to an absence, to an event that has not yet
come into existence, in spite of the overwhelming and compelling
nature of the reality of its occurrence. While historical evidence to
the event that constitutes the trauma may be abundant and
documents in vast supply, the trauma—as a known event and not
simply as an overwhelming shock—has not been truly witnessed
yet, not been taken cognizance of. The emergence of the narrative
which is being listened to—and heard—is, therefore, the process
and the place wherein the cognizance, the 'knowing' of the event is
given birth to. The listener, therefore, is a party to the creation of
knowledge de novo. The testimony to the trauma thus includes its
hearer, who is, so to speak, the blank screen on which the event
comes to be inscribed for the first time (p. 57).
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This difficulty in finding language and means of expression characterizes
those living in a traumatized community and further serves to isolate those of shared
experience, because within the trauma membrane, there is often no need for words.
Understanding can come intuitively. It is known that by being within the circle of
experience, the meaning is self-evident (Klempner, 2000).
McMahan and Rogers (1994) observed that "traumatic events frequently
leave their survivors with memories that seem frozen in time—often their stories are
set apart . . . by language use, tense, and form of address—as though these memories
are isolated in memory" (p. 32). Pointing to the need to understand the connections
between the personal experience and the collective meaning constructed by society as
a whole, McMahon and Rogers concluded that “from the interactive creation of
memories and personal histories . . . individuals shape their life stories, linking
present and future to the transformative past" (p. 44).
In an interview, people have a chance to reflect on their life and through that
process consider their memories with intention. Contributing their oral histories of the
Holocaust, for example, gave survivors an opportunity to remember and speak of their
experiences although people around them wanted them to forget (Lewin, 1990).
Telling of the events of their lives allowed them to bear witness to the suffering of a
generation. As noted by Weine (2002), a psychiatrist working with Bosnian war
victims, survivors tell their private story because “they see that in telling it they are
participating in a collective process of truth telling. Paradoxically, this makes
individual healing possible” (p. 11).
“Oral history relies on memory not only as a source of details but also as a
rich repository of thoughts, beliefs, and impressions of self-understandings and
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historical understandings that have evolved over time” (Clark, 2002, p. 572). One of
the difficulties in recording and studying memories related to a well-known event is
that there are few opportunities to study how people interpret the event before others
have identified the defining moments. Operating through Columbia University’s
Oral History Research Office, Mary Marshall Clark began a longitudinal study in the
week following the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks on New York and
Washington, DC. Over 400 oral history interviews have been collected, in a study of
how memories and interpretations of catastrophic events are constructed through
time. The representation of such a major event is frequently created by those who
are outside of the experience itself, i.e., outside of the trauma membrane. As a result,
individual memories may not match the collective memory, and the personal
interpretation of the event, is often lost in the global, societal view. As Clark
observed in her preliminary report on the study (2002), the publicly constructed
accounts of the event may not be aligned with the reality of experience. For
example, after September 11, media and public officials fostered a widespread belief
that the nation was moving on but unified in grief. However, in reality, residents
close to the World Trade Center site reported a climate of extreme fear, suspicion,
racial profiling, isolation, disorientation, and trauma. The belief that they were
harmoniously working as a united “home front” reflected the hopeful view from
those outside the trauma membrane.
Thompson (2000) asserts that a person makes life choices, in effect deciding
what to remember, and that these choices are connected to historical significance.
Memories are reported in a way that gives them social meaning. The selection
process initially organizes the memory but the process of discarding events or details
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continues over time. Memory “depends not only on individuals’ comprehension but
also upon interest—it is a social process, impacted by group consciousness” (p.
131). In addition, Thompson adds, the person must want to remember.
Oral history and validity.
Psychologists recognize that “memory is not a literal reproduction of the past
but instead depends on constructive processes that are sometimes prone to errors,
distortions, and illusions” (Schacter, Norman, & Koustal, 1998, p. 289). Schacter
(2001) used the term sins of memory to describe the traits of omission (transience,
absent-mindedness, blocking) and commission (misattribution, suggestibility, bias,
persistence) that commonly occur in this constructive process. The details that are
recalled when processed through the lens of human memory reveal a great deal about
the significance and the understandings that the Columbine parents have taken from
their experiences.
What sets oral history apart from other methodologies is that it tells us less
about events than about their meaning (Portelli, 1997). This does not mean that oral
history lacks validity, but that it has a different sort of validity. "The validation of
oral evidence can be divided into two main areas: the degree to which any
individual interview yields reliable information on the historical experience, and the
degree to which that individual experience is typical of its time and place"
(Lummis, 1998, p. 273).
Seeking the narrator’s perception of the significance and meaning of an
event, oral history offers “prisms on the past rather than windows” (Heinige, 1982, p.
5). An oral history, which may contain factual inaccuracies, may nevertheless
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represent a greater truth. For example, Feldman and Laub (1992) related the story of
a female survivor of Auschwitz, who reported having felt a sense of triumph when
she saw four chimneys of the crematoria burning after a revolt by the Jewish
prisoners there. Historians reviewing her testimony argued that she had no
credibility because only one chimney had been damaged by the revolt and ultimately
those responsible were killed. Her entire testimony thus was cast into doubt. They
were demanding factual accuracy while missing the greater truth: For those in
Auschwitz, it mattered not if it were one chimney or four. The event itself was
perceived as a victory of unimaginable proportions. That even one chimney could be
damaged marked a symbolic triumph. Literal accuracy had been replaced with a far
deeper significance. The statement held validity of meaning and witnessed a greater
truth than an inventory of chimneys destroyed could ever convey.
A case can be made for the use of oral history interview methodology as
distinguished from the cognitive interview or traditional structured interview
techniques that rely on standard protocols followed by coding of participant
responses (Mishler, 1986). In this regard, oral history is a methodology in which
persons can tell of their life experiences, without being subject to the sort of
interrogation that more structured interviews tend to produce. The intention of an
oral history is to uncover the deeper meanings of experience, not to establish a record
of facts about an event.
Oral history’s holistic approach deals with a story as a context-based event,
not a detached happening or as a source of data to be coded as abstractions. "The
central problem for coding may be stated as follows: Because meaning is
contextually grounded, inherently and irremediably, coding depends on the
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competence of the coders as ordinary language users. Their task is to determine the
'meaning' of an isolated response to an isolated question, that is, to code a response
that has been stripped of its natural social context. Their competence consists in their
being able to restore the missing context” (Mishler, 1986, p. 3). The reliance on
coding of responses depends on an assumed relationship between language and
meaning. Within a trauma membrane, language is shaped within an understood
context. Removing that contextual awareness in order to standardize responses and
apply organizing codes as a sort of short-hand for experience, results in a further
decontextualizing of meaning, making the construction of meaning even more
difficult.
Rationale for Choosing Educational Criticism and Connoisseurship
Individual stories collected through oral history interviews need to be
presented and analyzed within a strong contextual framework. Therefore, to report
the findings of this oral history research, I have adapted elements of educational
criticism and connoisseurship, a methodology developed by Elliot Eisner (1994) for
purposes of studying teacher practice as observed in a naturalistic setting.
Appreciation (connoisseurship) of teaching practice while disclosing its
significance (criticism) offers a means to transform the qualities of teaching and
create a forum for interpretation and appraisal (Eisner, 1998). Even though the
experience of Columbine parents is not educational practice and the data for
consideration are collected through interviews instead of observation, the emphasis
on the qualities of experience, the richness of detail, the creation of meaning from the
recorded accounts, the contextual foundations of the analysis, and the generalization
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of themes beyond the immediate setting, all make this methodology appropriate for
my research.
Eisner, who has advanced methodological pluralism and organizational
holism as two pillars of his work (1998), has made an observation that supports the
blending of these two methodologies: “How do we recreate [an] event so that it can
be known by those who weren’t there? And how do we acquire the skills to do
so? . . . The roots of this subject are as old as history itself, for history, if it is
anything, is a way of telling people stories about the past that will help them
understand what it was like and how it came to be that way. These roots are even
older than written history” (1998, p. 2).
In presenting the oral histories of the parents in this study, I have adapted the
four dimensions of educational criticism and connoisseurship: description,
interpretation, evaluation, and thematics (Eisner, 1998). Description, a richly
textured account of details and occurrences, conveys the context, the sequence of
events, and the meaning taken from the experience. Chapter 4: The Parents and Their
Stories presents this dimension through a brief profile of each parent followed by the
parent’s interview data in the form of a poetic representation (Richardson, 1992,
2002).
Poetic representation, also called poetic transcription (Glesne, 1997) and
poetic display (Miles & Huberman, 1994), is the “creation of poemlike compositions
from the words of interviewees” (Glesne, 1997, p. 202). Miles and Huberman (1994)
have observed that reducing interview data by excerpting and sequencing the
participant’s words and phrases to create a poetic display brings the reader close to
the data and compels attention to the analysis. “You have to treat the data—and the
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person it came from—seriously because a ‘poem’ is something you engage in at a
deep level. It is not just a figurative transposition but an emotional statement as
well” (p.110). A reduction of data into poetic representation, namely, a poem
constructed from the actual words and phrases of the person whose life is being
studied, brings the reader in direct contact with that person (Richardson, 1992). As a
result, the data become more alive and accessible than they might in extended
paraphrases or prose summaries with a few direct quotations interspersed for effect.
In addition, poetic representation touches a literary chord, a style that is
compatible with the aesthetic and expressive nature of educational criticism and
connoisseurship. “Humans have a basic need to externalize the internal, to
communicate, to share their experience with others. The trick is to learn how to use
a form or representation through which imagination, affect, and belief can be given a
public, articulate presence. Art, music, dance, prose, and poetry are some of the
forms that have been invented to perform this function. ....... We take prose for
granted. Indeed, we seem to believe that literal prose can say it all. It can’t”
(Eisner, 1998, p. 235).
The dimensions of interpretation and evaluation (Chapter 5:
Understanding the Experience) address the meaning ascribed to the parents’
experiences, appraisal of the responses of others, and recommendations that could
be transferred to other situations. Interpretation, which accounts for and conveys
the contextual meaning of the stories, is an analytical step that requires looking
beyond the words to hear the meaning (Rubin & Rubin, 1995). Evaluation
considers “the experience with all its complexities to identify what fostered
growth, inhibited growth, or had no effect one way or another” (Eisner, 1998, p.
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99). Chapter 6: So What Does it All Mean? considers thematics, representing the
more generalized story, “the theme embedded in the particular situation [that]
extends beyond the situation itself” (Eisner, 1998, p. 103).
Researcher role.
“In qualitative work, the researcher’s background can influence the way in
which the situation is described, interpreted, and appraised; hence knowing who the
researcher is and where he or she has come from is not altogether irrelevant ....... [In
educational criticism and connoisseurship,] personal biography is one of the tools
researchers work with; it is the major instrument through which meaning is made and
interpretation expressed” (Eisner, 1998, p.193).
The story of my experience begins, as do the stories of the study participants,
on a glorious spring day, April 20, 1999. I had just completed a lunch meeting with
teachers at a nearby high school. When the meeting adjourned, at about 12:30, a
friend who worked at the Colorado Department of Education contacted me and very
gently said, “Carolyn, there’s been a shooting at Columbine High School.” She was
concerned for the safety of my son, a sophomore at Columbine that year. Confident
that there was little chance that my son would be impacted—after all, Columbine
was a safe school—I calmly drove toward the school. Traffic was blocked at an
intersection just east of Columbine. I was directed toward Leawood Elementary
School, several blocks away, where parents were being asked to wait. Three hours
later, after a SWAT team freed my son and his friends from the school, our family
was reunited.
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Thus began a nightmare, one that affected my son directly, my family
personally, and my community collectively. The journey through the day-to-day
impact of this situation was marked by great uncertainty, for each day carried the
potential for more turmoil. Indeed, the trauma and loss of April 20th were only the
first of many painful challenges. Days of relative quiet were disrupted by releases of
troubling details from the sheriff’s department. The reassuring good wishes of people
around the world were interrupted by threats against the school by people boasting
that they would “finish the job.” Relief when hearing the news that some of the most
seriously wounded students were recovering was cut short by announcements of the
tragic suicide of a fellow parent and later by the heartbreaking suicide of one of the
students. Moments that seemed almost peaceful were shattered by news of lawsuits
and releases of violent videotapes. It became difficult to believe that the world
would ever be stable, safe, and predictable again.
For me, this experience, this struggle to tomorrow, was achieved with the
help of family, friends, community, and even total strangers. In my experience,
relationships deepened as individuals supported each other, sharing collective and
personal stories, but since each of us had a different experience, we all had different
stories and responses to share. Conversations dealt with grief for the killed and
injured, sorrow for our children’s loss of innocence and loss of trust, anxiety about
the long-term impact, family struggles about treatment and recovery, appreciation for
acts of kindness, frustrations of being misunderstood by friends elsewhere,
annoyance with the media, and occasionally, moments of transcendence.
As an educator who has lived in the Columbine community for over 15
years, I have reflected on what could be learned and shared from this experience.
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When I listened to speakers at national conventions draw conclusions about
Columbine or when I read articles about school violence in educational journals, I
realized that people were trying to understand a situation with limited knowledge of
what was actually happening. It was clear that the stories I was hearing within the
Columbine community were not being heard elsewhere. In fact, when I talked with
other parents about what was being said by the national “experts” or in conversations
with friends across the country, we frequently concluded, “They just don’t get it.”
I decided that the only way others could “get it” would be for someone inside
the experience to take on the task of communicating across the trauma membrane. It
seemed to me that sharing the stories of parents’ responses and the impact of a school
shooting on family life could help educators in other schools and residents of other
communities better understand. By hearing the experience from the parents’
perspective, school administrators and community responders could be better
prepared if a school shooting were to shatter the peace of their community.
As a result, I have designed this dissertation to maximize the strength of
insider research. As I interviewed the six parents selected for this investigation, my
personal knowledge of events allowed me to ask follow-up questions that an outsider
might not have known to ask. As a result, I gained deeper access to information and
meaning. For example, in their interviews several parents made incidental reference
to taking a tour of the building before the start of school the following year. Since
this was a particularly significant event for the school community, I was able to draw
out from the parents, the details and significance that an outside interviewer might
not have known to seek. Likewise, I knew from personal experience that some
Columbine teachers modified their lesson plans or created special learning activities
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in the years after the shootings; thus, when parents mentioned their children’s
teachers, I knew to ask about how teachers had adjusted their assignments to meet
the needs of their traumatized students.
However, because my knowledge of events was limited to my personal
experience, I encouraged parents to go beyond the questions that I knew to ask. All
were reminded of the purpose of my research, and at each session, I challenged them
to reflect on any topic that they thought might contribute to the study, whether or not
it appeared to fit within the scope of the interview. As a result, they often went
beyond my questions and revealed insights that they felt needed to be known. On
more than one occasion, parents remarked that they saw value in this study and that
they were glad that it was being conducted by someone from within the Columbine
community. I deeply appreciate their taking the time to reflect on a difficult period
in their lives, offering support and encouragement for my effort to share insights
across the trauma membrane. It is clear that they, too, want to help others learn from
the experiences in the aftermath of April 20th.
Subjectivity.
While having shared knowledge of an event or an experience brings the
potential for viewing a situation with greater perceptivity, it also introduces a
potential liability; namely, a greater likelihood for bias and subjectivity. The ability
to see something is influenced by what we know to look for, and the result can be
inattention to other details that emerge. We develop a language to communicate our
experience, and that very language influences our perception and results in our
attention to qualities that have particular value to us (Eisner, 1998). With a research
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topic as personal as the one I have undertaken, I also recognize that, as Eisner noted,
“a way of seeing is also a way of not seeing” (Eisner, 1998, p. 67).
From the start of this study, I have acknowledged that this topic is not one
that I can approach with coldly distant objectivity. Rather, it requires my thoughtful
reflection and self-awareness. My purpose is not to compose a personal essay, a
statement of my own opinions, but is instead to study the experiences and responses
of others. It has required forethought in designing the study and vigilance in
conducting the interviews, reporting the data, and drawing conclusions from the data.
To minimize the impact of my prior knowledge and common ground of experience, I
have employed four strategies:
1. using open-ended questions characteristic of oral history interviews;
2. monitoring my own reactions to the parent’s narrative and becoming
conscious of any subjective lens that is being activated (Peshkin,
1988);
3. displaying data through poetic representations crafted from each
parent’s own words; and
4. asking each participant to critically review his or her story to confirm
accuracy and completeness of the data.
The first strategy for minimizing the impact of subjectivity is reflected in my
choice of oral history as a methodology for data collection. Instead of highly
structured interview protocols with preformed questions organized in a
predetermined sequence, oral history interviews utilize loosely constructed questions
that allow the participant to influence the flow of the interview. Prior to the initial
interview, I prepared a set of general guidelines with broad areas of interest for each
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of the three sessions (Appendix C), but within these guidelines, I allowed the parents
to tell me their story in their own way. Open-ended statements, like “Tell me about
April 20th” or “Describe what happened next,” allow for great flexibility in framing
one’s narrative.
“Remembering in an interview requires the researcher to understand from the
other’s point of view” (Thompson, 2000, p. 157). Even though I am a fellow
Columbine parent, our memories of the event vary greatly; the meanings we ascribe
to our experiences are equally diverse. The task for me, thus, was to appreciate the
other’s point of view, and to listen carefully to the uniqueness of the responses of the
parent being interviewed. At the end of each interview, I reminded the parents that
my questions were limited by my own perspective and that I would appreciate their
consideration of what other topics I should explore. As a result, parents returned to
their next session with additional information and insights that I had not thought to
ask about.
My second strategy for minimizing the impact of my personal relationship to
this topic involved monitoring my own reactions to each parent’s narrative. I paid
close attention when an interview turned in an unexpected direction or when I found
that I disagreed with what the parent was saying. Subjectivity operates throughout a
research project, and researchers “should be meaningfully attentive to their own
subjectivity. . . . When researchers observe themselves in a focused way, . . . they
learn about the particular qualities that contact with their research phenomenon has
released ” (Peshkin, 1988, p. 17). Peshkin termed this process of monitoring one’s
own responses in an investigation, the discovery and disclosure of one’s subjective
I’s (1988). During the course of my investigation, there were occasions when the
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Researcher-I was challenged by the Parent-I, namely when I found my parental
responses intruding on my academic relationship to the research. In a situation like
this, I knew I needed to regain my focus as a researcher and refrain from thinking
and reacting from the perspective of a parent. Similarly, my Researcher-I needed to
continually monitor my Idealist-I so that I did not naively assume that a difficult
situation had been satisfactorily resolved.
Recognizing when my Researcher-I lens, was in danger of being
compromised by my other lenses, I gave special attention to what was transpiring and
made a conscious choice to move toward any issue that seemed uncomfortable. It is
the exploration of uncommon ground that presents the greatest potential for
discovery.
My third strategy for minimizing the impact of subjectivity involved the
presentation of data in the parents’ own words. Analyzing volumes of interview
transcripts and reducing that data into a meaningful and manageable form is a
challenging task. Many researchers rely on the use of coding to isolate themes and
patterns that are then analyzed, occasionally by computer data-management tools.
This process, however, seemed particularly alien to my research. My intention, that
of recording, sharing, and learning from life experiences, requires a more contextbased analysis. I preferred to overcome this challenge by reducing and then
displaying data through poetic representation.
After transcribing each of the parent’s three interviews, I went back through
the lengthy texts many times, marking and excerpting significant passages that
connected most directly to my research questions. I eliminated all but the core
expressions, cutting down to the essential words to communicate the parent’s
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message. I then sequenced, re-sequenced, and sequenced again, crafting the passages
into a cohesive, readable story. As a result, for each parent, I produced a poetic
representation that allows the individual voice to be heard.
Additionally, in the final interview, I advised parents that due to the length of
the transcripts, I would need to be selective about what to include. I asked them to
identify the essential elements of their story, namely what key pieces of their
experience needed to be represented in the final document. Honoring those requests
and using my research questions as guidelines, I distilled the transcriptions into six
readable stories, each told in the parent’s own voice. In this way, the parents narrate
their own individual story, and I could not be tempted to interject my own opinion as
one of theirs.
My fourth strategy for reducing the impact of subjectivity on this research
required that the parents check their own data (i.e., their poetic representation). Each
parent was given a copy of his or her audiotapes, transcripts from the interviews, and
the poetic representation I had developed from the transcripts. Parents were told
that, with their permission, the poetic representation would be reproduced in the
dissertation. I asked them to critically review their poetic representations for
accuracy and for completeness, making certain that I had not omitted any key
elements. I asked them to confirm that by excerpting and reorganizing their
statements I had not inadvertently changed their meaning in any way. I invited them
to suggest additions that might clarify or complete thoughts that were introduced in
the interviews. I also reminded them to check very closely for any potentially
identifying information that should be deleted. Through this “member check”
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985), parents reviewed, added to, deleted from, and then
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confirmed that the story crafted from the interview data accurately represented their
own experience, their understandings, and their opinions.
Research Design
Customary oral history interview procedures (Oral History Association,
2000) have guided this attempt to answer the primary research question: What is the
experience of parents of students who have been exposed to a rampage school
shooting? Although oral history methods were used to collect the data, the
dissertation does not constitute an oral history, per se, since the audiotapes and their
transcripts will not be archived for use by others.
For this investigation, I employed a series of three, 90-minute interviews, all
framed with open-ended questions allowing for parents to shape their story naturally.
With participants’ signed consent, all interviews were tape-recorded and later
transcribed for use specifically in this dissertation (Appendix B: Informed Consent).
I reviewed my notes and the transcript of each session prior to the subsequent
sessions to identify areas for clarification or extension (Appendix C: Interview
Guide). Every effort has been made to ensure that the parent’s participation in the
study will remain confidential.
Interview Process.
Participants selected the time and location for their interviews, which were
conducted about one week apart when possible. Two parents asked to be
interviewed in their own home; the rest chose to be interviewed in my home. All
interviews were conducted in private.
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The first interview focused on the events of April 20th, how parents learned
of the shootings, how they reunited with their child, and what they did in the days
immediately following. The second interview focused on insights that were gained
through the years afterward, namely what do they know now that would have helped
them then. Challenges, changes, and relationships were considered. In the third and
final interview, parents were asked to consider how they would describe their
experience to someone in the future. This allowed consideration of historical
perspectives, the metaphors that would be used to communicate the experience, and
the meaning they ascribe to their experience. They were also to identify key
elements of their story, namely the things that they would be disappointed to see left
out.
Consistent with standard oral history practice, I followed the parents’ lead,
not only on the sequence of their narrative, but also on the topics they choose to
include. Parents structured their own stories, describing the challenges they faced,
the impact on their family, their opinions about support that was offered, and their
perception of events emerging naturally. Also in both the second and third
interviews, parents were asked to add details that they may have remembered in the
time since the previous interview and encouraged to introduce new topics that might
not have been considered previously. During and immediately after each interview, I
recorded field notes, documenting the flow of the session and noting gaps in the
information and areas to clarify in follow-up interviews.
Participants.
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The parents who participated in this study represent a purposive, non-random
sample (Miles & Huberman, 1994). For this in-depth investigation, I selected six
parents (three males and three females). Among their children were two freshmen,
two sophomores, one junior, and one senior. Parents whose children had been killed
or injured were excluded from this study. Because of the potential for risk, the
decision was made to interview only those parents whom I knew prior to the attack
and whose experience I knew of, at least in part. This impacted my selection of
parents, because, as the mother of sons, most of the parents I know also have sons.
My sample, thus, included only one parent whose daughter was a student at
Columbine at the time.
While the selection of a sample of six parents from a group of friends and
acquaintances cannot possibly represent the whole of the experience, it does offer a
view of a small part of it. The individual stories of these parents differ considerably,
and each offers personal insight into an intense though not extreme experience
(Patton, 2002). Profiles of the participants and their stories are presented in Chapter
Four.
Protection of participants.
In order to minimize potential risk, I employed the following precautions:
•

All parents were assured that their participation was in no way an
obligation of our friendship, and that at any time, they could refuse
to answer any question or simply terminate their consent to be
interviewed.
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•

All parents were asked to inform their children that they were
participating in this study.

•

All participants signed a detailed form specifying their consent to be
interviewed and audio-taped for this research and for me to publish
their results for the purpose of this dissertation (Appendix B).

•

As part of the consent process, all participants developed a plan for
dealing with any occurrence of discomfort or retraumatization as a
result of the interview.

•

Parents were assured that their audiotapes will not be archived, only
used for the purpose of my research.

Chapter Summary
This dissertation investigates the experience of parents of students who
survived a rampage school shooting. This topic was addressed through consideration
of the challenges they encountered, the perceived benefits of resources or support
that was offered, the impact of the challenges on their lives, and their
recommendations for parents, schools, and communities faced with similar trauma in
the future. Using a purposive sample of six parents of children who were impacted
by the event, this research focused only on what happened after the shootings, and
did not attempt to identify causes or prevention of school shootings, even though
some of the parents offered their opinions about these factors.
While my perspective from within the community of Columbine families
gives me prior knowledge of events and impacts, I have employed substantive
strategies to minimize the impact of subjectivity. Through these strategies, I have
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taken to heart Thompson’s admonition (2000), “The real aim of a life-history
sociologist or the oral historian should be to reveal sources of bias, rather than to
pretend they can be nullified, for instance by a distanced researcher without feelings”
(p. 137).
Chapter Four presents profiles of study participants and provides their data
through poetic representation using their own words and expressions. Interpretation
and evaluation are considered in Chapter Five; Chapter Six explores the themes of
the study, and Chapter Seven considers conclusions and suggests the implications for
future research.
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Chapter Four: The Parents and Their Stories

This chapter provides a meeting ground, the first opportunity for the reader
to actually meet the six parents in the study. The three mothers and three fathers who
have so generously contributed to this research tell their own story, describing how
the shootings at Columbine High School have impacted their lives and the meanings
they have taken from their experience. They describe what helped them during the
time of tragedy as well as the situations that further contributed to the disruption and
loss. In addition, parents responded to my request that they consider what advice
might have helped them through the years of recovery and to share this advice as a
way of helping others.
The stories shared in this chapter reflect life inside of families in a
community experiencing tremendous grief and trauma. In considering these stories
and the significance they may hold, it will be necessary for the reader to leave behind
the judgments and assessments that might be applied in the world outside of the
trauma membrane (Kauffman, 2002). Just as Coleridge cautioned that the
appreciation of literature requires the “willing suspension of disbelief” (Coleridge,
1925, p. 436), appraising life within a school community traumatized by a rampage
shooting requires the willing suspension of judgment based on old standards and
preconceived ideas. Survivors have entered a world in which prior expectations have
changed. Janoff-Bulman (1992) described the following:
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When our fundamental assumptions shatter in the face of traumatic life
events and losses, we are left confronting a seemingly malevolent,
meaningless world; we are bereft of any adequate internal guides. . . .
Survivors recognize their earlier assumptions for what they were—grand
illusions—and experience the pain and disillusionment that accompany
their collapse. Given the depth of the psychic wound, recovery is nothing
short of remarkable. Survivors adopt supremely creative responses . . .
coping efforts [that] are in the service of helping survivors reconstruct
new, viable assumptive worlds that are psychologically comforting yet
can account for their traumatic losses ....... Their reconstructed assumptive
worlds—no longer naïve, but reflecting a new kind of wisdom born of
experience—are testament to survivors’ incredible psychological
strengths. (p. xii)

The assumptive world, namely the world that humans assume to be their
reality, is “a principle of the normative constancy of experience and belief, a
constancy principle of the psychological organization of the human world and one’s
experience of oneself and the world. ...... [It] is the principle of the conservation of
psychosocial reality” (Janoff-Bulman, 1992, p. 2). Life in a community that has
experienced a school shooting proceeds with old assumptions shattered. As a result,
expectations for normative behavior are shattered as well, a fact that needs to be
remembered in considering the parents’ stories.
I offer a brief example to help establish a basis for mutual understanding of
the impact of living in a world of profound tragedy. Under normal circumstances, it
would be expected that one would attend the funeral of a child’s classmate and
support the family in its grief. In a situation such as existed in the Columbine
community, there were 15 deaths being mourned by loved ones, 24 physically
injured students to be cared for, and over 2,500 children, faculty, staff, and
emergency responders who were exposed to the violence to be comforted. For the
grief-stricken community, massive public memorials blurred into the individual
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funerals that attracted media from around the world. Exhaustion of spirit, coupled
with anxiety for the well being of one’s own children made participation in all of
these meaningful rituals exceedingly difficult. Thus, when a parent speaks of being
too exhausted to attend a funeral service, it is important to remember the context of
the situation and the scale of the tragedy being mourned.
Introducing the Parents
As a way of introduction, I have prepared a brief sketch of each parent,
almost as an artist would create a line drawing to reveal contours but not the details
of a scene. The details come later, in the parent’s story, told in his or her own voice,
enriched through its presentation in a poemlike form. These poemlike stories, i.e.,
poetic representations (Richardson, 2002; Glesne, 1997), are direct quotations
excerpted from the parent’s interview transcripts and arranged into a narrative
sequence. In this way, the reader comes into direct contact with the intensity of the
parent’s experience, connecting with the details of the story through the parents’ own
words.
To create these poetic representations, I studied the four to five hours of
interview tapes and transcripts for each parent, distilled the texts into their essence,
then crafted a poetic narrative for each. This was a challenging task, because by
choosing to include some passages, I had to exclude others. Even though it meant
foregoing interesting and compelling narratives, I decided to include only the
passages that speak to my research questions. Another guideline I have employed is
that although I would rearrange the sequence of the excerpts, the only changes I
would make in the words themselves would be to change verb forms for grammatical
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construction, and to replace pronouns with their antecedents when necessary for
clarity.
In an effort to protect the confidentiality of the participants in this study and
their families, all names have been changed. Details that might have provided clues
to their identity have been deleted, but all information presented here is accurate and
represents the actual experiences, responses, and insights of the parents interviewed
for this dissertation. To assist the reader in understanding the parents’ narratives, I
have included a brief chronology of related events (Appendix D).
Lillian
With quiet grace, Lillian sits, awaiting my first question. “Just let me know
what you need to know,” she says, eager to help make this study a success. Lillian’s
tastefully decorated living room, with subdued lighting and soft sounds of classical
music gently wrapping around us, is the setting as we began our discussion of the
deadliest of rampage shootings to date. In her story, Lillian remarks on the many
paradoxes and ironies of the brutal attack in the presumed safety of a library, in a
school noted for its excellence. Our relaxed conversations about violence and
bloodshed—while sitting in this charming and tranquil home—present a similar
undercurrent of incongruity.
Lillian is a single mother with two children—Jeff, age 26, and Jenny, age 22,
both Columbine graduates. Lillian is a native Coloradoan, a fact that she points to as
having helped her in the aftermath. Family is important to Lillian, and having family
and friends nearby provided much needed support. She and her husband, from whom
she divorced many years ago, moved into the Columbine area when it was first being
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developed in the 1970s. At that time, Pierce Street, which passes in front of
Columbine High School, was a dirt road, and this area of unincorporated Jefferson
County was a small, quiet, middle class neighborhood with a “country atmosphere.”
The area has grown since then. Pierce Street is now a busy five-lane local artery, but
a hint of the country feel remains, with cottonwood trees nestled along the narrow,
grassy creek beds and nothing to block the view of the foothills to the west.
Lillian’s two children attended Columbine area schools from kindergarten
through to their graduation, and the loyalty that they feel to their neighborhood is
strong. Before the shootings, Columbine was seen as a safe community, where
families worked hard to ensure that their children had good lives and good futures.
The April 20th assault not only threatened their assumptions about personal safety,
but also challenged the identity of their high school and their community.
Lillian’s daughter Jenny was a junior at Columbine at the time of the attack.
Jenny wasn’t in the building when it occurred, but like other Columbine students, her
world was deeply shaken just the same. Jeff, a junior in college that year, was not
even in town when the attack took place, yet his world was afflicted too. And when
the world of her children is shaken, so, too, is a mother’s.
Lillian’s intelligence, her quiet strength, her love of family, and her
commitment to church and community are reflected in her narrative. When asked for
an action plan, should she become troubled by memories of this tragic event, her
answer was a quick one, “I have a great support system,” she said. “My friends, my
family, my church.”
Lillian offers the perspective of a single mother who joined with her
children, her family, her friends, and her community, in grieving the violent loss of
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life in a school and in acknowledging the vulnerability that faces us all. Here, in her
own words, is Lillian’s story.

April 20th . . .
It was lunchtime. I was coming down
Wadsworth.
All of a sudden,
Three cop cars going so fast—
About 6 feet apart.
It scared me to death—I thought,
Oh my gosh, there’s been a wreck.
It has to do with high school kids.
You know how crazy the kids are in
cars.
That’s always been my biggest fear.
I decided to go past the school,
See what was going on.
The street was all blocked off.
I saw kids running.
One said, There’s somebody inside
shooting people up.
There’s people dying in there.
I just went home—
less than a mile—
Was Jenny okay?
I got home
Her car was in the driveway.
So the only horrible minutes I had,
I am so lucky,
Was from Leawood to home.
Jenny was here.
Other girls too,
Jenny and her friends.
Jenny didn’t open a book all through
high school.
She didn’t study.
They had lunch together—
Gone to the mall to eat.
They were going to come back here
to watch TV.
They had dropped a boy off at
school.

He went in,
Into the library to study.
He was shot.
When I got here,
They had the TV on.
They were on the phones
Calling their moms and dads,
Telling everyone they were okay,
Looking for the other girls in their
group.
There were people at my work,
Couldn’t find their kids.
Didn’t know where they were.
I went back to work for a little bit—
just to tell my boss,
I wouldn’t be in the next day.
I look back and think,
That was so dumb to go back to
work.
It hadn’t sunk in with me that much.
I had to take care of everybody else.
Moms were all talking
Neighbors were all talking.
Phones were ringing.
Relatives calling, you know.
I wanted to take care of my mom
and dad too.
That night churches all opened up,
Light of the World is a huge church.
We went there that night.
In the days following . . .
Churches were doing all sorts of
things for the kids.
They had group discussions for them.
One church brought in a bunch of
golden retriever puppies.
Jenny just loved that.
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Churches rallied to do a pretty good job.
My church didn’t have resources.
Ended up falling apart
Our pastor had to leave.
It’s huge because churches are a
huge part of our lives.
Things that were bad before got
exacerbated—
You know, how you can be on the
edge just a little bit
And then when Columbine
happened,
Those things went over the edge.
I had to take some days off.
I didn’t want to leave Jenny by herself.
I went to some of the funerals, and
Some of the memorials.
Sometimes I didn’t go,
Jenny went with her friends.
It’s so important to go through the
ritual,
You know that you can’t do
anything to solve it
Or to make it better right away, so
Everybody takes flowers to the park
or go to ceremonies,
or to churches,
or to funerals.
You feel like you’re doing
something.
Once you have a ceremony or a
ritual,
You can’t go back to the way it was
before.
You’ve done something.
You’ve taken a step,
A rite of passage.
Here it is, the kids were in the
library
They’re the good students,
Studying for their tests,
How ironic, how paradoxical,
Here Jenny is, la da da da da,

And it doesn’t really matter, if I get
good grades or not.
I’m not going to the library.
She’s out and about, but
What could be a safer place for kids
than in a library?
You’d want your kids to be in a
library where they’re safe.
And then look at what happened.
We’re all hanging by a thread.
You live with it.
Jenny’s older brother Jeff was away
in college.
He had the flu and was deathly ill.
I never went up there to see him.
I mean it just was the flu.
I just had to be with Jenny.
He came home that Friday night.
I think being home with the family,
Actually seeing that Jenny was okay
That she was alive,
He was much better.
This was so traumatic for him.
Sometimes I think this affected him
worse than it did Jenny,
Because he was so violated that
Someone would dare come and do this.
He knew the brother of one of the
gunmen very well.
He called Jeff at school and asked,
Is your sister okay?
He was crying. It just broke him up.
He was so afraid something had
happened to Jenny.
At Jeff’s college, as part of their
student services,
He could have seen a counselor if he
wanted, but
He was in a fraternity, a great
network of friends.
Those guys really helped.
The following year, Jeff had a professor
Who was studying Columbine.
Jeff called Jenny to come to talk to
his class about it.
I remember it clearly
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Because it was the day before Greg
committed suicide.

Kids have a lot of guilt, but they just
survive I think.

Connections . . .
During the shootings,
One of the first calls to the police
was from a cell phone.
You know there were a lot of kids in
the choir room
Calling their parents.
You know it was a lifeline.
After April 20, I went out and
bought Jenny a cell phone.
I think we all did, didn't we?

The media and outside scrutiny . . .
The media did a terrible job—they
lied a lot.
It was always slanted,
They love to glorify the dirt.
They take things out of context.
It was just so negative all the time
about the community.
I think they had a real self-righteous
attitude.
They were pointing their finger,
trying to make us feel dirty.
Like, What kind of community are
you
To allow this to happen to these
kids?
What are you doing to kids so that
they feel so left out?
The people in this neighborhood,
Work their tails off,
Pay their taxes,
Are good citizens
Do their civic duty,
Try to do their part,
Take good care of their kids,
Try to make sure they have good lives,
And I don’t like other people trying
to make me feel dirty,
Or bad.
Like, when Jenny went to college and
Met roommates from out of state,
Their parents would be curious, like,
Is Jenny going to go psycho on us?
They wondered if we’re all
psychological basket cases.

After that, they wouldn’t turn their
cell phones off at night.
They’ll let anybody in the world
bother them at night.
I'm saying, Jenny, turn your phone off.
She’d say, Mom what if somebody
needs me in the night,
I don't get the phone call, and
Then I don't help them?
Jenny had a disease when she was
younger.
I almost lost her one night in the
hospital.
She almost died.
We were kinda close because of that.
I just think life is so bittersweet that
I don’t expect much more.
And it makes you a little paranoid
about what’s coming next.
What am I’m going to have to deal
with next?
The shootings happened in Jenny’s
junior year.
It was hard on her when she had
classes at Chatfield.
There was an emptiness in one of
her classes.
One of her friends from that class
had been killed,
And she missed her, I know she did.
She felt guilty because she was there
and her friend wasn’t.

Jenny was on a school spirit team.
We had gone to a competition in
California,
Right before April 20th.
All of the moms went and were
having the best time,
Just such a fun-loving time.
The next year, after Columbine had
happened,
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We were competing in Florida.
Everybody was there and we were
nervous.
We knew people were watching us.
And we didn't want to call attention
to ourselves.
We didn't want to call attention to
the girls.
We didn't want to give anybody
room to say—
You know, No wonder it happened.
Or, Is this why it happened?

Who helped them make glass balls
with columbines inside,
Made them as Christmas ornaments
Did a business plan—
Sold ornaments—
Made quite a bit of money—
Then took the money and
Sent it to Kosovo.

The school . . .
The school was kind to them,
so much support.
Oh my goodness, people would help
people,
If they asked for help.
People were trying.
I’m not saying they were perfect,
but they were trying.

The art teacher was another saint.
She has a different type of
personality but
A wonderful woman.
She had an artist in residence for
them—Clarissa Estes—
The one who wrote Women who
Run with Wolves.
She would tell the art students
stories to help them through
this.
You see, she heals through
storytelling.
Stories about if you make something
good out of something that bad
Then you can redeem it somehow.
If you can’t, then evil always wins.

The teachers, oh my gosh,
The teachers were rock stars.
Some of them were just awesome.
Like the AP English teacher.
She cared so desperately about the
kids,
Always available to them.
Have you ever known a more
gracious woman?
If the kids needed something, all
they had to do was go in.
That’s why I think it’s so sad.
I think people don’t know there’s
help there,
Or they don’t seek help.
There are saints in this world who
would give you help.
All you have to do is ask.
But there’s some responsibility on
yourself,
And people don’t know to ask.
It is so sad that it breaks my heart.
Jenny’s business teacher knew
someone

That’s what it’s all about.
By doing stuff like that,
You’re giving back.

Jenny has a lot of friends.
Her true personality is that of an art
student.
She really can identify with the kids
who were alternative.
But she used to say, Oh I am so
marginalized.
I don’t have black lipstick and pink
hair, and
Everyone thinks that I can’t do art,
Just because I choose to have more
of a preppy look.
All kids have their judgments.
You know Jenny did the tile project
That the art teacher started.
She does have a tile in the building.
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Parenting . . .
A long time ago, friends in the
neighborhood
Started our own Mom’s day out
program for the kids,
We bonded then.
Some of us had to go through
divorces and stuff
But we had these women friends.
We had a support system, and
Going through Columbine, I knew I
was very lucky.
I don't know what I would've done
without the other moms.
You know the sticker that said,
We are all Columbine?
I’ve heard a couple of kids say they
didn’t like it.
They’d say, You weren’t there.
You don’t understand.
And I’d say, No, no, no. Don’t you
see that’s a very, very good
sticker?
Because what it means is that
We know it could happen to us,
We are all vulnerable.
Because it happened to you,
And because we love you,
It happened to us too.
But they would not buy that.
The Greg thing—that’s the hardest
thing,
Because as a parent, I missed it.
I missed it, and this is what kills me
the most.
Jenny and he were friends.
As the next spring progressed, he
started dissociating himself,
Pulling away from people,
Pulling away from Jenny.
It bothered her really a lot.
Jenny would ask,
Should I call him?
What should I do?
I’d say, Jenny, You know what,

You can’t make someone like you if
they don’t.
I thought it was this girl-boy thing.
Then Jeff asked her to come to talk
to his class at college, and
When she came home, she said,
Should I call Greg?
But I’m saying, You can’t make
someone like you if they don’t,
So why don’t you move on.
Yet she knew that there was
something really wrong.
The next day, I got this call at work.
Jenny said, Mom, somebody has
committed suicide from our
school.
Mom, they say it’s Greg.
Later, she came home.
I met her at the door.
She said, It was Greg.
She burst into tears.
I don’t think I saw her cry like that
ever for the Columbine thing.
She felt so guilty.
She was so distraught.
I took her to Columbine
Connections.
She went two times, then
They said, You’re healthy.
So she picked up and she went on.
Sometimes we’re asked to endure
too much.
You have to make sure you survive—
Use that to help others.
Support . . .
People sent cards and gifts to the
school, and
Jenny helped with the thank you notes.
She did about 40 or 50
I was really glad she did.
There was one guy, and you know,
You could tell he was a
maintenance man
Or a janitor someplace in New Jersey.
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Well, they wrote back and forth.
He was an old guy and
It just delighted him to get letters.
Then she went off to college.
I think the kids got tired of it,
Tired of being constantly identified
with it.
I think there was so much guilt,
because they weren't hurt.
They were feeling so bad,
Like her friend got killed and she
didn't.
There was just a razor thin chance
that she didn't.
But doing stuff like that you're
giving back.
Even though it feels like it doesn't
mean a whole lot,
It does.
You're doing something.
That’s desperately important.
Words of advice . . .
After April 20th, I took off of work
for a little bit.
It's really hard to take off because
I always feel like I'm leaving them
high and dry.
I feel a real obligation not to let my
co-workers down, but
As I look back, I think I should have
taken more time off for myself.
I would tell others to take off a lot
more time from work.
It would help parents to grieve and
heal,
I think we were all so worried about
the kids,
We forgot ourselves a little bit.
The kids were in the house a lot.
I never said anything about it,
But it was hard on me.
It was hard to have people around
A challenge to not say anything.
There wasn’t any downtime after
work

Because of all the kids here.
As a working mom, I thought it was
a time crunch.
Everything was a huge challenge for
me.
But I’d rather have the kids come
here,
Than to be out somewhere.
You know, out on the street
somewhere.
I think it was a traumatic enough
thing,
I should have forgotten about work
and stayed home,
I should have taken more time off
just time off to sit on the patio.
A challenging situation . . .
You know, at my church one night,
Someone said, You know,
We could look at Columbine
As a gift to the community.
To wake us up—
To see what's important in life.
He said, You know, we are well-todo down here.
We all have cars and things.
He acted like nothing bad ever
happened in this community,
I thought I was going to die.
There's just no way that I could ever
think that
Columbine could be a gift.
This is the part that hurts me the
most about Columbine,
I know how hard people work down
here and
How everyone does their part to
make it a nice neighborhood.
I mean, a lot of people care.
It's bittersweet.
We have our elements, but there are
a lot of good things
That happen in this neighborhood.
We talked about it being a gift but I
will never buy that.
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It was not a gift.
They're not thinking about the kids
whose lives are ruined, or
Whose lives are taken away,
The ones who are paralyzed.
It’s abhorrent that anyone could call
it a gift.
I wish more than anything in the
whole world that it hadn't
happened.
One of the pastors said,
Christ wouldn't be ministering to the
cheerleaders
Or the jocks.
He would be taking care of the kids
Sitting in a corner, their head down.
Well, that just infuriated Jenny.
She said, You know, I had to come
back from a serious disease,
And he's telling me I don't need
Christ because I’m preppy?
He's telling me that Greg didn't need
help,
Because he’s a basketball player?
Finding support . . .
I had support, you know,
My family
My mom and dad,
My sister
My friends
My church.
I am really lucky.
I had lots of support.
But you know a neighbor said,
She didn't have support.
I think that she didn't go get it.
Our community was great for
support.
It was there for the asking.
They had Columbine Connections.
Anybody could have had that.
All you had to do was call.
People across the nation sent support
And money

And donations
And lots of resources.
All the fast food places gave the
kids free food.
The grocery store down here,
The minute it happened,
They were giving out food and ribbons.
I don't know how the community
could have been more
supportive than this.
But support goes two ways.
You have to make the effort.
It's important,
When you go through life to make
your support system.
Relationships are everything.
You know that if you had your
family in town, it helped.
You go to your family first.
One thing to remember is that if
something happens to a loved one,
And they’re someplace else,
Then you need to go wherever they
are.
When a bad thing happens, you go
to your family.
We bought our first house here in
1974.
Pierce Street was a dirt road.
Columbine wasn’t even built yet.
I like it down here.
My family is all here –
I felt sad for those who didn't have
their families around.
But, go ask for support,
People have a need for
relationships.
They have a need to give,
But don't just sit there and think it's
going to flow into you.
You need to let people know you
need help.
The best way to get support
sometimes
Is just go help somebody else.
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Like Gerde, she came to the school
and told about
All the things she went through in
the Holocaust.
Here's this woman who has gone
through so much
Who understands—
And instead of griping about, poor
me,
Look what she gave back to the kids.
Look what she has done.
I can't imagine a more beautiful
person.
My sister and I went to visit the
Holocaust Museum after that.
If you survive you’re supposed to
survive.
You have to make sure you survive
and use that to help others.
And the things that touch our
children's lives, and helped them
Mean so much to us.
That's what I would consider a gift.
Significance and perspective . . .
If I had to tell people what
happened,
I would say,
Two boys had become evil,
Lost their minds,
Wanted to kill everyone.
They were very, very sick boys,
Crossed over the edge,
Acted as if they were possessed,
Went into this school,
Started this rampage.
And how lucky that for some
unknown reason—
As bad as it was—
With all of these kids being injured
and hurt
And even though there were 13 that
died—
It could've been so much worse.
The kids were just blindsided.
Who wants to think their classmates
would do such a thing?

I don't know whether to think that
these kids turned to a kind of evil,
Or to pity them because they were
so sick.
The tragedy is, whoever would
think
That your classmates would want to
shoot you?
You know them.
You sit next to them.
These two boys made a big deal
about it, saying
We go to school
We joke with them, and
They bought all of our lies.
You know the father of the lie
would be the devil.
That's just pure evil.
And they bought into the other side.
They crossed the line.
They went to the dark side.
What makes a person go to the dark side?
What causes so much rage and hate?
But you sit next to someone and
You don't even know who the enemy is.
You do suffer in this life.
I would tell people,
We're all just hanging by a thread.
Life is bittersweet and you have to
take the bitter with the sweet.
You know it's such a complex thing.
I think there are lots of truths to take
from it.
If you just ask the school and the
teachers
And the people who held office or
had titles,
You wouldn't have the full picture.
You might have 72 pieces of the
puzzle
But still be missing 28 others.
When I think about the shooters’
parents—
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I could never condemn them because
I know that as human beings we tend
to be in denial,
But there are so many signs and
symptoms.
We are in denial until it's too late.
We all deny things.
So one truth would be, to be vigilant.
Being a single mom,
It just gets really hectic and you let
things go that you shouldn't.
But we’re human beings and we
float until we can't anymore.
I wonder sometimes if the kids that
have gone through this,
If maybe all of a sudden, they see
what's really important to them.
And that’s so different from what we
teach them is important.
They see it differently, when they
have come close to death.
They have a vision of their own
mortality, and
Then they reassess.

If someone asked me,
When we will get over this, I’d say,
I’ve heard this description:
We all have a house that we live in,
In our house we have different
rooms.
Columbine is one of the rooms in
our house.
And it’s always going to be in our
house and
It’s not going to go away.
It doesn’t mean that we have to go
in that room everyday,
But it’s part of who we are now.
It’s always there and how often you
choose to go in—
How often you need to go in—
How often you do go in,
So be it.
Someone who doesn’t have that
house in their life,
Someone who doesn’t have that
room in their house,
Probably can’t relate to it.
They just don’t know.
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Craig
Craig walks across my living room and settles stiffly into a large wingback
chair near my awaiting tape recorder and note pad. This quiet man, one who doesn’t
reveal too much to others, is unsure what to expect, but willing to risk it. “I am
sharing this with you so people can learn from it,” he reminds me, then adds, “I
wouldn’t talk like this to the media.”
Craig and his wife Sarah moved to the Columbine area almost 25 years ago.
They are best friends, he says, and they have supported each other in the difficult
times after the shootings. When asked what he would do if he were to become
overwhelmed by participating in this study, he offers a gentle smile, and says he
would turn to Sarah and they would just talk it through.
Expressing pride in his community and the way people came together to help
each other during the time of tragedy, he also feels gratitude for those who, in the
aftermath, came to Columbine motivated to help. Those who came to exploit the
situation merit only his anger. His personal standards and integrity make it difficult
for him to understand how others can behave less than ethically.
A dedicated father, Craig has been active force in the lives of his two
children, Samuel and Elizabeth, an attentive father who cheered them on from
sidelines at sporting events, attended their concerts and performances, and served in
leadership positions for activities in which they participated. At the time of the
shootings, Samuel was a sophomore and his older sister Elizabeth, who had graduated
from Columbine several years earlier, was away at college.
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Craig freely expresses his disgust for parents who don’t pay enough attention
to their children and cautions that all parents need to take time and to listen to what is
going on in their children’s lives. That parents are responsible for listening and being
present for their families is clearly one of his guiding principles.
Craig shares his reflections on his experience, candidly expressing his anger
at the destruction and needless loss of life, and offering advice to others on things that
have helped in the recovery and things that might have done differently. Here, in his
own words, is Craig’s story.

April 20th . . .
I was unemployed from a regular job
during that time.
Was doing part-time work.
I was in one of the northern suburbs,
and
A lady that I had been working for
came out.
She asked, Did you hear what happened
at Columbine High School?
She allowed me to come into her house.
I saw it on TV.
I recklessly drove to Clement Park.
I called my wife Sarah,
Trying to get in touch with her.
They told me that she had already left.
I think she ended up at Leawood
Elementary.
The cell phones were maxed out,
So it was hard to have any kind of
communications,
But I received a phone call from
Elizabeth,
My daughter, who was away at college.

She was hysterical,

So concerned about her brother,
Samuel.
I got to Clement Park,
And was looking for my son's
vehicle,
Knowing that if his vehicle was
gone,
It would give me an indication that
he was not in the school.
His vehicle was still in the lot.
He could still be in the school.
I ended up going over to the library,
Which was an assembly point.
I came in contact with his girlfriend,
She said she felt like he was still in
the school.
When Sarah was in the Leawood
community, by the school,
The neighborhood people were out
on their sidewalks,
offering support,
trying to help.
They were concerned about what was
going on.
Sarah did not have a cell phone at
that time,
And a lady invited her into her house
to use her telephone.
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You had the community reaching out to
individuals on the street.
About three o'clock in the afternoon
At Leawood Elementary,
Sarah and I found each other.
We were able to get our hands on
Samuel.
Once we connected with him,
We hugged and cried and all of that.
Denver police officers wanted to
interview the students.
We went to the interview with Samuel.
At that time, he was pretty stable.
He had just gone through a hell of an
experience.
When they brought the kids out of the
school,
They made them have their hands in the
air.
They frisked them to make sure that
they were not armed.
They were piled into the back of a SUV.
Samuel hurt his arm or leg by jumping
in
As they drove across the school
grounds to the library.
Then Samuel walked pretty much the
whole way to Leawood.
We ended up going home.
By this time this time we had connected
with Samuel’s girlfriend.
We invited her and her mother over to
our house.
We watched the news at our house,
Getting phone calls from folks all over
the country,
Asking how Samuel was.
I went out and got some snack food.
I remember that I tried to order a pizza.
They weren’t able to accept any more
orders.
They were overwhelmed.

Elizabeth called and asked about
coming home.
For some reason, we felt it was
important for her to stay there,
At college,
Not to get behind.
Probably what she really needed was
to be at home
With her brother and us.
That is something that we would do
differently I guess.
She was a victim of this tragedy too,
Being that she had gone to school
there and
Her brother was there.
She talked to Samuel that night.
I think she came home that weekend.
Samuel was a sophomore when it
happened.
He was sitting at a table with a group
of friends
When the shooting started.
They hit the ground.
I think that he had thought they
should stay there.
Had they stayed, they would have
had more interaction [with the
gunmen].
I remember him telling me that he
Jumped over a counter to get to
where they ended up hiding.
I told him, I had never been in
combat, but
He has been—
In a school,
A place where he was supposed to
have been sheltered.
Elizabeth goes to a large college.
I cannot recall that much about it,
She had some interaction with one of
her professors.
He told her to leave—you know, to
go if she needed to.
We felt she should stay there.
She was in a sorority.
There was a lot of support there.
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We have lived in this area since 1980.
Neighbors, family, friends were a support.
Samuel did go out that night with his
girlfriend
To the Episcopal Church where Father
had the church open.
He opened the church doors to all.
Samuel had not shown signs of being
that religious,
But for some reason that was a magnet
for him—
A place for him to go.
It is my understanding that Samuel
broke down there
When Father was playing his guitar.
It was a very emotional time.
In the days following . . .
Several days later,
Samuel and I went to a gathering at
another church.
I personally did not care for what
transpired there.
I think I've blocked some of it out of
my mind.
It’s been five years ago,
But I wasn't comfortable with the way
that it was handled,
What transpired.
It just felt like the group was trying to
tell the individuals there
How they should react,
How they should feel.
I can't say that's what other people felt.
To each his own.
We did attend a service at the Catholic
Church too,
Light of the World Catholic Church,
What I recall is that they were proactive
Giving a place for students or anyone to
go
and meet
and hang out
and be with friends.
They had food and refreshments for the
students—
A way of relaxing and socializing.

We went to the service that was at
Bowles Crossing—
When the jets flew over.
I can't remember who the political
speaker was, but
I didn't care for that one bit.
I felt like that person was drawing
attention to himself
When he should not have.
The ability of Billy Graham’s son, I
welcome.
The political speaker I did not care
for one bit,
And still do not.
Something that stands out in my
memory—
During that time I was unemployed.
This is not a good position to be in
For your perspective on life.
You wonder what's going to happen.
Am I going to find a job or what?
But there were two sides of that.
It was actually a blessing that I was
unemployed at that time
Because I was able to spend more
time with Samuel.
He was able to have someone in the
house
If he had a question, he was able to
come to me at that time.
He didn't have to wait until I got
home,
Or until his mother got home to
discuss things.
That was important for someone who
has experienced something like
that.
When they are ready to talk,
Then you have to be able to listen.
You have to spur them on
Dropping a few little words here or
there
To get them going.
But you have to be there to listen.
One day, Samuel came to me and said,
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Dad, I'm going to go to a funeral.
I asked him, Well, do you want me to
go with you?
He said, No, that's fine.
Looking back, I should have gone with
him.
He had never been to a funeral and
Here he went to his first funeral by
himself.
Connections . . .
Several mothers in the area created a
support group.
They would get together,
Try working through some of the issues.
They asked Sarah if she wanted to meet
with them.
Sarah may have attended once.
She didn't seem to be that interested in
being involved.
I don't think she saw a personal need.
Our support group was each other.
We cried a lot and hugged a lot.
We continued to ask Samuel if he
needed any help.
We watched him closely.
There were times when we could see
some depression.
We were concerned, and we monitored,
We wanted to make sure that it wasn't a
potential suicide situation.
Greg—he ended up committing suicide.
Samuel's comment about that to his
mother was,
What a waste.
Samuel tends to be a quiet person.
When he would start talking and
sharing things,
Sarah would jump in and start asking
other questions.
I scolded her a couple of times—
And we have a very good relationship
—
But I scolded her and said,
You've got to shut up and listen.
Once he's talking, don't you start
talking.

When he is ready to talk, then let him
talk,
And you be a good listener.
So that was an issue that she and I
had.
The media, I am still angry at them.
Helicopters hanging over constantly.
When we hear helicopters it brings
back memories.
The day that the kids started back to
school,
There was one helicopter flying
around.
I called whatever TV station it was.
And they said, Oh, but we have
consolidated.
We only have one helicopter up.
I said, That's one too many.
I think there was an issue for Samuel
with the sirens also.
I remember distinctly April 20th was
such a nice day.
Then a few days afterward it turned
cold and snowy.
The weather was about the same this
year.
Clear on the anniversary, then snow—
The weather just brought back
memories.
I'll have to share with you another
point here too.
While they were hiding in the school,
A container of bleach was spilled.
And the smell of bleach triggers
memories for Samuel.
When we went back to the place
where he had hidden,
On a hook in the room was a shirt
that
Samuel had been wearing that day,
He knew it was there.
And he asked the tour guide that was
there,
Can I take this?
So it's his lucky shirt.
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He also has a pair of lucky shorts that
he was wearing that day.
At the school . . .
All these students wanted to be able to
go back
To reclaim their school.
I think this was part of it.
They had been kept out.
When were able to go and retrieve his
backpack,
We brought it home.
It had been soaked in water.
We laid it out on the patio to dry.
He was ready to throw that stuff away,
But I took it, put it in a box and kept it.
Some of the dads collected things.
I kept newspaper clippings—
I was rather intense on it for a while,
Then stopped.
The principal at Chatfield High School
just opened the doors
For the students from Columbine.
I think that was a fantastic thing.
She and her staff helped, and
It probably helped Chatfield students
too,
Gave them an opportunity to help.
One of the experiences that we had at
Chatfield—
Samuel had been working on a project.
It was to be put in Columbine
So here was this thing that he had been
working on for a long time.
Planning it for a long time.
He had to finish it,
But Columbine was closed.
He had no place to put his project.
He went to Chatfield to get approval.
They helped him out and gave him the
approval.
I felt like our son being in spring sports
was a defining thing.
There were negative comments
About other teams at the high school.

I always felt like Samuel’s team was
set apart from the other teams,
From connotations that the others
had brought on themselves.
I thought it was a different level.
You know, I'm not a big supporter of
sports,
And the way that they're organized.
But I do have to say,
Sports teams glue the school
together.
As far as the teachers were
concerned,
Samuel told me that he felt like
One of the teachers in hiding with
him
Was not thinking like he should have
been.
I think my son was looking for more
adult direction.
The person that took the authority
Was a staff member, not a teacher.
He was the person that seemed to be
taking control of the situation.
The AP English teacher was a
driving force for Samuel.
He was not a student to excel really
at anything major.
He wasn't a great math student.
When he was little, he struggled in
learning to read.
He struggled to spell.
But he progressed.
He took AP English as a goal
And he did it.
We had reservations that he would be
able to do it
Here you have a very strong person,
She demands a lot.
She controls these kids,
And they can't get enough of her.
It was something he dove into.
He was able to progress,
Keep busy,
Not think about all this.
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Samuel ended up majoring in English.
Samuel shared with me
That he might write a book about
Columbine,
When things settled, and
He could share some things he
experienced.
We went to a choral concert.
Sarah and I happened to talk about this
recently.
The Columbine chorus director
Seems to have the ability
To gather up the students,
Help get some of this out of the kids.
Keep them active,
Singing,
Raising their spirits.
The students made tiles to put in the
hallway.
The school administrators said,
Nothing with any religious association
would be allowed.
That pissed me off.

Few people like change.
With the principal staying there
And being able to keep a lot of the
teachers and staff there,
It eliminated some of the change.
That way the students went back into
the classrooms,
They were able to study where they
left off.
In the business community,
When you have a major change,
They pay big bonuses to managers
and
Administrative officers to stay on
board.
A company functions because of its
people,
So they pay if they will stay here for
the next few years.
If you look at a major change in a
school,
Versus a major change in a business,
Businesses are out there paying
incentives to keep staff on.
Do you think we could do that had a
school? No.
Would we taxpayers allow that? No.

The government tries to allow everyone
to have their way—
To be all the same and that's a lot of
crap!
We are not all the same.
The superintendent stayed for a
couple of years.
As far as I’m concerned Columbine’s
Other schools wanted the knowledge
principal did a very good job.
that she had,
He continues to do a very good job.
Because it might happen to them.
By staying there,
She went to another school district,
He was supportive to the individuals
And now she is doing consulting.
that were there
I don't fault her for doing that, you
And the students that were coming in.
know.
He has been attacked, but
She took the experience and
I think that he is a very strong
rebounded.
individual.
I have to support him.
Being under scrutiny . . .
I support the teachers that stayed,
In college, one of the experiences
Teachers and staff that stayed for a long
that Samuel had early on,
time.
Maybe
in English class—
There were several staff members who
Some young lady spoke out about
had been students at Columbine.
Columbine,
They stayed too.
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And the discussion progressed.
Samuel let it go for a while and finally
he said,
My God, you weren't there.
You don't know.
It probably shocked her.
We have learned not to say
That we are from Littleton, Colorado.
We’ll say, We're from Denver
We learned not to make mention of
Littleton.
Everybody in the world knew Littleton,
Colorado.
I’ve had experiences where I ordered
items by phone
And the person taking the order,
They wanted to discuss Columbine with
me.
About four weeks ago I was on the
phone,
Speaking with someone that I had never
met before.
I said I was from Denver
He asked me what part of Denver.
I said, Littleton.
And he said, Oh, were you involved
with the Columbine incident?
And I said, We were,
Our son was there,
And everything is fine.
I put an end to the conversation.
People want to know,
They want to associate somehow with
it.
A lot of tourists will come down
Take pictures of Columbine.
Just the other day,
Three large buses of religious pilgrims
—
Getting their picture taken in front of
the high school.
Have their picture made in front of the
school sign.
Things like that.
They are very inquisitive.
They're just being human.

We have to think about what are they
thinking about –
Also, I think they’re still wondering
how could that have happened.
I can remember recently I went to the
place in Dallas where Kennedy
was shot.
People visit Civil War battlegrounds.
People go back to Normandy for
World War II.
What drives that, I don't know.
But those people coming into our
back yards—
We wonder why they would do that.
We need to ask them.
This is going to be something that we
are all known for, but
A very short time prior to the
shootings,
I was bragging,
Telling my cousins,
That the school my children went to
didn't have any gang problems.
We have not had some of the
problems that other parts of
Denver have had.
I was so happy that we lived in a
community like this,
That has a connotation of being kind
of sheltered.
That there is money and education.
We didn't have race problems.
I don't recall anyone being sent home
Because they brought a gun to
school,
Anybody having fights with knives.
At the high school I went to, things
like that happened all the time.
But out here, No.
It didn't seem to be a factor.
The media and others . . .
The media says what the audience
might want to hear.
Politicians try to please people so
they can get reelected,
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Individuals such as Michael Moore
with his film,
Bowling for Columbine,
It is all based on money
I have not seen that movie.
I will not see that movie.
I felt like the local media, as far as the
in-house reporting,
They did a decent job.
I didn't care for the national media.
I dislike the media.
They think it's their job—
But it doesn't help us to forget.
You get to a point though, should you
forget this?
You should learn from it, which is what
you're doing,
I am sharing with you so that we can
learn from it.
You know I am glad you are doing this,
A local person.
I think that's the reason that I have
committed this time
And given these comments to you.
I wouldn't have opened up to just
anybody.
I've shared some things with you
And whenever you share things,
You have a better understanding of
things.
Resources and support . . .
We did go to a counseling session at the
Ascot—
With the locations groups for
People that had been in the same
location during the shooting.
It was quite comfortable.
Some of the people Samuel hid with
were there.
Some were people that we knew before.
I remember that Samuel seemed to be
comfortable with it too
And the kids seemed to have interacted
quite well.

There were professionals there who
were set up at Ascot,
As kind of a satellite place.
The students were able to go there
And have access to them and all.
Relationships with family, friends
got closer,
with Samuel,
with Sarah,
with Elizabeth.
The industry that I've always worked
in is a small community,
They were very supportive,
Sarah had a close group of friends
where she worked,
And many other friends that she was
able to communicate with.
Lots of things were sent to the
school.
Samuel shared with me that he felt
like he was in a welfare line.
But giving is also a way for the giver
to feel good.
So they were flooded by so many
things.
I think almost too much,
Everybody wanted to do something.
Every time Samuel turned around,
People were trying to give them
things.
Samuel would rather it not be so.
I do remember that his girlfriend's
calculator was ruined.
It was water damaged.
She was concerned about being able
to replace it.
I sent it to Texas Instruments with an
explanation of how it got that
way.
They sent her a new one back.
She seemed to be OK with that.
She said, Thanks.
Samuel thought that was OK too.
One speaker that came to the school
sometime afterwards
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Was the lady that spoke on the
Holocaust,
I believe that she made a great
impression on my son.
He came home with stories.
Samuel and Sarah went to Washington,
To the Holocaust Museum over Spring
Break one year
Because of her.
Parenting . . .
It was a challenge,
Giving support to a young person that
has experienced something
That no one should ever have to
experience.
All of a sudden, there’s a certain level
of maturity
That they had been brought into,
Whether they wanted it to be there or
not.
I remember saying to Samuel once,
I had never been in combat but I felt
that he had been.
So he experienced something that I had
never experienced.
I have a lot of respect for him for
keeping his wits.
Sarah and I feel we have been blessed,
That we have not had any problems,
Or any repercussions of this experience.
It definitely affects him,
But we don't have any negative things
that transpired.
There begins to be a point
When there are days that you just don't
think about it.
I use the analogy of the hangover.
It takes a long time to get over it,
But you do.
You remember having it,
But each day tends to get a little bit
better. You know?
But every time you drive by the high
school,
You think about it.
Or you see something related to it,

Or something in the media.
I still don't understand why it
happened.
Was it two individuals that didn't like
the way things were going?
Were they trying to get back at the
population of the school itself?
Trying to get back at the bullies that
picked on them?
Were they against the sports
programs?
I don't know.
And we will never know.
They took a quick exit—
An easy exit.
But I do see that the parents of the
sons that committed this,
I just don't think those people were
paying attention.
I have come across other parents that
I don't think are paying attention.
Parents where some similar things
could have happened.
And I'm pissed.
They just found a 15-year-old at a
school
Who was thinking about doing
something like this.
There’s a lot of individuals out there
that are similar to this pair,
So parents are to blame—
That's just my own personal feelings.
They don't understand life.
There is one family here
After the shootings,
They allowed their son to go to New
York City to be interviewed on
TV.
It really upset me that the family
allowed themselves to be used by
the media.
To expose themselves in this way,
Put their son on national TV,
Let the media take advantage of him.
Not happy with that situation,
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That they allowed the media to do that.
Community . . .
I would say our community rallied
To support the students and the families
that were involved.
That's part of making a community.
You saw people holding hands,
Doing the things that they would not
have normally done,
Holding hands, people holding a hands,
It's terrible, but it drew people closer
together.
I like living here.
I think it's a hard working group.
This area was based around Lockheed's
Martin Marietta.
It's a very highly educated group of
people.
Many of them have also come out of
the military,
Where there are high moral standards.
Many of these were from the officer
corps.
They're a great group of people.
I remember when we were at Leawood
Elementary,
Seeing all these parents there.
I just felt at a loss.
I didn't know as many people there that
I felt like I should have.
I had lost contact with my son's friends
and their parents.
I might have recognized them,
But I didn't know them.
And I wish that I had known more.
There were a lot of students, so I'm not
sure how to do that.
But as parents, we participated in sports
and things like that,
I just realized how many people that I
didn't know—
And I couldn't draw from them.
It's just something that I remember
from that day.
It would have been nice to know more
of the parents.

Everyone needs to take personal
responsibility to help
Contribute in some way,
Be responsible for helping.
If a tornado hit our community here
in a way it would be similar.
Because so many people are affected,
The house across the street might be
left with minimum damage,
While your house would be totally
wiped away.
Everybody is affected.
You've see it on TV when something
like that happens,
People are all out in the street
helping each other.
The community.
A lot of communications are created
when this situation takes place.
They've probably all gone back in
their houses now.
And closed the door.
Some people will rebuild.
Some people pick up and leave.
I drank a few beers, and cried.
Being with Sarah
Is the best thing that she and I can do.
I'm sure that there have been
divorces that took place after all
of this,
Rough times around the house.
But both of us knew how to help
each other.
To give each other what was needed
at the time.
You gotta be good listeners.
I know someone whose his daughter
was there.
There was no way she was she going
to go back to Columbine,
But her older brother, went back.
At our house there was no question
that
Samuel was going to go back.
It just never seemed to come up.
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He knew what he was going to do—
Reclaim his school

You've got to be listening.

Advice for other parents . . .
In a situation like this,
Someone needs to be at home with the
kids.
If you left a young individual who has
experienced something like this
Home alone
Then it would be tough.
I think you've got to have
communications with your kids,
All the time.
Know where they are
Every day it's important to sit down
With kids at one time or another,
Read the looks,
Have a meal,
Listen to what the students say
Take it in,
You need to have that time with your
kids.
You may be busy,
With people coming and going,
But you've got to do that as a parent.
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Angela
Energy and passion surround Angela, a retired corporate executive who has
offered her story to this research so that others can learn of the complexity of the
trauma that merely began on April 20th. Describing the challenge faced by parents in
helping their children in the aftermath, she notes that there was no real guidance of
what to do or how to help. Angela sees the need for more information on how to care
for children who have been through such an experience, because “there is no book
that says this is what a mother should do, and this is what a father should do. It
causes problems because no one knows.” Parents were “just flying by the seat of our
pants—just families trying to do what we could.” She is hopeful that this research
can help in that regard.
This friendly, petite woman is a native of Colorado and long time resident of
the Columbine area. Angela arrived on scene at Columbine during the shootings, and
experienced first-hand the chaos that ensued. For six hours on April 20th, she had no
information about the location of Edward, her only child, who was a freshman at the
time.
Angela feels compassion for the families of those whose lives were taken, yet
she is ever mindful that those who survived, with or without physical injuries, have
experienced a life-changing event. “Every child is going to have a different outcome
from this,” she observes. Her empathy extends to the parents of the gunmen. “How
would you like to be the parent of the shooters? I feel for those people—I am still
angry at them, but I feel for them,” she adds.
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Drawing on the support of her husband and her family here in town helped
her in the immediacy of the tragedy. When asked what she would do if recalling
highly charged, emotional memories caused her to feel overwhelmed, she responded
that she could talk with her therapist. She added that her son still sees a therapist
regularly, and that she has her own counselor to help her know how to deal with
parenting issues that still arise. She volunteered to be interviewed in the privacy of
my home, for my convenience as well as for a measure of freedom in discussing
traumatic events without having to be concerned about troubling her son, who still
lives at home.
Here, in her own words, is Angela’s story:
April 20th . . .
I was at a store nearby, and
I heard all of these sirens and
saw police of different kinds,
I know police don't cross
boundaries.
So I watched where they went.
When they turned on Bowles I thought,
Oh my God, it’s at the school.
I wanted to know what was going on.
The kids were running out.
They were all crying and frantic.
And they told me,
Somebody is shooting in the school—
I wanted to know where my son
was.
So I just took off driving toward the
school.
To this day, I don’t know how I
drove through the park—
Through that ditch.
A policeman came up and said,
Lady, you can’t go in there—
You can’t come any further.

I said, My son’s in there.
He said, So’s my daughter.
We heard somebody shooting real
close.
They must have been in the office at
that point.
The policeman shoved me into my
car.
He hid behind my car door,
Then he said, Lady, you gotta get
out of here.
I left, and I got on my cell phone
I called my husband—he works
downtown
We said we’d meet at home—
It took forever.
Roads were jam-packed—
Back to back cars and a lot of
people on their cell-phones;
All the circuits were busy.
I got home and was all by myself.
I turned on TV.
I did not know where my son was
for six hours—
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He’s my only child.
As it turned out, Edward had been in
the cafeteria—
Originally sitting next to the biggest
bomb.
If it had gone off, when it was
supposed to,
He wouldn’t be here.
He had gone on to class—
When he got there, the kids were
flying down the hall.
The teacher told them, Get out of
here!
He got them all out—
He pushed them out—
He pushed them down the hall to get
out.
Dylan was standing at the other end
of that hall, shooting.
Bullets were ringing by his head
Pinging when they hit the lockers.
For weeks Edward was compelled to
imitate that sound.
He got out of the school and ran
across the street
People were honking at the kids—
tons of kids,
Running across the street, crying and
everything,
So he ran, jumped a fence and hid.
The teachers were there.
Kids were there.
Kids were crying.
Teachers were saying,
Stay down, stay down.
Edward ended up at someone’s house.
They were yelling to other kids,
Come here! Come here!
This place is safe.
The parents are home at this house.

Twenty-five kids showed up at this
house.
They were watching television—
That’s how they found out what was
going on.
I didn’t know where he was for six
hours.
He is my only child.
Edward had called home and left a
message that said,
Mom, I’m okay.
But I didn’t get the message because
The phone was ringing off the hook.
Family and friends from in-state and
all around the country
Saying, Are you guys okay?
A lot of my family showed up at my
house that afternoon.
They wanted to know where he was.
We were hugging and crying and
watching TV in shock.
I didn’t know where he was for six
hours.
The next week, I got him a cell
phone.
In the days following . . .
We went to the memorial at Bowles
Crossing
But then Edward didn’t want to go
to any others.
He was angry at the media.
I went to other services with friends.
I was sad that my child wasn't there.
I would see all the kids clinging to
each other,
Supporting each other,
Helping each other through it.
My son who had friends, had been
active and involved
Didn't want any part of that.
He isolated himself, so that is what
hurt me.
The media was so intense.
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They were stopping anybody and
asking,
Were you there?
Did you know anyone there?
People came to the door, asking,
Do you have a student at
Columbine?
I hated what the media did.
Even now, do they have to show the
same picture five years later—
The kids running out with their arms
up—
Running out of the school?
And anytime something bad happens
in a school anywhere,
The media relates it to Columbine.
Some of the victims’ parents are so
vocal that it hurts the kids.
They don't trust the police.
They don't trust the administration.
They only talk about what went wrong.
So now there are kids who don't
trust the police.
They don't trust the school.
Maybe there's something to it.
Maybe I should pay attention.
It's probably an awful thing to say
about people who lost their
children,
But they’re hurting the kids who are
here.
They have to move on too.
Resources and support . . .
Our community pulled together.
A lot of people helped each other.
A lot of strangers came to help.
A lot of mothers started support groups.
I was part of one of them, but
After a while I didn't want to talk
about it anymore.
I just quit going because I had
support in other places—
My husband, my friends.

Some mothers needed to get away
from the house to talk.
I don't think they were getting good
support at home.
I know some of the dads were, OK
get over it—be a man—get over
it—grow up.
A couple of kids whose parents
were like that
Would come to my house and sit
and cry.
People pulled together as friends
and acquaintances.
I will have lifelong friends—
Lifelong friends—
Because of this.
Some of the organized support
structures didn’t help
Now, I didn't go to Columbine
Connections,
But I've heard some negative things.
A lot of the kids were pulled into
youth groups at the churches,
But there were kids like my son
Who didn't want to go to youth
group.
A lot of the kids were hanging out
with each other.
They would stay at the school or
they would stay in groups.
My son stayed at home.
Businesses in the area did a lot.
A comic book shop down here—
He opened his doors—
He and his wife.
They let the kids stay in there as
long as they wanted.
They knew the kids needed a place
to go.
Over the years I've talked to the woman.
She'll ask how my son is.
She thought that Dylan and Eric had
been in her store.
She still couldn't believe that they
could have done this—
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Basically they were normal kids—
She couldn't believe that they could
be the cause of this.
How could you have known?
We all ran into Dylan and Eric over
the years.
How could you know?
You order pizza.
You buy something at the store.
The clerk takes your money and
gives you change.
Those kinds of things—
Are you supposed to be suspicious
of every person you deal with
On an everyday basis?
Kids grow up and
They look like one thing,
And in the next second do something
else.
I mean I'm angry with them—
I'm angry at their parents—
But neighbors or acquaintances
shouldn’t feel guilty
How would they know?
The first few weeks, Edward was
okay.
It was not until the police detective came
That he realized the situation—
About the bomb—
That's when he started having
nightmares and anxiety attacks.
My son only wanted to be at home.
His pediatrician told me about an
adolescent psychiatrist.
Edward has been with him ever
since.
He is still there.
He didn't want to leave the house
that first year.
Literally, he did not leave the house,
Except to go to therapy or
appointments.
I quit working and stayed at home.

My family and I drifted apart.
My brother and sister—
Even my dad.
I couldn't talk to them about it.
My Dad would give me advice on
how I should have done this or
that.
My dad was a policeman—a tough
guy—
He used say, if I had been there, I
would have gone right in.
I didn’t want to hear if it was wrong.
So for about two years it was kind
of strained.
It's okay now.
At school . . .
Edward was in 9th grade when it
happened.
He finished the year at Chatfield.
When the kids returned to school at
Chatfield,
People were giving them things,
Stuffed animals and backpacks and
journals.
Teachers had the kids answer some
of the cards and letters.
Edward really didn't like that.
He loved the letters and cards and
everything—
It was very touching—
But it was just hard to write back.
He was taught at home for 10th
grade.
Teachers would come to our home
—
There were about 200 kids that
would not leave their houses,
So the teachers had to come to
them.
A teacher would come to my son for
a class,
Then go to another student down the
street and teach that kid—
Just making the rounds.
I stayed involved with the school—
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I wanted to know what was going on.
I stayed in PTA,
Even though my son was not
attending classes in school.
In 11th grade he went to Columbine
—and started 12th.
12th grade was so difficult –
He started having trouble again—
Having panic attacks—
Couldn't get out of the car—
Being agitated—
Confused –
Didn't sleep.
He dropped out and we let him rest a
little while.
Then we took him to community
college
He got his GED.
He actually got his diploma before
his own classmates.
That was a good thing.
He’s enrolled in the community
college now.
I asked him, Did you miss
graduating with your class?
But, I think I miss it more than he did.
He is my only—I only have one child.
I'm never going to get to do that.
Except for college graduation—
Whenever that is.
Years later . . .
For the five-year anniversary, we
went out of town.
We spent the day in the mountains.
I went to the other anniversaries,
but not this one.
It is time to move on.
I don't think it's so much that you get
over it.
It's just trying to get back to normal.
We're never going to get over it.
We are never going to forget.
But we just want a normal existence.
We want our kids to be normal—

Our family to be normal—
Whatever that is supposed to be.
We'll never know because
everything changed that day.
Edward doesn't want to be identified
with Columbine.
He wants to be a regular person.
People still come in their RVs
To have their picture taken with the
Columbine sign.
Several times I said to them,
What the hell are you doing?
Get out of here—
Don't you know there are kids
around here?
These kids are watching you.
School support . . .
I think that school got tired
Of dealing with students like Edward
Who needed more time for tests,
And needed more support.
They saw them as a burden,
A problem,
An expense.
I think his teachers understood, but
The administration wanted to move
on.
They wanted to get back to being a
school.
They weren't as willing to work
with us on things.
Some students could go to school
Do normal things,
And seemed to be OK,
Others were not.
That was what was difficult.
I think the school didn't want the
publicity.
The principal didn’t want to talk
about it after a time.
That poor guy. I felt sorry for him.
Then at the end I sort of got angry
with him.
A lot of teachers had more sympathy.
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One teacher that I heard about was
especially good with the kids,
Kids would go to her,
Because she could relate to them.
She had been through it.
She understood what they were
going through.
She had a breakdown the following year.
She didn't come back the following fall.
Edward’s art teachers were good.
They were pretty creative people to
begin with.
Even his shop teacher was like go
create these things—
He had some old computers that
couldn't be used or repaired,
So if the kids were having a bad day,
He let them go out and beat them up.
It was a good release.
The things Edward benefited from
were one-on-one relationships,
Rather than being in a group.
I remember the Holocaust Lady—
Gerde—
She was incredible.
I think she helped a lot of the kids.
She had gone through this terrible
experience,
Yet she was able to come and talk
about it.
You could see that she was hurt by
all that she suffered,
But she also had hope.
She would make you feel,
Oh, I can get over this.
She was very much about hope and
encouragement.
I also remember laughing with her—
and that was good.
There wasn't much laughter for a lot
of those at the school
Over the last few years.
Parenting . . .
Originally Edward shut himself off.

That lasted for a long time.
He really didn't want to be
Columbine-ized.
He did not want to be singled out as
a Columbine kid.
The last five years have been
nothing but confusion.
What was it like? It was horrifying.
I was overprotective to begin with
but now I'm even more so
I can't help it, you know.
I didn't know if he was in the school
—
Or one of the kids that was hurt—
Or if he got out.
It was something I don't wish
anybody to have to go through.
The school gave out something on
signs to watch for—
Kids can’t sleep, have high
emotions,
A whole list of things—
But by the time I got the list,
Edward was already on like 18 of
the 20 signs.
It didn't help me a lot.
It's the degree.
No one has an understanding of
what the degree is.
Is this adolescence or is this posttraumatic stress?
He finally started opening up and
having his sense of humor back.
Now he has a group of friends that
are older than he is.
A couple of them are married.
He still has five or six buddies from
Columbine.
This year, on April 20th,
A couple of Columbine friends
showed up in the evening.
They were watching a movie—
laughing so hard.
My husband and I looked at each
other and I started crying.
It was like, isn't that neat to hear,
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These were Columbine kids,
They were all there that day,
They all have different stories to tell,
They were all at my house laughing and
having a good time on April 20th.
I had looked forward to Edward
being in high school—
Being in art club, or debate team, or
whatever.
I wanted him to experience those
things,
And he didn't do that.
This kept him from doing that.
Pieces of his life were taken from
him.
That's what angers me about April 20.
My son's life is altered because of
that day.
He can't get that back.
I can't get that back.
Something that Edward said that just
really stuck with me:
Would I have been the same person
today if this hadn't happened to
me?
I did not know how to answer that
Because I saw a child that had been
very outgoing,
very intelligent,
had a lot of friends,
highly motivated,
curious,
loved learning things,
had a wide variety of interests.
After April 20th, I saw him go into a
shell.
So how could I tell him, Yes,
You were going to be this person,
that questions everything
is fearful of things
is self-doubting and uncertain
worries about everything?
A lot of Edward’s issues are based
around control.

That day he had no control.
He still doesn’t want to do anything
unless he has control of it.
I have to be available to him.
I make myself available.
I want to be available for him if he
wants to go to the mall or
something
I'll stop what I'm doing and do that.
I probably shouldn't, though.
But he's my only son and
I'm going to do it.
So it's changed my life too.
In looking back,
I think what we would have done
differently is probably
Talked with Edward more.
He was in denial when it happened.
He didn’t want to think this had
happened at his school.
He would say, I'm OK.
But looking back now,
He really was in denial.
So I guess, talk about it sooner and
more often with him
Push a little more.
We just didn’t know what to do.
Just flying by the seat of our pants,
Just trying to do what we could.
I was worried about the kids during
all of this—
I didn’t think about it then,
But I was there getting shot at too,
But my thoughts have been on
Edward.
How's he doing?
How are his friends doing?
What do we do next?
I didn’t really think about myself.
Now I see a therapist.
She specializes in post-traumatic
stress.
I talk to her about how to treat
Edward when issues arise.
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I ask, Is this post traumatic stress or
is it adolescence?
I can't tell the difference sometimes.
It’s not that way now,
But there were a couple of years
when I wanted to run away from
home.
I wish my husband were seeing
somebody.
The men in this community
Have tried not to deal with their
emotions.
Some dads have said, just suck it up
and forget about it.
My husband isn't like that,
But he doesn't have a sounding
board like I do.
And I wish he did—
Dads should be looked at more—for
how they try to help their kids.
I don't think the fathers dealt with
this as well as the mothers did.
I also think that this caused a lot of
contention in the home.
There were a lot of divorces in this
community.
Conflict about how to handle this
with their kids.
There is no book that says,
This is what a mother should do, and
This is what a father should do.
It causes problems,
No one knows how to treat a child
who has been through this.
I bet the Dads drank more beer
afterward.
And I bet even Moms had more
wine.
That would be interesting to learn
about because
I bet numbers in both areas would
have gone up.
Immediately after April 20th, there
were issues with accidents—
Kids taking risks—

Not being fully alert.
Kids were speeding in and out of the
school parking lot.
It was almost like they had no fear,
like
I'm going to see if my car will go
100,
Because someday I might not be
able to.
I might die tomorrow so I want to
see what it's like.
I think the kids took risks they may
not have normally taken.
The principal was concerned about
their actions.
PTA brought out professionals to
talk with the kids about being
careful.
They had policemen up there for
quite a while, trying to settle
them down.
Kids were showing off and just
being careless.
There were tons of fender benders,
Kids just being careless—not paying
attention
Their minds weren't on their driving,
They weren't concentrating,
They weren't focusing.
I know of some kids that got into
the drug and alcohol thing.
One kid that was not getting any
support from home—
His parents got divorced—
His dad was saying, Just suck it up.
And his mother was saying, You
need therapy.
I think that was a way for him to
deal with it.
I don't know how he is now.
He's one of the kids that would
come to my house and cry.
Things just kept happening.
Murders at the local Subway Shop
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A boy hung himself
The mother of one of the victims
killed herself.
It seemed like the kids never could
rest.
Every three or four months
Something was happening like that.
You know who I'd really like to hear
from?
The police have gotten such a bad
rap on how they handled this,
But many of them had kids in there.
They're standing outside as
policeman, and firemen,
But their kids are in there.
And they have no clue where their
kid is.
Like the guy that shoved me into my
car that day.
What went through their minds?
How have they dealt with this?
It would be interesting to see how
they did their job,
Protect, and serve, and rescue
With an emotional attachment to it.
That's what they had to do.
Community identity . . .
Our community will be remembered
negatively.
People keep saying such nasty things
About this community—
The sheriff,
The district attorney,
The police,
The fire department,
Everybody—
And that affects the community.
And that’s sad because I think this
community is very caring.
We have come together,
People tried to help each other,
But that's not the part that will be
remembered.
One thing that will always be tied to
Columbine is the bullying thing.

The shooters said they were bullied
all the time by sports teams.
Every time you hear about a kid
that's bullied,
Somewhere they will connect it to
Columbine.
You know yourself,
That was not a Columbine thing—
that's a teenage thing.
Kids are going to be kids.
Kids tease each other—
Try to be cool by putting another
one down—
That's everywhere,
That's not just Columbine.
I'm not saying it's a good thing.
It just occurs all the time.
Unless you can get kids to stop being
kids,
It will continue to happen.
Perspective . . .
My version of the Columbine story
would be that,
There were two kids that were really
sick,
needed help
and didn't get it.
I would tell the truth about the
community,
How they came together
helped each other.
Lifelong friends were formed.
It wasn't a bullying issue
It wasn't a racial issue
It wasn't because the teachers were
lacking
It wasn't because of the sports
teams.
It was kids who were sick and
needed help and
Were lost in the system.
When you go someplace else,
The minute they find out you’re
from Columbine,
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They just ask questions.
They’re curious.

There was a standing ovation the
entire way for those kids.

Edward was on a sports team at
Columbine.
That year, there was a team that was
coming out from Baltimore,
So I contacted them to see if they
would come and
Show our kids some techniques.
And we got to be pretty good
friends.
It was so heartwarming—
This group of people from Baltimore
raised money,
For our boys and our girls to go to
Baltimore,
Visit them that summer.
They put our kids up in their homes.
They made it such a fabulous trip.
They didn't ask us about the
bullying.
They didn't ask about the bad stuff.
They just wanted to know that we
were OK.
They wanted to be part of making
the kids feel safe.
They set up so many special events
A tour of the Naval Academy
A special tour of the White House.
They had this big barbecue for us.
They had boats so the kids could go
out on the Bay—
They took us to see professional
team play and
We had seats of honor.
They posted on the big board,
Welcome Columbine Students.
We got a standing ovation.
The kids were crying.
People all around us were so caring.
The kindness from everybody—
It was just unforgettable.
The Columbine band marched in the
Rose Bowl Parade the next year.
All along the route people would
stand up—

That's the thing that needs to be
remembered.
It’s that people reached out to us
To help us feel better –
Not what the media says
Not how the media portrays us –
Other communities in other states
reached out to us
People from around the world—
Millions of people did—
There were so many cards and
letters.
Even little children would send
stuff.
One little boy wrote, I don't have
very much money,
But I'm giving you what I have for
your Columbine statue.
That’s what he called the memorial.
And it was a penny.
I think the kids, the staff, the
community,
Need a place to go to reflect on it a
little—
A lasting memorial—
To go there, and be thankful that
they made it.
A memorial at Clement Park, but
It needs to be something for those
who survived,
Because those are the ones who
have to live with it.
Rather than dwelling on those that
were killed,
It needs to be something that says
We made it through and we’re OK.
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Jack
Jack, an outgoing and gregarious father of two sons, cheerfully arrives for his
interview at my home, eager to add his “piece of the pie” to my research. This retired
law enforcement officer, who served in an official capacity at Columbine High
School on April 20th, offers multiple perspectives to this inquiry. His story provides
the insight of an emergency responder who was called to the scene of a school
shooting, knowing that his own son Michael, a freshman at the time, and the children
of many of his friends were in the school.
Jack knew many of the students there that day through his volunteer work in
youth organizations in the community and through his years of involvement in the
sports and youth activities in which Michael and his younger son Jason participated.
Jack, who moved to Colorado in the 1960s, reminds me that Shelly, his wife, is not
only a Colorado native, but that her family lives in the Columbine area and that her
younger siblings are all Columbine graduates. Long-time associations with the
school and enduring relationships within the community factor prominently into his
family’s experience.
While family and friends are tremendously important to Jack, when asked
what he would do if the interviews become too stressful, he acknowledges the role of
professionals. He replies that there were some psychologists he had worked with
while serving as a SWAT officer and that he would give them a call and say, “Hey, I
need to talk to you.”
No longer an active law enforcement officer, Jack provides consulting to
businesses regarding security issues. He is particularly interested in the area of
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workplace violence and comments, “The main institution in this country that
reflects the face of America is the public schools. We send our kids there and they
reflect us ....... You have violence in the office—in the workplace—and you’re
going to have violence in the schools.”
From the dual perspective of a public safety officer called to the scene of a
rampage school shooting and a parent whose child was in the school at the time, Jack
generously shares his experiences. Here, in his own words, is Jack’s story:
April 20th . . .
It was like any other day.
I was at work at the police department.
I got a call at about 11:30,
A call from Channel 7, and they said,
Hey, what information you do have
about the shooting at Columbine?
I knew nothing—
They needed to call Steve in Jefferson
County.
It's happened before so I just thought,
Thank God, it's not my day in the
barrel—
That's how I look at this because I
knew that this was their problem.
I can just go on with my life and what
I had planned to do that day.
But I had a son at Columbine.
I thought, Well, maybe I'll run over
there.
It's probably a drive-by shooting or
something,
Which is extremely unusual in the
South area.
I'll go out—there are kids that I know
there—
I was starting to head west in that
direction.
I hear on our police radio

Jefferson County wants us to
respond.
So I put my lights on and figured I
would go out.
I came on Bowles Avenue, and I
got up to Pierce and turned.
I had to come to a stop.
I was the second car out from the
street.
Cars for a whole block and a half
—
Three deep—
Lines of patrol cars—
Denver, Lakewood, Jefferson
County.
A group of kids were right there at
the corner.
There must have been at least 50 to
100 kids standing there.
One kid was sitting.
I looked over and this one kid,
sitting down,
It was Michael—my son.
We just looked at each other.
He waved at me and I waved at
him and we never talked.
The next thing I know somebody
herded those kids up to the
library.
A friend of mine from the County said,
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Jack, heads up there may be a sniper
on the roof.

In such a tragic thing
That also involves your family?

People kept pouring in, media and
officers, more and more coming.
With everything else is going on,
I'm not really conscious of what’s
going on at Columbine.
I'm out of that, I'm focusing on my
little world,
And that was to set up the media—
To get stuff going for Steve, and to
back him up.
I was there to assist him.
So I did that.

They were saying that kids were
killed,
The thought going through my
mind—
Which kids are we going to know?
We moved to this neighborhood in
1980.
We knew lots of families that had
kids at Columbine.
We knew lots of kids.
Who is it?
There was nothing I could do.
But at least I was doing something.

I didn't have a cell phone—
I found someone who did.
I called Shelly at school and said,
There has been a shooting at
Columbine.
I called her shortly after I saw Michael.
I called into her classroom—
She’s a teacher.
Someone took over her class.
She went—they all went—and
listened to the TV.
Then I worked with Steve and the
media.
It was a massive overwhelming thing.
So many people showing up—
More than ever should have.
I was thinking,
Why haven't they told some of these
people to go home?
It just boggles the mind the amount of
media, but
It gave me something to do.
This is what was helpful to me that
others didn't have.
If you were at home watching TV,
you are so helpless.
You were so much a victim and
There's not a damn thing you can do.
You just watch.
But how are you to be involved

Later that night, one of our officers
came to me.
He was a Vietnam veteran,
A longtime officer,
A hardened vet,
Wounded in Vietnam—
He came out to me and said,
Jack, it was just terrible—
There have to be 30 to 50 people
dead.
I often wondered why he got that
number.
Maybe because it was kids.
I think it was so tragic that
When these people saw all the
bodies in there,
They just multiplied it in their
minds.
They just couldn't comprehend it.
It was kids.
When they were saying that there
were so many kids dead,
I started thinking,
Thank God that I did see Michael,
That I know he's OK.
But then I got to thinking, I didn't
talk to him—I just waved at
him.
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He was sitting down and none of the
other kids were sitting down.
And I thought, you know you hear
about those things,
Where people see an image of their
mother or something,
And then they get a phone call the
next day that she died?
You know how you hear things like that?
I had to find a phone somewhere.
What if Michael is in that school and
I just saw him there and
It was one of those vision things?
You know how your mind does,
trying to process all of this stuff.
It was overwhelming, so I called
home about five or six o'clock
And talked to Shelly.
She said, He's not home.
But he called.
He was sitting at a table in the cafeteria.
They were all told to run.
One of the boys he was with ended up
running upstairs.
He ran into one of the science rooms.
He ended up there with Dave
Sanders.
Michael ran around by the cafeteria.
He was trapped there, near the
stairway to the auditorium.
A teacher had a key.
He unlocked the door and those kids
got out that way.
I went home about 11:30 that night.
I was exhausted—in a state of shock.
Shelly was still up with the TV on.
With all the media coverage,
I was learning more from them than
what I knew there at Columbine,
It was such a huge event—a circus
atmosphere.
You just can't catch it all.
You don't hear it all.
In the days following . . .
I was back to the park by 4:30 the
next morning

For the Today Show.
It was the most eerie sight.
A German TV crew was there,
I said, Did they just hire you out of
New York or something?
He said, No, we came from Germany.
When this started,
All we knew was that kids had
been shot and injured.
We didn't know that anyone had
been killed.
This is the weirdest thing—
You forget how this all works
And how it's a world event.
Right where you live.
Someone from the police or fire
department asked,
Do you want to go and tour the
school, and look at it all?
And I said, No.
It's been my experience
That if I don't have to look,
I don't have that in my memory.
The biggest crime scene in the
Denver area,
And I didn't want to go through it.
I didn't want to have those
memories.
After about three days,
They were starting to identify who
was killed.
We'd ask Michael, Do you know
him?
Michael didn't talk a whole lot.
He told us a little bit about it,
But he really didn't give details.
He was a typical kid.
He would say,
I told you I was in the cafeteria and
I got out.
What else do you need to know?
Dave Sanders was the one that
yelled at Michael to run—
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All of Shelly's brothers and sisters
had classes with him.
Shelly didn't go to high school there.
She’s the oldest in her family,
But all of her siblings graduated from
Columbine.
So they are all involved,
Not just because of our family but
because of Columbine.
We all went to the services for Dave
on Monday.
We went to the memorials, but it just
became so hard—
All of the politicians—
The one at Bowles Crossing—
With the governor—
We went to the service up at Red Rocks—
That was probably one of the better
ones for the kids.
We went to the one at Bowles
Community Church.
Another thing that was helpful was
the Scout troop.
One night, they had the kids come and
talk about what they went through.
It was just a chance to bring everyone
together—
Friends that they felt comfortable with—
People that you knew cared about you.
At work, there were different issues.
The agency was having to deal with
the screwballs out there.
We had one woman who had gone
through the Citizen Police Academy.
She had a name tag and covered up
the part that said “Citizen”
She was going around, working with
victims and doing stuff.
I think they charged her with a crime
for that.
Those were the kinds of things that
we were dealing with.
Columbine was never fully debriefed
by all the officers involved.

That always left a sour taste,
So you would do that back with
your family—
You had your family or
Maybe a friend you could talk to.
I went to meeting with the City
Council.
People were getting calls from all
over,
Saying, This is giving us a bad
name.
And I'm there—pretty exhausted.
I'm pretty easy going person, but I
wanted to pound the table,
And say, My God, you people are
worried about your damn
name,
And children have been
slaughtered in their school.
But I understand.
They didn't see what I did.
They didn't go through what I went
through.
They didn't know what our
community went through.
It's funny how a line in the street
Can make that big a difference.
But it does.
I realized that I needed to be home.
There were things that I had to do
for my department,
And there were things that I had to
do for my family.
That's when I had to step away.
Family impact . . .
We were not close to any of the
families that lost children.
Michael was in class with some but
was not close friends with any.
Our younger son, Jason, was in
middle school.
He was friends with two of the
kids, one who lost their older
brother,
Another was wounded.
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Shortly after Columbine, Carla
Hochalter committed suicide.
Her daughter had been seriously
injured.
Michael knew the son.
We'd see Carla at the grocery store
and say hi.
It hit us harder than Columbine itself.
What a tragic loss.
There were so many people willing to
help,
To have done something for her.
Next spring Greg committed suicide.
Shelly knew him and knew the family.
Michael liked him a lot.
It hit him harder than anything from
Columbine.
We really began worrying about
Michael's mental health then—
About how this affected him.
The literature that the school sent out
said to watch these kids.
Girls are affected first,
After that the boys are affected.
So we worried about Michael then.
Nothing he did made us think, he
needed help
But how did we know?
Greg’s parents didn't see it coming.
They would have done anything.
Any parent would do anything.
So we signed up for family
counseling, mainly for Michael.
I have a hard time telling some guy
how I feel about something
But I thought, We're doing it for
Michael.
That's the way I looked at it.
We felt we were okay,
But Michael, You were in the middle
of it,
They tried to take your life.
What do you need?
It may be a boy thing, but Michael
said, I’m fine,

I don't want to hear any more about
it.
Don't bring it up.
Well, we needed to bring it up and
after Greg took his life,
We decided we all would to go in
—as a family—
We went to the counselor for
several months, then he said,
Things looked fine.
It's different in the same family
even.
Shelly was pushing counseling
more.
She was more emotionally
impacted by Columbine.
Females get through things by
talking more, and guys don't.
But those kinds of issues can create
problems because
I can bet that a child and a mother
would show for counseling,
And the dad never showed up.
My instincts just tell me,
The vast majority of the moms
went with the child to
counseling,
And the dads didn't want to have
anything to do with it.
You rarely would have the dad in
there with the mother saying,
I don't want to have anything to do
with it.
Guys don't like to talk about their
emotions.
So the psychologist says,
How does this make you feel?
And you want to say,
That's my own damn business.
So that's a difficult job that
counselors have.
I don't know how they get the men
in,
But everyone needs to be part of it.
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If you don't want to do it for yourself,
Then do it for your wife or your child
– for your family.
Resources and support . . .
The minister for the Broncos put
together something for the kids,
A Columbine Surprise Party.
They just told the kids to show up at
Heritage High School one night,
Didn’t say why—just said, Show up,
There would be no media.
And all of these big athletes were
there for the kids
Broncos, Nuggets, Avs,
The Olympic gold medal swimmer,
Athletes from all over the nation.
And they went around and visited
with the kids—they did that.
It just for them—without the media—
I think Pizza Hut donated the pizza—
Lots and lots of pizza.
Every kid got a beanie baby of some
kind,
They gave out T-shirts.
The sports teams sent a whole bunch
of stuff
Footballs and basketballs that were
autographed, and
Not just from teams here either.
The kids just had a good time.
They hurt inside but it was part of
starting that healing process.
One parent said, and this is true,
This is the first time I've seen these
kids smile.
So that was really the first event,
Not just a religious thing, that was for
the kids.
People were giving stuff to the kids.
People sent boxes and boxes of
beanie babies.
Sports equipment.
A doctor replaced eyeglasses for free
For any Columbine kid—like
Michael

Whose glasses were in the school.
If you said you are from
Columbine,
People would do anything for you.
We went over to Chatfield before
the kids started there.
It just astounded us—
Throughout the whole school, they
had banners that were sent
From all over the world.
A Holocaust survivor came when
they were back at Columbine.
Shelly felt that was just wonderful.
Parenting . . .
Later, I went to a conference about
Columbine.
They wanted to know what it was
like.
I talked about being an officer and
also being a parent,
How you had to realize that you’re
an officer in this madness,
But after you left there, you were
just like the rest of the victims.
In a year’s time, we had 22 deaths
in the community.
Fifteen at Columbine,
A person shot at the park by an
officer,
Three suicides,
Two murders at the Subway,
A child’s body found in the trash.
Twenty-two deaths in a mile area
It was so traumatic to this
community.
How do you feel about your
neighborhood
When somebody drives up in a car
and kills himself?
When a little boy’s body is found
behind a store?
All of a sudden it's not safe to you
anymore.
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And these kids, they are all changing,
Then you have this thing that
Hits them as a group.
So the question is,
Is this kid being withdrawn because
he's a teenager
Or, is Columbine causing this?
If you've already gone through this
with another kid,
It might be easier.
Michael is our oldest.
Something we started, for the
anniversaries, is to have
All our family here get together for a
chili cook off.
Families make chili and we vote on
the best.
The boys invite their friends to come.
It’s fun—it’s a family get-together.
It isn't necessary to say this is because
of Columbine,
We all know why we were doing it.
It just helps us check in and see how
everyone is doing.
Families further away don't see it the
same way.
I see that in my family.
They’re out of state—
Columbine was an important event,
but
They have no understanding about
what we truly went through.
Shelly's family lives here in the
Littleton area.
They truly understand to some degree
what we went through.
But even then, they didn't have a kid
in the school,
And they kind of think, It happened,
Let's get on with life.
The media . . .
The media is never going to tell the
whole story—
It's just their perspective and people
don't understand that.

But everyone—the typical person
—sees the media as The
Media.
They see no difference, whether it's
Channel 9 or some national
outfit.
They're the same and they're all
bad.
But the local news will not be as
dirty as the national media.
You will rarely see the local media
show kids
Running out with their hands up.
But you always see that on national
TV,
Because it’s dramatic.
Some of the local media people
hate those national people.
They come stomping through here,
Tearing up everything,
Pissing everybody off,
Then running off again.
Kids take it from their parents so
they're the same way.
They just hate the media.
But the media plays an important
part.
Knowing where you could get help
and other things,
That was all through the media.
People need to use the media for
funding the Columbine
Memorial
Maybe an article in Parade
Magazine or something—
Things on a national level.
Use the media to help.
Other shootings were over just like
that [snap].
There's never been another thing
like that since,
Where there's a standoff at the
school that goes on for hours,
And people are watching live on
TV.
And you see the kids there.
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People who sent letters and all the stuff,
It was because it wasn't just
something they read in the paper.
People say, I was watching it on TV.
It wasn’t just because it was so
violent, a tragic event—
It was the emotion with which people
saw it and were part of that.
There are still people coming by all
the time to see the school.
They'll say, Columbine so affected
us,
We would like to go through the school.
It helps them understand.
The more people want to understand,
the better.
I want people to go see how huge it is
And what a beautiful school it is.
Community . . .
What's important is, How do you
bring in community?
You take care of your feelings
With families, religion, and all
different things, but
As a community, how do you do it?
There's not just one church because
we don't all belong to one church.
There's a school, but a lot of people
don't have kids at that school.
A Memorial is really important for
the healing process –
A place everybody can go.
It is important not just for the families
who lost kids,
It has to serve a bigger purpose.
People want to feel comfort,
Some place that they can go,
Like the Vietnam wall—
Who knew the comfort that you
would get, going to that wall?
I've noticed people closest to a
tragedy can forgive, and
That can help them heal.

People who are further away, don't
have as much forgiveness.
But it's not really about forgiveness.
These boys were mentally sick,
And if they had gotten help they
never would have done it.
They're not evil, they're mentally
sick.
It doesn't excuse it.
I guess I feel kinda sorry for them,
I feel extremely sorry for the
parents.
Some people have said,
Why didn't they look in their
room?
But that's just how life is.
You don't go checking your kid’s
room like that.
I just feel sorry for them—I guess
just really sorry,
But I don't feel that I need to
forgive them.
If my kid had been killed it would
be a whole different picture.
The next year when they went back
to Columbine,
All the families were there
That was what they saw coming
back.
Huge community support.
It was for the kids coming back to
school that day.
It was not a memorial service,
But some of the parents were upset
Because they didn't read the names
of the kids who weren't coming
back.
There's a point where they need to
understand—
We have to move on
And do stuff for the living.
Returning to Columbine . . .
Since Columbine was such a big
thing,
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Now people will say, he's going to
pull a Columbine.
That's a hell of a way to have your
school known. But it is.
My biggest concern has been that some
nut would look at Columbine
And blow up the school or shoot up
the school,
Just to say, I did what they couldn't
do. I finished it.
I've had that fear since the day those
kids went back.
Shelly and I didn't talk a lot about it
but we thought about it.
We thought, Do we put Michael in
another school?
But if we do, it's like they won.
And we are not going to let them win.
So the fear you just live with.
That's what I think every parent
whose kid went back to
Columbine felt.
And every teacher who went back to
Columbine.
Not a lot has been written about the
staff that I'm aware of.
I don't know that first year, how those
teachers taught,
How hard it was for them to go back
into the classroom.
The first time they tested the fire
alarms, they let everyone know.
A lot of kids didn't go to school that
day
Because they couldn't stand to hear
that sound.
Teaching takes a lot out of you to
begin with
But to have that emotion added on.
Maybe something more needs to be
done for the teachers.
What helped us a lot was to go back
with our kids.
After everything was cleaned up,
They allowed us to just roam around.

Michael took us down to the
cafeteria.
He showed me the door and said,
I went through this door, and
Then we walked up here and
We came out the hallway here and
I saw the broken windows down
here.
We stopped and saw the bullet holes
in the wall.
Then I understood.
I understood more of what Michael
was going through.
And that would be important for
others to learn from this.
Let the families come back and go
through the school with their
child
Because that is helpful for them
And for the child,
To say, Here's where I was and
here's what happened to me.
To go back into the school with
support
Walking with you – to better
understand.
Here we all are, walking through it.
That was an important thing for
them to do.
For them to know they could face
it.
This year they had a thing at the
fairgrounds to show the public
All of the evidence.
If they had had it for more than one
day,
Or only for the Columbine kids and
their parents,
We probably would have gone.
It’s amazing the amount of
evidence that was collected,
But we missed that because it was
open to the general public.
It would have helped to understand
the huge investigation that was
taking place,
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But we didn't go—thought we would
feel like lookie-lous.
I don't want to be a lookie-lou because
I am from Columbine.
I went through it, and I am no lookielou.
But so many things were offered,
And we didn't take advantage of
everything.
Different things work for different
people.
They have to have such a wide
spectrum to offer
Because people are at all different
levels.
Columbine had extra counselors there
for several years
In case kids needed counseling.
The teachers had obviously gone
through some training
Because they went out of their way
with the kids.
The communications has been, for a
large school, fairly good.
They sent home notes.
People just had to take time to read
them.
The only thing I noticed is being
inundated.
They've got a system where they call
And give you taped information.
But they overuse it a little bit.
Every time you hear,
This is Columbine calling,
You think it's going to be pretty
important.
You know it's not good news.
It gets to you because,
It’s like a call you get from a kid in
the middle of night.
Panic—that's how it feels even today.
Probably the thing that would have
helped best was to have
More things like that Columbine
Surprise Party.

Just some place where kids went,
not have to do anything.
And some of the community
things,
Like the Christmas group that sang.
Bringing in the community,
Helping the kids be part of
something,
Because they're part of that
community
Not because of the tragedy.
You're not just a poor little
Columbine student,
So damaged that we have to take
care of you.
So be active in the community –
One of the things they did like that
was
Heartbeat of Columbine—
The one that Gerde started.
It helped get kids involved,
Doing something good for the
community.
Perspectives . . .
To move on, you need to put the
pieces of the pie together
My piece of the pie says,
Something stinks.
Records are missing.
I'm sure everybody can go back
and
Want to do something different
that day
Say, I wish we had done this or had
done that.
That's second guessing.
A lot of officers wanted to go right
in the building that day,
But to be prepared for the future,
You need to know what happened,
Why it happened, and where.
Jefferson County never came clean
with that.
It's hard to bring that circle
together.
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The different thing about Columbine is
that you were living it, it was live–
We saw them streaming out of the
school
With the hands over their heads and
Bodies lying on the ground.
It said there is a real problem with
violence in this country and
It can happen in your school.
Some people will say,
It's because we don't have prayer in
the school.
If we'd have prayer this wouldn't have
happened, or
If you have metal detectors, or
If you have teachers that are armed.
Look at all the schools did for
security.
People want to think they are safe.
How do you do that?
Do you put a police car in front of
your school,
With an officer in it and he doesn't
know what the hell is going on.
But people think, We have the police
So we’re safe.
My area is security,
And you could have all the security in
the world,
And never have detected those two.
The mental health issue is the one
that had the most red flags
And no one recognized it.
History will address Columbine and
talk about the violence.
If I were writing the history,
My emphasis would be on mental
health and its importance.
If you deal with a problem when it's
small,
You can make changes.
We wouldn’t need so many prisons,
We wouldn’t have so many problems
later,

But no one wants to spend that
kind of money.
Everybody still today runs around
talking about trench coats
Bullying and those things.
Bullying is an important part to
work with in society,
But millions of kids are bullied
every day.
It's not that is right but it happens.
They don't go and kill people.
So why did these kids do that?
Why do some people do things and
other people don't?
Generally it's because of mental
health.
These two boys were very, very
sick.
And it was never totally
recognized.
It points out the importance of
mental health in society,
And how little money is put into
that
We need to be more concerned
about mental health of kids—
Starting at preschool and into
kindergarten and on.
Also, if you don’t take action,
If you ignore the signs,
Empowerment surfaces.
They had been planning it, acting it
out, and nobody—
Not the school, not the parents, not
law enforcement, not friends—
No one said, You're out of whack
here.
They were saying, Nobody is going
to stop me.
People will look back at a dictator
and say,
Why did he invade that country?
It’s because no one stopped him.
No one said, No.
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We have no money for our schools.
It's pathetic,
And the people to be blamed for it are
the people themselves.
They vote for the legislators that are
ruining our public school system.
They have taken away the people that
were a safety net for kids.
Sometimes the people they hire are
the not the best.
Maybe they're not the best
psychologists, and
Some people are against having
psychologists in schools anyway.
Some people may say other things,
But my lesson from Columbine is the
importance of mental health.
Because we have so many little
sickies running around,
And we’ve made it so easy for them
to build a bomb,
Or get a gun.
Probably what would take more away
from them is to publicly say,
These kids were mentally ill.
You don't worship people who are
mentally ill.
It's not saying,
Hey these guys were trenchcoat
mafia, look what they did.

All that anyone had was a little
piece,
A little bit of information about
Columbine.
That’s how I describe it to people.
Everybody had their own little
piece of the pie.
Everyone who was a first responder
Kids that were there—
Teachers—
All of us—
Have the piece of the pie of what
happened to them.
Whatever I know, that’s my piece
of the pie,
That’s all I know.
This little piece of pie is all you
know.
When others tell you what they
know,
You still don’t have the whole
thing
Just a little bigger piece of the pie.

No, this is a mental health issue.
These kids were mentally ill,
And people like that need treatment.
They need help
Schools are so large,
Maybe that's part of our problem.
What you want in a school is enough
staff
So that every kid has at least one
teacher there,
Just one person interested in them.
None of us has the full picture of
Columbine
Because we didn’t experience it all.
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Rebecca

As more and more people in the community learned about my doctoral
studies and my goals for completing this research, many parents expressed interest in
and support for the study. It became clear, that for the purpose of this dissertation, I
could not include everyone who offered to help. I needed to select parents whose
stories, while not representing the whole of experience, would provide insight into
areas of research interest. In deciding whom to include, I realized that a remarkable
opportunity had presented itself. Both Rebecca and her husband Alan volunteered to
participate, thereby giving me a chance to document a family’s experiences from two
different perspectives—a mother’s and a father’s.
While the opportunity to interview Rebecca and Alan provided a chance to
consider responses from within the same family, it also provided certain challenges
methodologically. I was especially aware of the potential that, if Rebecca and Alan
discussed their interviews, I might just hear the same story twice. In order to
minimize such tainting of the data, I interviewed each parent separately and asked
that they not discuss their sessions with each other. In addition, I requested that they
not share the tapes or transcripts of their interviews and that they not read each
other’s poetic representations until both had approved their final, individual drafts.
I had decided to include Alan and his wife Rebecca into this study for the
possibility of investigating different perspectives of the same family’s experiences,
but I found that their reflections were remarkably compatible. Even though they did
not collaborate on their stories, their perceptions of challenge, resources, impacts,
and recommendations, even five years after the tragedy, echo similar themes. The
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events and elements of their individual stories may differ, but the significance and
meaning appear consistent. Rebecca’s story offers more details about events at the
school, while Alan’s narrative provides insight and experience connected to his
travels. He has had more interactions outside of the trauma membrane; as a result, he
shares more in that regard.
The couple’s two children were students at Columbine in 1999, Brad, a
senior, and Nathan, a sophomore. At the time the shootings began, Brad was off
campus, at lunch. Nathan was in the building at the time and was forced to hide with
his fellow classmates until the police cleared the area. Rebecca, who has always been
active in her children’s school and outside activities, knew many of the teachers and
staff who were also at risk. Her concern embraced all who were affected by the
devastating events that began on April 20th, extending beyond the school itself to
other members on the community, crisis responders, merchants, and others connected
to Columbine.
Rebecca, who moved into the area from out of state over 20 years ago,
expresses strong feelings of commitment to the quality of life within this Jefferson
County community. Articulate and reflective, Rebecca notes with appreciation the
fact that the community has many long-term residents who, like herself, feel a deep
commitment to the area. It was neighbors and friends supporting each other that
helped in the aftermath, she observes. Her own family and friends are the support
group to whom she would turn should the interviews become troubling.
Rebecca asked to schedule her interviews while Alan was out of town on an
extended business trip. At her request, her first interview was held in my home. Her
second and third interviews were held in her home. In both settings, she devoted full
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attention to the questions, pausing occasionally to organize her thoughts before
answering quietly and insightfully. Rebecca is an elegant and precise speaker; her
replies are often rich with metaphor and descriptive detail, reflecting the breadth of
her education and extensive reading.
Describing the terrible pain that strikes a school community that experiences
the type of loss incurred in a school shooting, Rebecca offers solace, reminders of the
importance of hope, and the transformative nature of the trauma. Here, in her own
words, is Rebecca’s story:

April 20th . . .
I was at work and my husband called.
Alan was out-of-state on business.
His sister had called him and said,
Something has happened.
He told me to go to the school.
At the same time my boss came in.
She asked me if my children
attended Columbine.
I said they did.
She said that I needed to go home.
I left immediately.
On the way home, I turned on the radio.
I could tell that something serious
was going down.
It was on all the radio stations.
I called a neighbor and spoke with
her son.
He was a Columbine student.
He said that there were people
shooting in the school.
At home there was a message
From Brad, my older son.
He was fine but he couldn't find
His younger brother Nathan.
Brad was off campus when it started
—
Coming back from lunch with
friends.

Some teachers told him not to go in.
They went to a friend’s house, and
He called home from there.
He said, We don't know where
Nathan is.
That was my dilemma,
Locate Nathan.
I tried calling neighbors and my
children’s friends
To find out if they knew were Nathan
was.
The phone lines were jammed.
I went over to a neighbor’s house
To see if he was there.
She had the TV on.
She knew where her son was.
She didn't know where Nathan was.
She was going to call around to see
if she could find Nathan.
I saw on the TV at her house,
The media really didn't know what
was going on,
But they thought it could be a
hostage situation.
That was so frightening.
I didn't know if Nathan was a hostage.
I didn't know anything about him.
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I went back home and shortly after
that Brad got home.
A neighbor wanted to know how she
could help.
That was very nice.
We heard on TV that they were
bringing students out to two
locations:
Leawood Elementary, and
The library at Clement Park.
We decided to go to look for
Nathan.
My neighbor stayed at my home
In case somebody called about him.
We went to Leawood.
They were bringing kids from the
school in school buses.
There were so many parents
standing in the gymnasium,
Waiting for their children to arrive.
We kind of filtered around there.
They had lists posted on the wall,
But we didn't see any names we
knew on the wall.
There were a lot of neighbors and
friends,
And a feeling of extreme anxiety.
Tons of media were outside
And more arriving.
Kids were arriving too.
People inside and outside.
I heard that they were talking about
Closing the doors,
Not allowing anybody to leave.
I did not want to be locked in there,
Not be able to go to my home
Or to the library
Or anywhere.
That convinced me to leave.
Brad and I decided to check at the
library.
The library was a different situation.
They were bringing different kids
there.
Maybe kids that police needed to
interview for details.

There were lists in front of the
library too.
We checked, but
Did not see Nathan’s name.
I saw no names we knew.
They were screening people at the
library.
They would not let us go in.
We realized that there wasn't much
we could do.
I decided to go home, check there.
We got in the car—and—this was
the hardest part for me—
Brad looked at me and said,
Mom, I hate to say this,
But I think that Nathan may still be
inside the school.
Knowing that my child was in the
school,
Either dead,
Or injured,
Or hiding somewhere,
Probably in extreme danger,
That made it real.
We went back home.
Our neighbor had taken some calls
but no word on Nathan.
I’m not sure how long it took, but
I got a call.
Someone said, This is the Jefferson
County Sheriff’s Office.
Are you Nathan’s mother?
I said, Yes I am.
I stood there, my heart in my throat.
Then he said, I want you to know
that Nathan is fine.
We have brought him out of the school.
We’re putting him on the bus and
taking him to Leawood.
You can come and get him there.
We were like, YEAH!
We were so happy.
So Brad and I went to collect Nathan.
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I felt for all the parents who hadn't
heard anything.
You see, we had the advantage of
going back and forth.
If the Sheriff called the homes of the
other parents,
And they were at Leawood,
They wouldn't know.
They were faithfully standing by at
the school.
Because they were told that’s where
they would hear.
And they had not gone home,
So they weren’t able to get any of
these messages.
When I went back, I felt guilty.
I knew my kid was okay, but
These other parents didn't know
whether their kid was okay or not.
It was terrible.
A terrible, terrible thing.
But we stood there too.
Even though the Sheriff told us he’s
okay,
Until you actually see your kid
With your own eyes,
And touch him for yourself,
You're not convinced.
They brought all of these kids,
Had them walk across the stage.
They could see their parents,
But they couldn't actually touch
them
Until they were interviewed by the
police.
But people would scream out, Oh
there's my son, or
There’s my daughter.
Many of them broke down.
Nathan was one of the last groups to
come out of the building
So we got Nathan and went home.
My husband didn't get home until
nine o'clock that night.
It was very hard for him to get home,
To get a flight back.

We had a billion phone calls.
There were messages, messages,
messages.
One very vivid memory that I have
is,
When we brought Nathan home,
Our neighbor ran over to Nathan
and hugged him,
And said, Oh, I'm so glad you're all
right.
Then he broke down.
And then we all hugged,
Nathan started crying—
He was releasing and he hadn't done
that.
He had been very, very quiet,
Almost shaking, in the car on the
way home.
That was a special moment.
We attended a service
At the Light of the World Church
that night.
That was when teachers were
reunited with students.
I must've found out about that on
TV.
It was a very good thing.
The priest said he had no idea even
how to react to this.
He had no words.
He said, This is the hardest thing I
have ever had to do.
That was what everybody felt.
I don't know what words of
consolation he offered,
But just being there,
Being all together as a community
In a safe place,
In God's house, so to speak,
Offered a feeling of consolation.
After he spoke, the teachers and the
kids just mingled around.
The teachers wanted to know which
kids were okay,
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Because we had no information
about injuries or deaths or
anything.
It was amazing.
One teacher saw Nathan, and
She came over and gave my
husband this bear hug.
It just about broke his back.
It was just the strength of the emotion.
It was a powerful, powerful
moment.
All these people who had been a
part of this trauma—
This moment of terror—
To see them come back together and
reconnect.
In the days following . . .
I stayed out of work for about a week.
I believe Alan did too.
You know, just trying to support one
another and our family.
I think each one of us found support
in our friends too.
My friends supported me.
I supported them too, I think.
The boys’ friends were their support.
They spent lots of times with their
friends.
That was the most profound support
of all.
We went to three or four funerals.
They were a coming-together of
community,
A way through the sadness.
They were overwhelming.
Everyone was so overtaken with
grief.
We wanted to go to more, but we
just couldn't.
Emotionally there was nothing left.
At the memorial at Bowles
Crossing, I only stayed a little
while.

I think that's a case of an outside
person coming
And giving conventional wisdom to
a group
Without real understanding of what
this experience is like.
Sometimes I think people
capitalized on it.
I remember the younger Rev.
Graham, spoke,
But he just didn't speak to my
needs.
I think there was an urgency at the
beginning
To make sure that the kids were all
right.
They had come out alive, thank God.
But we were uncertain about the
impact
Psychologically and emotionally.
We were so involved with making
sure the kids were okay,
Trying to reassure ourselves they
were going to be okay.
But ultimately the business of
helping moms help themselves,
And dads help themselves,
I think we that put off until later.
And afterward . . .
Later, we went to a counselor,
We went for two family sessions.
It was beneficial to see a
professional,
But that was more of a screening,
To let us know that if there was
anything we needed to pursue.
To let us know what support was
available to us.
They pretty much gave us the green
light,
Said we were okay,
But to come back if there were any
issues.
We always kept the door open,
But we never went back.
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Most of my family is out-of-state, but
I have some family here.
They were very, very supportive.
We heard from family and friends
from all over the country,
People that I hadn't heard from in
years.
Many, many outstretched hands.
I've never felt so connected in my
whole life
As when I was cut off.
In the loss, so much was given.
It was a feeling of the outstretched
arms,
And all of the love from family and
friends.
It was just amazing.
The relationships that you forge in
times of trauma last a lifetime.
You have such an overwhelming
need to receive support
And to give it as well.
The bond that is established as a
result never goes away.
It's the strongest thing there is in
terms of friendship.
I think it makes you sensitive to
others too.
It makes you more able to listen –
To really hear what they're saying and
Maybe offer a little insight.
We really saw the value of staying
connected.
We talked about how all the cell
lines were jammed, but
I got my cell phone afterward.
That was one of the big things we
learned.
Stay connected. Totally connected.
I think a lot of people upped their
life insurance too.
I think that’s staying connected after
death,
Because you're leaving something
after death.
It's the same idea.

I recently told someone about it,
And it was like I had kicked her in
the stomach.
It made her feel bad and you don't
want to do that to people,
So I am guarded about it.
But if people ask, I'm happy to
share.
Other times, with people I meet at
work,
People that haven't known me very
long,
I don't want to tell.
You don't know if they'll stereotype
you.
People all over the country, all over
the world,
Saw all of those images.
You don't want to be subject to their
preconceived notions of what
you are.
Sometimes I feel like the survivors
of Hiroshima.
They were discriminated against in
Japan.
They had nuclear related sicknesses—
Cancer, leukemia, whatever.
They couldn't find jobs.
They were thought of as being
undependable.
They were connected with
something unpleasant.
I have felt somewhat of that same
dynamic with Columbine.
People in Littleton did not want the
world
To think of Littleton as Columbine
High School.
They didn't want to be associated
with it,
Tainted by the emotional carryover
of the experience.
Some people, well, they don't get it.
Somehow because of your
experience,
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They see you as less than a complete
person,
Instead of a more complete person.
You've had to move outside of
yourself,
Outside of your own pain, and
Deal with a whole community of pain.
On so many different levels,
It has made you a more complete
person.
But they think you’re damaged goods,
Because they think you will never
return to the place you used to be.
But that's not the point.
The point is to move to another level
of experience,
Where you process all that you used
to be,
And all that you now are
Into who you want to be.
And that's the point with anybody
Who goes through any loss in their
life.
Media . . .
I think the media distorted a whole
lot.
They looked for easy answers and
In many cases they retraumatized
people.
They rebroadcast scenes over and
over
And jumped on things that weren't
true.
Many people in this community
developed a cynicism
About the media
Parenting . . .
I had to take such good care of my
kids in the aftermath, and
That has made me take better care of
myself.
My own physical and emotional
well-being.

I think that my sons know from this
experience,
They have our unconditional love,
Guaranteed acceptance,
No matter what happens.
It has encouraged an unspoken
trust.
It’s just a by-product of this.
I think we all watched the kids for
depression,
Watching to see that they could
concentrate,
Making sure that they would turn to
family for help,
Making sure that they didn't turn to
drugs or alcohol,
Watching that they didn't get hurt
from some dumb accident.
You know, a lot of kids had
accidents.
Returning to Columbine . . .
When we went to get their backpacks,
We had to step over broken glass to
get in.
That was the first time that we had
been back in the building.
That was very creepy because of
that glass—
You heard it crunch under your feet
—
It just felt like destruction.
They got the school all cleaned up,
And one night they opened it
For kids to take their parents in.
We went—and
We saw where Nathan had been.
That was very important for us.
I think that you have all of these
questions as a parent,
As to what your child experienced.
So you want to understand it.
You have an overwhelming need to
know.
You can't ever experience what they
experienced,
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But you had a need to understand it.
Somehow seeing the place helps you
visualize
What it must have been like.
I wanted to go back in,
To see the place,
To look out at what he looked at
To sit where he sat,
To stand in his shoes for the threehour period that he was in that
room,
So I could imagine the fear.
That is what my son experienced and
I wanted to understand.
So that's what we did.
We went into the room,
Then we could understand,
To put the pieces of the puzzle together.
Someone had placed a rose in front
of the door where he had been.
It just represented the pain.
It was a tribute to the pain.
What was important is that we went
in with him,
And he pointed out,
This is where I was,
This is what I saw out that window,
The sharpshooters were over there,
But we didn't want to stand up.
We didn't know who was going to
see us.
Maybe the shooters.
And this is what we could hear
outside of the door.
This is where we walked when we
got outside of the room.
This area was full of water from the
sprinklers and blood.
It was bloody water that we walked
through,
About 3 inches deep.
It was so important that he share it
with us as his parents.
Then we went to the other rooms to
see

What other kids had experienced.
And of course we walked by the
library.
It was sealed off, but it felt like a
tomb.
It was like sacred ground.
I was very glad that Dawn Anna
and the rest
Pursued removing the library.
It was just taken away, it was
literally destroyed,
Removed, and left open to the air.
They made that beautiful atrium,
An open and airy space, with light
coming in,
And a beautiful mural of clouds and
aspens.
That was a great tribute.
Then they built a new library in
another wing of the school.
It's a beautiful structure.
It's a totally different design.
It doesn’t look anything like the old
space,
So it was very therapeutic.
Brad was a senior the year it
happened,
So April 20th was the last time he
was in Columbine as a student.
Nathan was a sophomore,
Then was at Columbine for two
more years.
The first day of school the year after
the shootings,
All the parents were there.
I thought that was such a moment of
overcoming,
Of surviving such horrible
adversity.
The school band played the new
alma mater.
They didn’t have an alma mater
before.
And they played this music, the
song from Rocky,
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It was incredible.
One of the teachers did that “We are
Columbine” chant.
They gave the kids special T-shirts.
They got all pumped up.
It was a huge step for those kids—
To go back into that building
That so many of them had run from
In fear for their lives.
For them to overcome that fear and
go back in there
It took incredible courage.
When the kids walked in,
With their backpacks on,
The teachers were inside,
And shook their hands.
It was so emotional.
You would never think walking into
a school could be a moment of
triumph
But the courage it took for those
kids to do that,
And to regain the normalcy of just
going to school,
I thought it was heroic.
There were a lot of kids that couldn't
be there,
And we all understood that.
But it was absolutely heroic for the
kids who could be there.
You know, we were all so grateful
to the teachers for hanging in
there,
How hard it must have been on
them,
Hanging in there,
Continuing to teach,
Grading the papers,
Doing their lesson plans.
That was such a gift for those
teachers to stay involved.
We knew there were challenges for
the administration,
Pressure from above,
Pressure from all sides,

Pressure from the media.
They couldn't make a move without
the media reporting something.
That created all kinds of stress on
the kids too.
They saw the media were like
vultures—
They were there all of the time.
I know teachers did modify the
content that they taught.
I think that they screened it to make
sure that it wouldn’t reintroduce
trauma.
That was where I noticed a major
change.
I think the teachers all tried to be
upbeat.
I think that probably was difficult at
the times, but
The kids needed that.
They needed it to feel like a safe
place.
The biggest thing was that they
wanted their school back.
They were angry at the thought of
their school being taken away.
They gravitated toward certain
teachers,
The ones that they already had a
special bond with,
And the ones that were kind of fun
to be with in the classroom,
I think the counseling staff was good.
If you had a special request,
If it would be a helpful for your
child
To be with a certain teacher,
Then they honored that.
The counseling staff was good at
making sure that
If a kid thought his schedule was
going to be too tough,
They would modify it.
They were pretty flexible right from
the beginning.
I think that’s very important.
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Greg’s suicide hit us hard
Because our kids knew Greg.
He was well known in our
neighborhood.
I think it reintroduced a lot of pain
in people's lives.
When I heard about it, I just couldn't
believe it.
I didn't know him or the family well
enough to just go over and help.
It just felt like it was another
casualty of the shootings at
Columbine.
Advice for others . . .
If this were to happen in another
school, I would tell the parents
That it's so terribly painful.
It's overwhelming pain.
You don't think the pain will ever
end.
I would tell them, rest assured it will
end.
I think that's the single biggest
comfort they need to know.
They feel like it's not ever going to
end.
But it will.
They will always have some pain
there, but they will go forward.
There will be a better time,
A time when they can look at family
pictures of before Columbine,
And they will remember them with
happy thoughts.
They won't have to look at them
with regret,
Like, Oh, it will never be like that
again,
Because it will be that way again.
They will have that peace and
harmony and feeling of wellbeing again.
If somebody could have told me that,
That would have been the greatest
comfort to me, knowing that.

The second thing I would say is,
seek out your friends,
Your trusted confidants.
Work together toward a brighter
future,
Toward the better moments,
And that will ease the pain,
Because to experience that pain all
alone, takes twice as long.
Work with your community and
Especially trusted friends.
It doesn't have to be a therapist,
It doesn't have to be a formal group,
Just find people you can turn to.
And then I would say,
Don't turn away from the pain,
Because it will just take longer to
get through it.
There's no turning away from it,
There's no escaping it,
You have to somehow work with it.
Turn to it and work with it.
Talk it out and be with it for
whatever time it takes.
You will come out of it to a brighter
tomorrow.
The hardest thing is that you don't
think
You're ever have any joy in your
life again.
You have been robbed of joy.
That's what you're angry about,
But if you had joy to begin with,
It will return, it will be there.
In little tiny pieces you'll feel it
coming back.
It's also a return to hope, because
hope is what was lost too.
Hope for a brighter future –
For a happier time.
You hear so much about faith,
And you hear so much about
charity,
But hope is such a huge thing.
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Without hope, you have nothing.
What helped and what didn’t . . .
One of the nicest gifts we got was
When President and Mrs. Clinton
came,
He said something like,
I know you might feel like there’s a
stigma on you
For having gone to Columbine.
But don't you buy into that.
You just remember,
Because you were at Columbine,
Because you went through this,
This makes you special,
And you will go on to do special
things.
I thought that was such a gift.
In doing that, he allowed everybody
to open up to the experience.
But what else were you going to do?
Open yourself up to it,
Value the experience.
See what you can get from it
For the betterment of others.
And this is what a lot of Columbine
kids and parents have done.
All of the care-giving institutions in
the community
Have to become the bastions of hope
and of caring,
Because people have such a need.
Even people in the grocery stores
were wearing little Columbine
ribbons.
That told us that they supported us.
And that they suffered with us.
I thought that was huge.
Signs and ribbons in all the little
storefronts.
It made a huge difference because
we didn't feel all alone,
Alone in our pain.
If you are somehow connected to
other people,

Then it helps you to get over your
pain.
I don't know how you could do it
without other people.
I think you'd probably spend a lot of
money on therapy,
And you wouldn't have very much
success.
Because the therapy would be
isolated.
I think you would almost have to be
With others who experienced it.
It was an act that violated the whole
community.
It wasn't just one person,
It was an entire community.
And I think the individuals within
the community
Have to heal with the others in
community
Or they won't really be that
successful.
There were some researchers that
wanted to come here.
I think they did interviews,
But they never offered anything to
the kids.
We were led to believe that services
would be offered.
But they didn't want to give to the
community.
They wanted to take from the
community.
They offered nothing to help the kids.
They only wanted to learn from us,
Just to use us for their study.
I think one thing that didn't help
was people trying to talk to me,
Trying to make suggestions,
And they hadn't been through
anything like this.
People outside of the community,
well-meaning maybe,
Trying to suggest conventional
kinds of wisdom
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That they had used to help get over
something else
That had happened in their lives.
But it just wasn't applicable to this.
A few times when that happened, I
got real frustrated with it.
Because I knew that they were trying
to be helpful but they didn't get it.
Conventional wisdom just didn't
work.
And they didn't know that.
It was important to bond
With people who were part of the
experience
And work through it with them.
That was more important than
working with people outside the
experience.
Because you spend so much time
trying to make them understand,
That you can’t ever really get
around to working on anything
helpful.
You're just feeding their
understanding.
That's why I think outside therapists
who were not trained,
Those that didn't have any training
in post-traumatic stress, or
A situation similar to Columbine,
I don't think they would have been
effective at all.
It was a while before we even knew
to call it posttraumatic stress.
We thought that was something you
read about with Vietnam
veterans.
And I think we were afraid of that
Because of what we had read about
Vietnam veterans.
It didn't seem like there was any
hope that they would ever get
over it.
I think we were afraid to admit that
that's what we were going
through,

And especially that that's what our
kids were going through,
Because that would take away hope
That they would ever get through it.
I went to one of the special
programs
That was for the kids and parents,
They got kids together by their
location
Where they were in the building
when the shooting started.
They had kids go to different rooms
and talk.
The parents sat around and talked
about what their kids had
experienced,
Just sharing stories of what their
kids told them.
This is what my kid saw,
This is what mine experienced.
I thought that was a little bit helpful
like just opening the door,
But there was no real follow-up.
I’m not sure if they asked us to
come back or anything, but
The suggestion that I would make
is, to better organize that,
Because that had some potential.
If parents had wanted to bond in a
formal group, for sharing,
Where there could have been a time
and a place set aside for that.
That was one thing that people
didn't realize,
The parents were as traumatized as
the kids.
The parents needed to have time to
be with other parents and talk.
Everybody just thought about the
kids,
But it was about the parents too.
My sons’ pediatrician even said he
was having nightmares.
He had a lot of those kids as
patients, and
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He was a member of the
community.
Perspective . . .
I think the shootings will be
remembered in several ways.
In college courses it will be studied
under deviant behavior.
Then there will be studies about
bullying and school climate.
If I were to write the history,
What hits me is just to say, it was a
very sad time.
It was very sad—
Alan

It's hard for me to put it into
language
That doesn't sound like a bunch of
clichés.
I think it touched so many people,
Even people in the media.
There's been a lot of school
shootings,
But they don't talk about any of
them the way that they talk
about Columbine.
It was so big.
It was in the average American
suburb.
If it could happen here,
It could happen anywhere. .

Alan, who considers himself a “solve-it-yourself kind of person” and an
introvert, generously offered to contribute to this research and provide a father’s
perspective on the same set of events that Rebecca experienced. Since his career
now requires that he travel extensively, Alan’s three interviews were conducted in
two extended sessions during a four-day period. He was available by phone and email to help clarify any points that I might have been missed in the interviews.
The fact that Alan travels frequently as part of his employment brings another
lens to consider. When the attack on Columbine happened, he was a regional vice
president for a Denver-based company, attending a convention out of town.
Learning about such tragedy while at a great distance from home and facing the
uncertainty about the safety of his own two sons factor into his story and raise an
interesting question: Does the fact that a parent is frequently away from home
impact his memories and responses to a tragic, community-wide event?
Tall, good-natured Alan suggests that being away from the community for
extended periods of time has indeed affected his experience. He reminds me that he
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wasn’t here during the chaos of April 20th “fighting to get information,” occasionally
refers me to Rebecca for details that he has forgotten, and describes the reactions he
gets when people in other parts of the country learn that he is from Columbine. He
speaks of the grief that descended on this community and the microscope that the
community has been under. He adds that Columbine, his home for over 20 years, is a
great community, where education is valued, and parents care about their kids.
“Yet,” he adds, “tragedies can still happen.”
Alan now travels more than he did when his sons were in school, but he has
always been active in their lives. His involvement has taken many forms, sponsoring
their various activities, attending their sporting events, and, most especially, just
“being there” when his children needed him.
When asked what support network he would turn to if recalling traumatic
events for the interviews became troubling, his response was clear and simple: “If I
need one, it’s Rebecca.”
Here, in his own words, is Alan’s story:
April 20th . . .
I was at a convention out of state,
In the middle of a big convention
center,
Just setting up, getting ready to
open.
I got a call on my cell phone from
my sister.
She asked me, What school do your
kids go to?
My first reaction was, Why, has
there been a shooting?
That was the first question I asked.
She said, Something’s going on.
She didn’t recall the name of the
high school,

But knew it was in the Denver
suburban area.
I told her the boys went to
Columbine.
She was going to listen for details
and let me know.
She was getting the news from
CNN.
I immediately called Rebecca at
work, and asked,
Is anything going on at Columbine?
She said, Well, my boss is right
here,
Talking to me.
There’s something going on, and
I’m just finding out.
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I’ll call you.
I told her I’d try to find out too.
I said, I’ll call you.
I called the Denver office I worked
with.
They turned on the radio—
By that time, there was full-blown
radio coverage.
They said there had been a major
shooting, a hostage situation.
They said some kids were dead, and
The school was shut down.
I went back into the convention
center and told my boss,
I’ve got to get out of here.
I’ve got to get a flight to Denver.
He said, Do what you’ve got to do.
I don’t know if I told him what was
going on.
I just told him there was an
emergency back home.
So I went out to the airport but I
could not get a flight home.
Every flight to Denver was booked.
So I drove 3 hours to another
airport,
Because they had availability to
Denver.
On the drive, I flipped around the
radio stations,
Trying to find out what was going on.
Rebecca was completely
unreachable until about 3 hours
later—
The cell phone coverage was just so
spotty,
I had trouble getting calls through.
I was listening to one radio station—
A talk radio station.
They were talking about this, and
I had to call them up,
Because a couple of callers started
bitching and moaning,

Saying, this is just another
indication of American society
—
Obviously a rich, brand new school,
And going on and on and on.
I actually got on the phone to
somebody at the station.
I told them,
Your callers don’t know what
they’re talking about,
I’ve lived there since 1980,
Columbine is a 25-year-old school.
It’s been of one of the best
performing schools,
Told them all the things we know
about the school
And the community,
I just wanted to set some of the
record straight.
I found out pretty early on that Brad
was okay.
Just before getting on the plane, I
found out Nathan was okay.
So I got on the plane knowing that
both kids were safe,
But not knowing the full extent of
it.
Being so many miles away,
With rumors flying around that
there were 50 kids dead—
Still a hostage situation going on—
I got on the plane.
It was full of news guys,
Laughing it up.
Just going to cover another story.
I made it home about 9 o’clock that
night.
In the days following . . .
We went to funerals—
The funerals were kind of a shortterm way to deal with the
tragedy,
But they sure brought it home.
I mean it’s one thing to have kids
there
And to read it in the paper,
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Or see it on TV,
But then to have to go to the
funerals
And see them bring the caskets out,
Caskets of people you know.
But anyway, that’s kind of a shortterm way to deal.
We took the boys to the funerals
until Nathan put down his foot.
He said he wasn’t going to go to any
more.
He just couldn’t deal with it any
more.
It was just too sad.
And at that point he was like saying,
It’s too much,
I just need to retreat into my own
little world.
I think Brad went to others, but we
didn’t.
I mean there were so many that you
just couldn’t go to all of them.
There was a definite numbness.
You just didn’t know what to do
next.
It seemed like there was just one piece
of bad news after another—
Every day it was something new.
You have to have some closure.
That’s the whole problem with this
–
We were not allowed any closure.
I’m sorry, the cops screwed up the
investigation,
There was lawsuit after lawsuit after
lawsuit.
They were so slow in letting stuff out.
You know the funerals,
They were supposed to be the
closure,
But then the media, the legal
system,
Everything else just drags it out
forever—
And it just puts off an inevitable
conclusion.

We went to the memorial thing at
Bowles Crossing.
Franklin Graham just turned it into
a proselytizing session.
That was a huge, huge gathering
With many, many thousands—
There must have been 50,000
people.
The F-16s did the flyover.
Probably 99% of it was good hearted.
People wanted to help people,
But if there was an angle,
It made it easier for them to do.
Franklin Graham made total ass of
himself.
He was the preacher—
He’s Billy Graham’s son—
He turned it into a chance to preach
That this wouldn’t have happened if
we’d all come to Jesus.
That kind of crap.
We had a meeting of one of the
clubs the boys were in.
We invited boys who were there to
share their experiences.
We asked those who weren’t there
to ask questions.
I encouraged them to share their
feelings with their parents
Because they’re going through
similar pain.
I told the them after it happened,
Don’t let this define you.
You’ll always remember it,
But don’t let it define who you are.
I still feel real good about that
group of young men.
I think we accomplished what we
wanted to.
It was heart rending at times –
To hear what those kids were
saying,
Parents were crying.
God, it was—raw.
I didn’t get to see President Clinton.
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All in all—he was very supportive
—
Made a real one-on-one connection
with the kids.
We went over to the church service
At Light of The World Church.
We met several teachers there—
Both kids have developed special
bonds with certain teachers,
In part because of what happened.
Another thing that was frankly kind
of fun—
Brad was in a club that had a spring
project planned.
He had them all over at our house
several times.
They were having to coordinate
changes and things like that.
They spent a lot of time at our house
for several nights.
It was just a little touch of normalcy
to watch the kids
To be together,
To start giggling,
All that normal stuff.
Parenting . . .
We utilized the psychologist services,
Frankly because Rebecca demanded it.
I reluctantly went.
Brad went agreeably.
Nathan went reluctantly.
I think we went twice.
The psychologist was referred
through Jeffco Mental Health
Services
I’m not sure if we really approached
it in the right way.
We went to the counselor as a family,
But if the kids are unwilling to share
with us one-on-one,
Then they’re probably unwilling to
share in a group setting.
Well, they refused to go back—

They found their own way to deal
with it
With us,
With friends,
That sort of thing
It’s funny,
Rebecca is big about people opening up,
And sharing their feelings.
So she puts us and Nathan and Brad
on the spot.
I’m not sure how much that helped,
But it helped her to think that we
got some professional help.
Rebecca and I were both kind of
frustrated by our kids’
reactions,
Brad did not want to accept it—
Did not want to emotionally get there.
He didn’t want to accept that it was
a tragic event in his life,
Since he wasn’t there on site.
He was out of the building—at
lunch.
He was graduating in 3 weeks.
He had big plans of going to
college.
He didn’t want this to screw up his
life
I think he put it in the back of his
mind and said,
Hey, I wasn’t there.
I didn’t have to dodge any bullets.
I didn’t see any bodies.
Therefore it didn’t affect me.
That gave him the physical
separation—
A defense mechanism—
But he worked through it.
During college,
He worked out of state in the
summers,
His name tag said,
Brad, Littleton, Colorado.
So it inevitably came up,
And he started talking about it.
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That was his way to kind of get it
out in the open.
Nathan was intimately involved
Was in one of the last groups to get
out of the building that day.
But he was unwilling to share with
us his emotions.
He told us what happened,
But he never really opened up to let
us get a sense of the ordeal.
We really didn’t want to push –
To demand that he tell us,
But because he wasn’t opening up
and
Brad wasn’t opening up either,
That’s why we went to the
counselor,
In hopes that somebody could help
us.
Returning to school . . .
My feeling, as a parent, was that the
school
Kept us informed about what we
needed to know,
Were accessible if we needed to
reach them,
Busted their butts to get school
completed that year.
The main thing is communication,
The school did a pretty good job of that.
The first 48 hours, let’s face it, were
lousy,
But they didn’t have the information
either.
It was all in the hands of the police.
But once the district spokesman was
there,
Making many public
announcements every day,
The principal was too, but
I’m not even going to mention the
Jeffco Sheriff.
As a parent, I felt like the
information was there.

They resolved the logistical
problems about how to get
graduation done,
Get the kids through the last few
days of school.
I really didn’t have any complaints
and
I feel like a lot of it was out of their
hands anyway.
The kids went to Chatfield for a
couple of weeks.
I don’t think anybody enjoyed it
much.
It was crowded with Chatfield and
with Columbine kids.
They knew they weren’t there to learn.
They were just treading water until
they got out.
I think it was just wasted time.
I was worried about Nathan’s
reentry into the school next
year.
He wasn’t looking forward to it.
One of his friends wasn’t going to
go back.
Nathan didn’t have that option.
He was going to go back,
For better or worse.
I was afraid for all the kids,
With the media hanging right
outside the door,
The Greyline tours, and that kind of
stuff,
I think it was more important for
them to get back to reality than
it was for us.
I mean we’re adults.
We can deal with it.
And he was what – 14? 15?
This is just an aside, but every high
school has its cliques,
As bad as it sounds, bullying and
things like that.
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But you can’t impose change on a
high school society from the
outside.
It’s got to come from the kids.
The school understandably went
overboard,
Saying there’s a zero tolerance
policy.
You can’t take fingernail clippers to
school,
You’d better not utter a word that
was on the list,
All that kind of stuff.
That just heightens the stress,
And the tension,
And the worry of the kids who are
there.
The zero tolerance policy is for the
media and the parents.
To convince people it’s safe for the
kids to go back.
Understandably, they put those in
place, but to me, and
I wasn’t at the school day to day,
To me it should have been more of a
rebuilding—
Rebuilding comfort
Trust
Love in the place—
As opposed to putting all the
negative walls into place.
I just cringed every time I went to
an assembly and
The principal stood up and said,
We’ve been through this tragedy—
It was over and over again.
I thought, Yes, we know that.
You don’t have to remind us,
Let’s talk about what’s good about
the school.
The principal’s a good guy, but I
think he should have moved on,
He’s a reminder.
I mean, he’s a great administrator, but
I think the best thing for the school
is for him to move on,

Just to have a different outlook
there,
I mean, thank God,
All of the kids are out of the school
now.
For the first couple of months
After they went back to Columbine,
We were very attentive trying to
gauge any impact
Or emotional issues.
Nathan was entering typical teenage
shutdown mode at the time
anyway.
We tried to pull things out of him,
But his typical answer would be
something like,
Just another day at school,
Don’t make me think about it.
But he started making very good
grades.
In fact in his college application, he
said something like,
I don’t want to use the fact that I
went to Columbine as a crutch,
But since then, I recognize a change
in my work ethic—
Words to that effect.
It’s working out that way.
Even though he might not like to
recognize what he went
through,
It’s impacted him, both good and
bad—
If it had to happen,
It would be nice to get a little bit of
good out of it.
The challenges for Rebecca and me
Were just more coping kinds of
challenges.
It seems that we always had a
period of recovery,
Then Boom—
You’d get your legs knocked out
from under you again.
It was not a single event.
It’s all intertwined.
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There was the hanging—the suicide,
Then the kids were shot at the
Subway Shop.
Whenever there was media
coverage, it would be said,
Columbine suffers once again.
Media . . .
To me the media is out to make a
buck.
They’re not really out to say the truth.
The more sensational, the better it is
for them.
The only reason they still talk about
it today is
That it has some public interest.
That attracts advertising dollars.
The media wanted a simple solution
for headlines—
That’s all.
They’re not interested in the truth
right up front.
I mean, ultimately they’re interested
in the truth – we all are –
But they’re interested in
sensationalism.
We read those stories and those
headlines every day, and
I got to the point that I just didn’t
read them.
We knew who the bad guys were—
You want to spend 5 years beating
yourself up about it?
And the imposition on the kids—
The media trying to park outside and
grab kids,
Interview them on the way out.
That is just an insult
When you’re trying to get the kids
through a healing process
And there’s somebody there to
remind them
All of the time of what happened.
Michael Moore couldn’t have made
his film

If it was one kid shot.
But a major tragedy attracts enough
attention to warrant that.
I’m very cynical when it comes to
the media.
Most of them don’t know what
they’re talking about.
They’re just reading the pages in
front of them.
I really got overwhelmed by the
coverage.
I really don’t care to read any more
about it,
Not because I’m trying to escape
But because I don’t think there’s
any reason for me to indulge in
it.
I just got overloaded with the media
coverage.
Moving on . . .
I believe that our whole lives have
changed.
It may seem like everything’s back
to normal,
But this is something that we’ll
never get over.
We’ll never forget.
I’m a firm believer in moving on as
a way of dealing with life.
You have to learn from what you
see,
What you experience.
You never are going to forget it.
But moving on doesn’t mean
forgetting about it.
Now, I have some friends who
haven’t moved on—
Haven’t dealt with the issues,
But they would look at me and say,
Well, you don’t believe it’s as
important as I do.
I have to disagree with them.
We are moving on with it and
We’re dealing with it in our own
ways, you know.
Would War II vets—
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They moved on.
They had lives.
But it never leaves them.
Not that this was anything like that.
Outside scrutiny . . .
Two weeks ago, I’m out of town,
I’m wearing a Columbine tee-shirt.
I’m in the grocery store
This guy walks by and says,
“Columbine, huh?”
All of a sudden my hackles just went
up.
I said, Yeah, like, what about it?
He didn’t say anything else,
Just kept walking.
Columbine comes up.
If you’re signing your home address
—Littleton Colorado.
If you said Littleton before, they
wouldn’t know,
But now adays they know exactly
where it is.
So they say, like, “Ohhhh.”
And immediately when they say
that,
You know that they’re going to say,
Is that where it was?
You say, Yes, that’s where it was.
There’s a natural curiosity,
I think it depends on their own
situation,
What kind of tragedies they’ve been
through and
How close they’ve been to maybe a
similar type of experience.
I was pulling up a website one time,
Highlights to see in Denver, and
Boom—
Right there—
Columbine.
I think it was a car rental place
But things to do in Denver—
Go see Columbine High School.
Sightseers kept coming,

Wanting to through the school,
Wanting to talk to kids.
One day, I was walking up to
Clement Park
And a mother and daughter were
crying in front of the school.
I asked them if they were okay, and
they sobbed,
This is where it happened.
To make pilgrimages doesn’t strike
me as balanced, like
The guy who kept putting up
thirteen crosses up there.
I loved the little memorials that the
kids would build on the fences,
Those were beautiful and
What the kids wrote in pure loving
sentiment.
But these people with their own
agendas,
People with their ulterior motives,
Just go away.
Let the community mourn.
I’ve been through this before.
I grew up in Dallas when Kennedy
was killed.
Talk about a community feeling
tainted.
I know very well that feeling and
I don’t feel it as much for this as I
did for Dallas,
But I was only 11 years old then.
Tremendous guilt.
You never wanted to tell anybody
where you’re from
Maybe that’s made it a little easier
to deal with on the outside.
I have found myself on several
occasions,
Kind of jump down somebody’s
throat
Just for being ignorant.
One guy came up to me and told
me,
If I’d had a shotgun,
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I’d have busted in and shot them up.
And then some ass hole once said,
That’s why they should have let kids
carry guns—
They would have killed those two in
no time at all.
I said, Are you stupid or just trying
to be?
You know, I really don’t have a
problem talking about it.
If people were to ask me what it was
like,
I’d say, It’s like getting punched in
the stomach for weeks on end,
And just not knowing how to cope
with the pain
And wondering if your home was
going to be the same,
If your kids were going to be the same.
It’s a deep, deep, gut-like worry.
I don’t want to say it was like a war
zone.
I wasn’t there,
But it was a war zone to those kids.
From a parent’s perspective, that’s
what it was like for me.
I hasten to add, What the kids
experienced was totally different.
Impact on families . . .
We’ve seen couples split up because
of this.
There’s probably not been a couple that
hasn’t gone through severe stress—
How to deal with it in respect with
your kids, and
How to deal with it in respect to
yourself, and
What you’re willing and not willing
to share with your spouse.
Maybe the spouse is directing you to
a certain course of action
That you don’t feel comfortable with.
You know it seems like 100% of our
attention was on the kids.
It’s so easy to forget each other at
the time,

To just focus on the kids.
You don’t get any satisfaction from
the kids,
Because most of the time they don‘t
want to talk about it.
Then you’re getting no emotional
satisfaction in your life at all.
But you do what you’ve got to do, and
All that you can hope for is that one
day they’ll come around.
It will get better, but that’s no
consolation,
And it won’t necessarily get better.
That’s the problem.
And it’s all on the job training
anyway.
To me couples should always come
first, because when the kids are
gone,
You still are going to have the
couples.
But we both know parents who just
dote 100% on the kids and
Lose track of each other.
During this time, that probably
happened a lot.
It certainly happened with Rebecca
and me.
All she could think about was the
kids.
That’s all I was thinking about too.
We just let the personal matters go
by the wayside.
Has it been a long-term impact?
Well, it was probably tougher shortterm, and
Either the problems dull with age,
And you forget them,
Or you resolve them by facing up to
them and talking about them.
Being away from home when things
come up here,
It’s a stress.
You deal with it the best you can—
Let’s face it, it created an issue for me.
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Maybe Columbine accelerated some
aspects of the stress of being
away.
But, I even hate calling it Columbine.
I don’t want to connect Columbine
with this—
The shootings were not Columbine.
Thinking of support systems or
resources a community needs,
Well, that runs counter to my basic
psyche—I’m an introvert—
Solve it yourself–but
I’m not so naive to think that it
works for everybody.
And I’m not saying necessarily that
it works for me.
People’s needs vary greatly.
But, people have the need to
reconnect,
Whether it was through clubs,
Or your church,
Or your reading group,
Or your neighborhood
A need to get back to some degree
of normalcy,
Which doesn’t mean get over it.
But life goes on and tragedies are
going to happen.
I’m guessing the two kids that did
this
Only visited with themselves and
A couple of other guys of a similar
nature.
The more we involve youth in group
activities—
Whether it’s athletics, scouts, the
YMCA,
What have you—
The better chance we have to
prevent something like this.
Our boys spent a lot of time with
their friends after the shootings.
Brad spent time over at the old
Ascot Theater—
The Columbine Community thing–

They had a place for kids to go—
Not for counseling services, but just
a place to hang.
Then Brad and his friends started
using our house.
Nathan is more of an introvert, and
I don’t remember if he used any of
those services.
He wasn’t driving at the time, so he
was just pretty much at home.
He didn’t have the freedom that
Brad had to go and see other
people.
I mean, let’s face it,
Like I said,
It’s all on the job training.
I just tried to be there if they wanted
me
Without being too forceful about it.
I think we’re pretty fortunate,
Our communication with our kids
was pretty good to begin with.
Even though this was a difficult
thing for them to talk about,
We did get them to open up a little
bit.
Maybe not as much as we wanted,
But as much as they wanted.
I think that was really frustrating for
Rebecca,
Because she wants to know what’s
in their mind.
I’m willing to wait a little bit for it.
So we had to deal with those kinds
of issues.
But the two of us compromised –
I can’t even imagine what it would
have been like,
Dealing with it with kids
If you didn’t have a good relationship.
It’s no different from what we did
every day of our parenting lives.
Just to be there.
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It’s just that this was a lot more
tragic—a lot more—
It put the hurt on us.
It’s one thing to see your kid suffer,
But it’s another to see this kind of
suffering.
It always happened somewhere else
—and that’s, and
I’ve got a customer in Jonesboro,
Arkansas, and
I don’t know if he was involved in
the shooting there or not.
I need to ask him.
You know we all read about these
things happening,
And you think,
This poor sick kid,
And those people that he hurt,
But it could never happen here.
Some people act purely out of the
goodness of their own heart.
I didn’t go hear the lady from the
Holocaust speak.
She came – I know Rebecca went.
That helped.
She went through so much and came
out the other side.
School support . . .
Before school started the next year,
they opened the building.
Nathan walked us into the school
Showed us his steps
Showed us where he hid
What he heard
What he saw from there.
There was a lot of closeness with the
teachers after the shootings.
Especially with the teacher who was
in the room with Nathan,
I hate to say we had a nice outcome
from it,
But you take what you can.
It was hard going back into that
school.
It was real hard for me and

I guess it was for Rebecca –
It colored what you could expect
out of your kids’ environment.
It wasn’t the safe place where you
drop them off in the morning
And pick them up in the afternoon.
At Brad’s college,
They made a point of contacting
every Columbine freshman.
They made them aware of the
services that were available
there.
As I mentioned, he worked out of
state in the summers, and
Everybody asked him about it.
He finally came to terms with his
involvement with it and—
His embarrassment of being
associated with it.
Community identity . . .
I think embarrassment comes from
being under the microscope
That the whole community was put
under.
It’s the microscope—
Columbine this,
Columbine that,
Columbine equals tragedy—
That’s the embarrassment and
shame.
Not a personal shame, but
A community shame—
We know our community is better
than this,
Yet this is all we can hear.
But if the things you loved and
Valued in the community were
there
Before the tragedy,
They’re still there now.
They’re going to be there
afterwards.
You just have to rediscover them
and realize that this incident
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Shouldn’t be the defining event in
our lives.
It’s a tragedy, sure.
Tragedies happen in every
community but
It’s still a great community and
It has all the strengths that it had before.
It still has the weaknesses of every
other community.
The point is, it’s going to get better, and
The reason you moved there in the
first place
Is going to be the reason that you’re
going to live here afterwards.
I feel bad for the people who said,
Screw this place—let’s get out of here.
Because I don’t think they ever got a
chance to recover.
I think it’s healthy being here—
Seeing the community recover.
I got the sense of the community
coming together at the time –
Let’s put it this way,
It just made you value the
friendships that you had even
more,
You realized that everybody’s going
through the same thing
So you just might as well pull
together.
Basically, here’s this tragedy that
happened,
In an otherwise remarkably
comfortable,
Upper middle class,
Suburban, Denver community,
With professionals as parents,
High graduation rates –
I mean just go through the laundry
list of what’s good about this
community
Yet in the face of all that,
Tragedies can still happen.
Perspective . . .

I think it will just be a footnote to
history,
Because there’s going to be many
tragedies,
And unfortunately there have been
much worse ones since then.
But history should include the
success stories—
The kids who were wounded, like
Anne Marie.
She’s the one who’s paraplegic.
Her mother committed suicide.
She’s had to live with pain,
The loss of a parent,
Yet she says, This is just a chapter
in my life, and
I’m building new chapters going
forward.
If there’s a history, point to the
success stories,
Point to the people who died and
What wonderful people they were,
And the losses that this community
suffered,
But also tell how the community
has become stronger
How it’s been better since then – if
it has—
In other words, I don’t think you
can talk about a tragedy just in
its own right.
You’ve got to fill it with the good
aspects of this community –
Because what people are going to
do is say,
Oh that area is a piece of shit and
We’re not going to have our kids go
there.
But you know, there were what – 25
kids that were injured?
I say I want their success stories in
there,
But I would also want them to have
all the privacy
That they could ever want.
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I think that’s the big unwritten part
of the story,
There were 12 kids and a teacher
killed,
And a lot of other kids were injured
– some horribly – and
I think the injured and their recovery
Are a true reflection of this
community—
How they’ve lived through this
Worked through their problems.
If something like this happens,

.

You hope that something good can
come from it.
It’s an uncomfortable proposition,
Because you think of the parents
who lost kids,
They’re never going to get to see
positive growth come out of this,
So it’s a very selfish, self-centered
approach, but
It’s the only one that I have to hold
on to.
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Chapter Five: Understanding the Experience
This dissertation has investigated the primary research question: What is the
experience of parents of students who have been exposed to a rampage school
shooting? This fundamental question has been addressed through four sub-questions:
1. What challenges did they encounter?
2. What resources or support helped them face these challenges?
3. What impact did these challenges have on their lives?
4. What recommendations would they suggest that might help inform
responses by parents, schools, and communities faced with similar
trauma in the future?

The depth of experience shared so candidly by the six parents in this study
offers insights that range from visceral to philosophical, providing a rich opportunity
for extensive analysis. As compelling as these experiences are, however, the wealth
of data is, in many ways, a complicating factor. While it is tempting to bring every
facet of each parent’s experience to the forefront for interpretation and evaluation, to
do so would be impractical and unwise. The individual elements of the parents’
stories cover such a wide range of experience, that an attempt to examine all of the
significant details would overwhelm this study.
To explicate each element in the stories would be comparable to analyzing
each brush stroke of a painting or every note of a symphony. While each creative
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element, of course, contributes to the composition of the whole, to analyze each
stroke or every note would risk losing sight of the significance and the integrity of
the work. Instead, to critique a work of art, patterns and themes are illuminated and
explored. For this dissertation, the analysis is limited to the aspects that relate to my
research questions, with particular emphasis on those that have implications for
schools and school communities.
Question 1: What challenges did parents encounter?
The parents in this study have provided an opportunity to view their
experiences in the five years since the shootings at Columbine High School. They
have communicated on a very personal level what has happened since this attack
threatened the lives of their children, disrupted the peace of their community, and
shattered their fundamental assumptions and worldviews. Their experiences reflect a
type of secondary trauma that occurs when a loved one is exposed to catastrophe
(Figley, 1986). Or, to use Rebecca’s words, “The parents were just as traumatized as
the kids.” Trauma, most certainly, creates challenge.
Parents’ challenges began with the fear and confusion triggered by the events
of April 20th when they first learned that their child’s school had become a killing
field. Enduring the terrible uncertainty about their own child’s safety that day, they
struggled for news, desperate to reunite with their loved ones. For some, like Lillian
and Jack, the uncertainty passed in moments. For the others, the wait stretched on
for hours. As can be imagined, reuniting with their children was accompanied by a
deeply emotional sense of relief and gratitude. Yet, at the same time, parents were
fully aware that while they knew that their child was safe and physically unharmed,
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other parents were not as fortunate. In fact, both Lillian and Rebecca expressed
feeling guilty because they knew where their child was while other parents still
awaited word.
In the days following the shootings, parents drew on the support of their
friends, family, and social networks, connecting with others at memorial services,
seeking counsel with their own clergy, or asking advice from mental health
counselors, with constant attention on the challenge of meeting the needs of their
children. As months passed, however, some of the networks became less supportive,
creating added stress for the parents. Some friends and associates who had offered
encouragement and assistance in the early days after the tragedy began to offer
insensitive interpretations and uninformed suggestions. For example, after the
shootings, when members of her church referred to the tragedy as a “gift to the
community to wake us up to see what is important in life,” Lillian was hurt and
offended because this perspective ignored the “kids whose lives were ruined or taken
away” and it identified the community as a place that needed tragedy to show it what
was important. In some cases, friends and relatives in other communities gave their
opinions about what they would have done differently, without understanding the
complexity of the situation itself. As Rebecca observed, the conventional wisdom, of
how to move beyond a loss, didn’t fit the scale of the situation that was being played
out in Columbine.
Some parents reported that as time passed they felt that they were being
treated as if their association with the tragedy had permanently impaired them.
When she took her daughter to college more than a year later, Lillian noted that
parents she met there appeared to think “we’re all psychological basket cases.”
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Rebecca explained that she felt akin to the survivors of Hiroshima who were
discriminated against in Japan because they were connected with something
unpleasant. “I have felt somewhat of that same dynamic with Columbine........ People
didn’t want to be associated with it, tainted by the emotional carryover. ...... They
think you’re damaged goods.”
The chaos of April 20th was merely the beginning of a long and arduous
struggle. Assumptions that formed the basis for every day life had been shattered.
The assumptive world had been lost (Kauffman, 2002; Janoff-Bulman, 1985).
Parents were forced to accept the unimaginable reality that Columbine High School,
a school considered free from the level of violence that plagued other schools, was
now the scene of carnage that drew international attention (Weintraub et al., 2001).
One of the most difficult challenges for the parents was reconciling to the fact that
Columbine was no longer just an average, anonymous, suburban community. It had
joined the list of locations infamous for being the site of a rampage school shooting.
The disbelief that it could ever happen at Columbine speaks volumes about the
strong sense of school and community. It also reveals an unstated assumption that
school shootings happen in other places—maybe Paducah, Kentucky, or Jonesboro,
Arkansas—but certainly not here. Yet, peaceful Columbine was not exempt from the
violence that had shattered other communities, and the loss of a worldview built on
assumed security and predictability forced parents to accept a new awareness that
incorporated the uncomfortable reality of being at risk (Horowitz, 1985).
Undeniably, violence had happened to the children here on April 20th and as Lillian
observed, we are all vulnerable, just “hanging by a thread.”
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Critical issues about their children’s safety had to be addressed, even as the
students, still numbed by their exposure to gunfire, completed the school year at
nearby Chatfield High School. Parents throughout the community considered
options for school enrollment for the following fall. The children of the parents in
this study, like the overwhelming majority of others, returned to Columbine because
as Craig stated, they wanted to “reclaim their school.” This decision, however, was
not one free from anxiety. Jack, for example, voiced a commonly held concern that
someone would try to finish the destruction that the gunmen had started. Angela
noted that although her son wanted to return to Columbine, his anxiety attacks
required that he, like over 200 others, be provided home-based instruction by the
school district.
In some cases, measures that were set up to provide a sense of safety, for
example the zero tolerance policy, actually increased the anxiety. Such a policy, a
quick-fix or pump-handle solution (Aronson, 2000), is the result of panicked
decision-making motivated by an attempt to reassure parents (Burns & Crawford,
1998). At Columbine, these measures produced less confidence in safety and more
apprehension about the students’ well-being. As Alan described it, “Saying you
can’t take fingernail clippers to school, you’d better not utter a word that was on the
list—all that kind of stuff—just heightens the stress and the tension and the worry of
the kids who are there.” He concluded, “The zero tolerance policy was for the media
and the parents, to convince people it’s safe for the kids to go back.” Jack voiced a
similar opinion: “Look at all the schools did for security. People want to think they
are safe....... You could have all the security in the world and never have detected
those two.”
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Compounding the stress created by the zero tolerance policy was its
connection to issues of bullying that painted the school with a negativity that parents
rejected. Angela, Craig, and Alan were quick to point out that while bullying is never
acceptable, it exists everywhere. As Jack noted, “Millions of kids are bullied every
day—it’s not right—but they don’t go out and kill people.” The sentiment conveys
the message: Settling on bullying as the cause of the massacre was too simplistic and
painted the gunmen as the aggrieved rather than as the aggressors. Mental health, a
far more complex issue, was viewed as a factor to investigate. The unanswered
question of how two apparently normal teens could become cold-blooded killers
haunts the parents. Parents described the gunmen as “sick,” and Jack pointed to the
importance of attending to the mental health needs of students throughout their
school years as a way of preventing future tragedies.
Parenting a child who had been “in a war zone,” “under fire,” having lost
friends to murder and suicide, raised serious questions for the parents. In the
aftermath of the shootings, parents felt uncertain about what constituted normal
teenage behavior. At times when their child might withdraw, act out, or shut down,
parents questioned how they could know if the behavior was simply characteristic of
normal adolescence or if it was the result of exposure to a traumatic experience.
While the school and mental health agencies provided lists of behaviors to watch out
for, parents, who also were impacted by the exposure to trauma, stated they felt
unsure and unprepared. This was unfamiliar territory that had major implications for
their child’s future, and they wanted more solid information and guidance. As
Angela said, parents were uncertain about “the degree” of the behaviors they were
seeing because the checklists included many traits characteristic of normal teenage
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development. The suicide of a Columbine student, Greg, heightened the parents’
anxiety about their own children’s status. As Alan described it, it was all “on-the-job
training.”
Awareness of the impact of the tragedy on other children in the family
caused added concerns for the parents. Craig and Lillian said that their older children
were away at college when the shootings occurred and that they had not come home
until the weekend following the tragedy. Reflecting on the situation, Craig
concluded that it might have been better for his older daughter to come home right
away, since she was affected by the tragedy too. Lillian also reported that when her
older son, who had been suffering from the flu, returned home the following
weekend, he seemed to recover more quickly, just by seeing for himself that his
sister was okay. Jack, whose younger son was in middle school at the time, observed
that the shootings also impacted that child, since he was friends with classmates who
had lost siblings at Columbine. In short, the challenge for parents was to make sure
that all of the family members were having their needs met, while not overlooking
their own. Meeting those needs created a time demand, and as Lillian observed, it
was a challenge because “there wasn’t any down time.” The added demands of
constantly having a group of kids in the house, was “a huge challenge,” but it was
preferable to the unknowns of having them “somewhere else, out on the street.”
Parents, like their children, faced issues of re-traumatization from an ongoing
series of events, including suicides, other threats of violence to the school, tension
related to school policies, and questions about the handling of the police
investigation. Parents noted that they and their children were subject to sensory
triggers, such as the sound of sirens, the hovering of helicopters, smells that were
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associated with that day, the sight of the school building, and even similar weather
conditions. Any time that the media featured news stories related to the shootings,
parents felt heightened concern for the well being of their children, on the alert for
stress responses and possible re-traumatization. They stated that the rebroadcast of
the scene of panicked children fleeing the building on April 20th has been an
emotional trigger that both they and their children have found troubling.
A heightened sensitivity to the potential for exploitation and violation created
other painful challenges. All of the parents expressed varying degrees of outrage
whenever they perceived that someone had tried to use the tragedy for their own
purposes. Included among this group were any politician who came to Columbine
purely to promote a personal agenda, any preacher who tried to use the murders to
gain converts to their own particular religious beliefs, any member of the media who
intruded into their lives, any filmmaker who used the tragedy for personal profit, and
any tourist who came to take pictures of the school to show to friends back home. In
short, they felt angered and further victimized whenever they perceived that someone
was attempting to capitalize on the Columbine tragedy.
The sense of violation was compounded when individuals from outside the
trauma membrane (Lindy, 1985) drew uninformed conclusions about the event and
theorized about what sort of parents, teachers, and community would allow this to
happen to the children. Parents drew comfort from reminding themselves of the
strengths of the community. They reflected on what they valued about the area and
related stories of neighbors coming out into the streets on April 20th to offer their
help. They expressed their deep appreciation for the support of local businesses,
churches, and organizations that donated food, space to hold meetings, as well as
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supplies, gifts, and moral support. However, the generosity of the community, which
itself had been traumatized, was not widely known by outsiders. This difference in
perception contributed to a sense of dissonance, in knowing a reality that was not
understood by others.
Within the trauma membrane around those impacted by the Columbine
tragedy, there appeared to be an inner membrane surrounding the families of those
who were killed or injured. The intensity of the trauma and loss that those families
experienced set them apart from others; in fact, their loved ones were identified as
the victims. The sensational lawsuits and controversies fueled by some of the more
vocal parents of the victims were seen as negatively affecting the children who had
survived. Angela expressed despair at the difficulties the victims’ parents caused for
the survivors: “It’s probably an awful thing to say, but they’re hurting the kids who
are here . . . they’re the ones who have to live with it.” Jack expressed similar
frustration with the victims’ parents who complained that their children’s names
weren’t read at the ceremony held for the students who returned to Columbine in the
fall: “Some of the parents were upset . . . [but] there’s a point when they need to
understand—we have to move on and do stuff for the living.”
Surviving any tragedy is made easier if there can be some degree of closure
that allows the restoration of normalcy. The fact that the two gunmen committed
suicide and that official investigations have been controversial leaves unanswered
questions about why two seemingly normal teenagers carried out such a rampage and
what can be done to avert similar tragedies in the future. As Alan noted, funerals are
supposed to provide a measure of closure, but in regards to Columbine, there has
been no satisfactory closure.” There were lawsuits, ongoing investigations, angry
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statements to the press, disturbing videotapes, and unauthorized release of
information, all contributing to the challenge of facing each day with uncertainty
about what will happen next.
Question 2: What resources or support helped them face these challenges?
As can be seen from the preceding section, life in the homes of Columbine
students was filled with challenge. To address those challenges, government
agencies, school district teams, mental health professionals, private citizens, and
countless corporations and businesses offered resources and provided assistance in
the aftermath. As catalogued by Weintraub and colleagues (2001), the massive
outpouring of support to aid in psychological recovery included assistance from
groups such as Jefferson County Victims Services, Jefferson Center for Mental
Health (JCMH), local psychiatric counseling organizations, and the University of
Colorado Department of Psychiatry. Jefferson County school district helped
organize and provide school-based services, and countless victims’ advocates, clergy,
therapists, and mental health practitioners provided assistance to the families of
Columbine High School. Corporations donated money and materials to help those
with physical injuries adapt their homes for wheelchair access. Individuals offered to
donate their time in the varied aspects of the recovery process. People from around
the world sent thousands of gifts and cards to the school, a level of giving that was
overwhelming.
This dissertation, however, is not designed to document or catalogue all of
the services and gifts provided to the community. Instead, its purpose is to analyze
only what has been described by the parents participating in the investigation. The
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following discussion, therefore, is based only on what the parents cited in their
interviews. It reflects the resources and support that they identified as being part of
their experience.
Consistent with Figley’s observations (1986) on the critical importance of
the family in recovery from a trauma, the parents in this study identified family as
their primary support system, preferring to turn first to family and other informal
social networks for their support (Solomon, 1986). When asked about what helped
them through the aftermath of the shootings, all parents cited the importance of their
spouse, their family, and their friends. In fact, when asked to identify where they
would turn if participating in this study became overwhelming or triggered
retraumatization, all cited their family members. Jack added that he could turn to the
psychologists who serve the SWAT team, and Angela stated that she could talk about
it with her therapist. Lillian added that she considered her church as a significant
part of her support system. It should be added that no parents in this study reported
stress from the interview that necessitated their seeking of counseling assistance.
Craig noted that following the shootings informal groups met occasionally
for mutual support. His wife had briefly participated in one such group, and Angela
said that she had met with a similar group a few times. In both cases, these mothers
dropped from the groups because they felt that they had better support available to
them through their families and friends.
In addition to family support, a variety of sessions was made available
through organizations within the community. These meetings offered people a
chance to get together with friends and associates and to talk through the events they
had experienced. Alan reported that he had attended a very beneficial session that
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was held for members of a youth organization that his sons were in. Craig reflected
that he had attended just such a session with another group but considered it to be a
negative experience because he felt that the people who were running the session
were trying to tell everyone how to think.
All parents stated that they pursued formal counseling services for their
children to make certain that they were going to be okay. The most common source
of formal support was Columbine Connections, a resource center created specifically
in response to the Columbine tragedy. This center was developed through the
collaboration of the Jefferson Center for Mental Health (JCMH), the Jefferson
County Sheriff’s Office, the District Attorney’s office, a number of community
groups, and an advisory board from Columbine High School. It was located in a
shopping center near the school in space donated by building owners.
Lillian, Jack, Rebecca, Alan, and Craig all stated that their families had
utilized services through JCMH, either at Columbine Connections or with an
affiliated counselor. The parents said that they weren’t really certain if their children
needed the help, but that they wanted to go just in case. Lillian felt that the
counselors at Columbine Connections had been helpful to her daughter after she
suffered additional loss when one of her friends committed suicide. Jack reported
attending several family sessions, as did Rebecca and Alan. Angela stated that she
did not pursue services through Columbine Connections and instead sought help
through a private therapist recommended by her son’s pediatrician.
Craig recalled that he and his family had attended one of the locations
counseling sessions that were provided through Columbine Connections. These
sessions were organized based upon where people were in the school when the attack
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began. For example, those who were in the choir room would be in one session, and
those who were in the gymnasium would be in another. These sessions allowed the
students, faculty, and staff to re-connect with those they had been with at the time of
the trauma. At the same time, their family members met in a different part of the
building. Thus, parents had an opportunity to discuss among themselves their own
experiences and share what they had learned from their children about the events of
the day. Alan and Rebecca also attended a locations counseling session, and
Rebecca suggested that more sessions like this would have been beneficial, since it
had potential for helping parents to understand their own child’s experience and to
connect with other parents whose children had shared that experience.
An interesting observation expressed by all parents in the study—fathers and
mothers alike—was that the fathers in the community tended to want to avoid
counseling because they were less comfortable talking about the trauma, while the
mothers processed the experience by talking about it and were the ones who pushed
the family to counseling. The feeling was that the fathers were more likely to try to
suppress the issues and not take advantage of the counseling resources that were
available.
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Parents expressed appreciation for the support provided through the school
and especially for the efforts of the Columbine teachers, counselors, and
administrators and for the response by those associated with Chatfield High School
and the Jefferson County School District. Alan made special note of how school
officials worked to make sure that graduation ceremonies went on as planned, even
though they were held only a few weeks after the shootings. He also commended the
district spokesperson for sharing essential information through public announcements
that kept the parents informed.
Several parents cited Chatfield High School, the closest Jefferson County
high school to Columbine, as a positive support. Columbine High School remained
the site of active law enforcement investigations for long after the shootings, and as
such, it was not available for student use. Bullets, bombs, water from the sprinkling
system, and bloodshed had also heavily damaged the building. While some parents
felt that returning to class that spring was just going through the motions without
much learning taking place, they knew that students needed to complete the school
year. As Craig and others pointed out, the principal, staff, and student body of
Chatfield High School generously welcomed the students and faculty from rival
Columbine to complete the spring semester there. Since this involved crowding a
second student population into a building that was designed to accommodate only
one, it was necessary to operate the school on a split schedule, with some students
taking the early shift and others the late. Chatfield students offered to take the less
appealing early shift, their gesture of kindness marking their desire to help in a
painful situation. By the following fall, Columbine had been repaired, and classes
resumed in that building.
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While parenting students traumatized by a school shooting poses serious
challenges, so, too, does teaching those students, especially when the educators were
also exposed to the shooting. A mental health counselor that I talked with about my
own son’s experiences after the shootings, commented that Columbine students were
basically attending school in a crime scene. If such was the case for the students,
then the teachers, administrators, and staff were returning to work in a crime scene as
well. While not the focus of this dissertation, it is clear that the challenge for those
individuals must have been tremendous. However, as parents noted, all but a few of
the teachers returned the following year, as did the principal and the staff. In fact,
most remained at Columbine until the last of those who were enrolled in April 1999
had graduated. By remaining at Columbine, they gave enormous support to the
students, and hence to the parents. As Lillian put it, they were “rock stars.” By
continuing to be there, they served as a model that said, I am here for you and we can
do this together.
While most students returned to Columbine, some students chose to transfer
to other schools, and some were unable to return to a classroom situation. The
district granted requests from any student who wanted to transfer out of Columbine
and provided home-based instruction to those who needed it. Angela’s son was
among the students who received instruction at home. A group of teachers formed
the connection between Columbine-based teachers and the students who could not
return to class. These teachers went to the students’ homes, “just making the
rounds,” teaching the students there. This resource enabled students to continue with
their education.
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Parents in this study cited numerous ways in which educators and staff at
Columbine served as a resource. While the details may have been forgotten, the
overriding feeling was that of appreciation for the support provided by the school.
Examples of the support given by school personnel include the following:
•

Teachers made themselves available to students after school and on
breaks, for special attention or just quiet talks.

•

Teachers screened course content and removed assignments or
activities and that might prove troubling to the students (reading
Shakespeare’s Hamlet, for example).

•

Teachers added content that provided opportunities to help others
(such as developing a business plan for selling ornaments and
sending the profits to Kosovo).

•

Guidance counselors made every effort to honor parents’ requests
about placement of students with teachers who might be a
particularly positive match.

•

The choir director organized concerts to keep students active and to
help raise their spirits.

•

Teachers and other school personnel helped arrange for guests with
relevant experience and expertise to spend time with the students.

•

Teachers planned projects that helped the students express themselves through
art. (The project to paint ceramic tiles to decorate the school was open to parents
and members of the community as well.)
Among the resources and support provided in connection with the school

were two special events that were cited as particular benefits to the students. While
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thousands of gifts and offers of support were sent to the school, it was impossible
and indeed ill-advised to accept them all. Parents in this study singled out for special
praise two of the offers that were accepted: the Columbine Surprise Party that was
sponsored by local businesses and sports teams several weeks after the shootings,
and the visit the following year by Gerde Weisman Klein, a gentle woman who had
survived the Holocaust and who came to Columbine to share a message of hope.
As Jack described it, the Columbine Surprise Party was provided purely for
the enjoyment of students. Attended by major athletes and sports figures from
Colorado and across the nation, the party was planned with the specific stipulation
that the media would not be informed. In fact, in order to keep the media from
intruding, the students were not even told what to expect. They were simply told that
they needed to go to Heritage High School, in a neighboring school district, at a
specified time. When they arrived at Heritage, they were greeted by athletes from
the Denver Broncos, the Colorado Rockies, Colorado Olympians, and numerous
others who wanted to meet with the students, as a gift to them, not as a selfpromoting media event. In addition to mountains of pizza, students were given a
variety of gifts, including a special tee-shirt that had the words: “Columbine Surprise
Party” on one side, and “United We Stand” on the other. As the athletes chatted
casually with the students, they autographed the shirts for them. They wanted
nothing in return. As Jack observed, the athletes came just to help the kids have a
good time, and it was “the first time some of these kids had smiled.” Seeing their
students begin to enjoy themselves gave parents hope that things would get better.
Gerde Weissman Klein’s visit to the school the following year was another
significant event. As a young teen, Gerde had lost her parents, her brother, and her
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extended family to the Holocaust. She was sold into slavery by the Nazis and forced
to work in the labor camps until she was liberated by the American Army. When she
stood before the auditorium filled with students, faculty, and parents, she began her
talk by simply saying, “I understand.” With those two words, she connected with
everyone in the room, for she had survived a trauma that far exceeded their own, and
yet here she was, offering a message of hope, an example of survival, and a model of
using one’s own survival to help others. Gerde, who lives in Arizona, has returned to
Columbine several times over the years, continuing to meet with the students and
faculty, helping to raise funds for the proposed Columbine Memorial, and becoming
a cherished member of the Columbine school community, as evidenced by the fact
that every parent in this study cited her as a positive force in the aftermath. In
recognition of her contributions to the school, she will be awarded an honorary
diploma as a graduate of Columbine High School during graduation ceremonies in
May of 2005.
In addition to the Surprise Party and the visits by Gerde Klein, many other
activities were cited that contributed to the well being of the students, and as a result,
had positive outcomes for the parents. Lillian’s recollections of the artist in
residence who healed through storytelling, Angela’s reflection on a trip that a group
in Baltimore sponsored for one of the sports teams, Craig’s story about how Texas
Instruments replaced a calculator that had been damaged by water from the
sprinklers, Jack’s recollections about a local optometrist who replaced eyeglasses for
any Columbine students for free, and the thousands of cards and gifts from around
the world, all evidenced the scope of the support that was offered. While these were
appreciated reminders that Columbine was not alone in its grief, at some point the
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volume of gifts almost became too much to bear. Writing thank-you notes became
part of class activity, and while Lillian encouraged her daughter in this effort, it was
not something that Angela thought was appropriate. Craig noted that his son felt like
he was “in a welfare line” because there were always things being given out at school
to the students. He concluded, “giving is also a way for the giver to feel good.”
Events that marked a return to normalcy and reconnected the student body to
the school itself were also identified as a significant form of support. In the summer
after the shootings, when the school had been cleaned and repaired—carpets
replaced, bullet holes patched, and physical evidence of the tragedy removed—
students were allowed to take their parents back into the building, to wander through
the school and share with their parents what had happened to them. Craig, Jack,
Rebecca, and Alan all talked about how powerful the experience was and how it
helped them understand what their children had experienced. The opportunity
opened avenues of communication as the students showed their parents where they
had hidden or how they had escaped, and what they had seen and heard and done.
Returning to the school with their child was considered a significant step toward
recovery.
Parents expressed similar sentiments in regard to the ceremony that was
held to welcome students back to Columbine at the beginning of the 2000-01 school
year. As Rebecca described it, “All the parents were there. . . such a moment of
overcoming, of surviving such horrible adversity ....... It was a huge step for those
kids to go back into that building that so many of them had run from in fear for their
lives. . . . It took incredible courage ....... It was a moment of triumph.”
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In addition to the services provided through mental health agencies, the
schools, school district, individuals, and private organizations, parents also
mentioned area churches as another resource. From the very first evening, the
churches in the Columbine area became a place for meeting, reconnecting, and
seeking solace. Local pastors had agreed that the tragedy was not a time to recruit
converts, and instead they simply offered solace and gentle support. Even parents
who had no affiliation with the churches shared stories of going with their family
members to services and meetings there with others from the school community. In
addition, many of the parents reported that they had attended funerals, memorial
services, and meetings with youth organizations that were held in various churches.
Parents’ stories reflect that the church provided a much needed point of connection.
All parents cited a variety of informal resources that helped them face the
challenges after the shootings at Columbine. Friends, family, and social networks
were the most frequently named resources. Parents identified the formal support
associated with the school itself, the school district, and the contributions of
Chatfield High School. They recalled the important role of area churches as well as
the contributions of mental health counselors who were located either within or near
the school. They especially appreciated the many offers of support that were
motivated purely by the desire to help.
Question 3: What impact did these challenges have on their lives?
In assessing the impact of the challenges faced by parents after April 20th,
Alan’s words capture the sentiment felt by all: “Our whole lives have changed.”
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Parents are aware that the life they now live is not the one they had expected prior to
April 20th.
All are shaped by experience, and any trauma within that experience
produces an impact. The students of Columbine were impacted by their exposure to
the tragedy that struck their school. Their parents were understandably impacted by
the challenges that they saw their children facing as well as by the challenges born
from their own experience.
The six parents in this study told of the stressful months and years following
the shootings at Columbine. While there were no medical or financial impacts
reported, the parents did describe numerous impacts of exposure to this traumatic
experience. In addition to the overriding sense of grief and loss, parents described an
impact on relationships, on work and career, on their sense of a school and
community identity, and on their worldview.
All parents in this investigation stated that the shootings created stress for
them and for the members of their family. Alan referred to the experience as a
“deep, gut-like worry,” because of the uncertainty—“just not knowing how to cope
with the pain and wondering if your home was going to be the same.” Craig
explained that while relationships with family members grew closer, there were
“rough times around the house.” While not characteristic of the parents of this study,
all reported that they knew of parents who had divorced because of the ongoing
stress. The challenge of giving complete attention to the welfare of their children
drew energy away from the emotional support from their spouse. As Alan described
it, “It was so easy to forget each other at the time and just focus on the kids.”
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While not directly experienced by the participants in this study, parents also
reported that they knew of students who demonstrated increased risk-taking
behavior, were struggling academically, and were ticketed for multiple traffic
violations, some of which had resulted in serious traffic accidents. Parents reported
that the added challenge of ensuring that their children were safe resulted in
heightened sense of vigilance and uncertainty. Cell phones became a way of keeping
close contact with the children, an effect described by Miller (2003) as the almost
compulsive need that develops after a trauma for family members to be “close at
hand or reachable at a moment’s notice” (p. 265).
As discussed previously, in the following fall, the return to Columbine was a
scene of celebration as students and teachers reclaimed their school. While parents
recognized that walking back into the building required an act of tremendous
courage, they also recognized that their children would be completing their high
school education in an environment fraught with traumatic memories, echoes of
gunfire, and an overwhelming sense of loss. Concerns about newly imposed, rigid
safety policies, questions about their children’s ability to focus on academic
requirements, and fears triggered by ongoing threats of violence that promised to
“finish the job” caused increased apprehension and distress for the parents. Relief
from this state of heightened vigilance and anxiety came only after their children
were no longer students at Columbine. Alan summed up the feelings of the others,
when he concluded: “Thank God, all of the kids are out of the school now.”
While the shootings at Columbine impacted circumstances within the
immediate family, it also contributed to stress with the extended family as well.
Jack’s family, for example, lives out of state and has “no understanding about what
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we truly went through,” while his wife’s family lives in the Columbine area and
“understands to some degree, but even then they think, it happened, get on with life.”
Angela also shared that stress related to the Columbine experiences caused a period
when she “drifted apart” from her extended family because they would give
unwanted advice on what they would have done differently without understanding
the situation.
Parents reported that the challenges of responding to the tragedy impacted
their work to some degree. Angela, who was retired but continued to work part-time
prior to the shootings, resigned from that position so that she could be home and
available to her son. Jack, who was on scene in an official capacity on the day of the
shootings, has retired from the police force, now serving as a security consultant
specializing in prevention of work-place violence. Craig, who was unemployed from
his regular career at the time of the shootings, stated that the situation allowed him to
able to be home during the days when his son might need him. Lillian, who felt that
she would be putting her co-workers in a bad situation if she took much time off,
concluded that she probably should have taken more. Alan, who travels as part of his
employment, concluded that “being away from home when things come up here, it’s
a stress.” The strain of traveling is exacerbated when he comes in contact with
individuals who, from outside the trauma membrane, try to expound on their theories
about Columbine but are uninformed or sometimes just “ignorant.”
To avoid being associated with the Columbine shootings, all parents stated
that when they travel they no longer share where they are from as they might have in
the past. All parents noted that when they visit other cities or are in contact with
people from other states, they have learned not to freely disclose that they live in
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Littleton, Colorado. In this way, they attempt to avoid the questions motivated by
curiosity and to deflect conversations with those who really do not understand the
situation. Parents said that they know that Columbine is a better community than
others think it is.
The tragedy at Columbine caused parents to reconsider their beliefs about the
predictability of the world and, consequently, their ability to trust others to behave
predictably. The stark reality of children being killed while at school caused parents
to question their basic assumptions. As Lillian pointed out, “What safer place for kids
than in a library? You’d want your kids to be in a library where it’s safe.” The fact
that the murderers were classmates of those they murdered further eroded the
confidence of knowing whom to trust. Angela observed that the two killers, “were
normal kids—How could you know? Are you supposed to be suspicious of every
person you deal with?”
A loss of the assumptive world can also mean the loss of an anticipated
future (Kauffman, 2002). When tragedy overwhelmed the Columbine community,
parents became uncertain not only of their worldview, but more specifically about
the immediate and long-term effects of the exposure to violence on their children’s
future. In some cases, expectations and visions for the future had to be relinquished
or at least modified. Angela expressed her personal grief that her own dreams for her
son’s high school years had been shattered. Instead of the activities that she had
looked forward to for her son—“being in art club, debate team, whatever”—she
reflected, that the tragedy kept him from doing that. It even kept him from
graduating with his classmates because he withdrew from Columbine and instead of
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a diploma, earned a GED. “Pieces of his life were taken from him . . . My son’s life
is altered because of that day. He can’t get that back. I can’t get that back.”
Thus far, the impacts highlighted have been negative. However, it would be
inaccurate to assume that there were no positive developments following the tragedy.
While it may seem insensitive to talk about positive outgrowths of trauma, parents all
recounted evidence that, as Alan said, “something good can come from this.”
As described by Davis (2001), trauma threatens how people view themselves
and their world, and in its aftermath, people try to find meaning. In the process of
trying to make sense of their experience, many identify positive outcomes, typically
falling into three areas: growth in character, gain in perspective, strengthening of
relationships. Parents in this study have described such impacts.
All parents shared that their relationships with their children, while close
already, became closer still after the shootings. Rebecca’s statements about moving
to another level of awareness reflect both a sense of heightened understanding and
expanded awareness and capacity for empathy. Angela expressed that the bonds that
are made in shared trauma are enduring: “I will have lifelong friends because of
this.” Rebecca described it as a connectedness: “I never felt so connected in my
whole life. In the loss, so much was given.” Jack’s family began a new tradition, an
annual family get-together to be held around the anniversary of the tragedy, but not
specifically connected to Columbine. “We all know why we’re doing it,” but it is just
a way to check in and see how everyone is doing.
The community’s support filled the parents with pride and gratitude for their
neighbors and a deeper awareness of the strengths of the community that all
genuinely seem to value. Parents also reflected pride in their students who had used
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their experience to spur them on to higher levels of achievement. Craig, Lillian,
Rebecca, and Alan reported that their children became more serious as students.
While Angela’s son did not return to Columbine, he actually completed his high
school education, via the GED process, before his classmates. All of the Columbine
students whose parents are in this study have gone on to college and have either
graduated already or are moving at their own pace in that direction.
The ability to grow beyond one’s grief and contribute to the welfare of others
was also evidenced in the story that was shared about the actions of Dawn Anna,
whose daughter Lauren was killed in the library. Dawn helped organize and lead the
effort, along with some of the other victims’ parents, to raise funds for tearing down
the school library, which had been the scene of such bloodshed. The second floor
library, which was directly above the cafeteria, was removed, and the space left open,
creating an expansive atrium. A mural of the sky, with clouds and treetops as viewed
from below, was painted on the cafeteria ceiling, giving the space “an open airy
feeling.” Dawn also worked to help raise funds for a new library so that students
would have a place to study, free from the echoes of the tragedy.
The challenges faced by parents in the aftermath of the shootings at
Columbine affected virtually all dimensions of the parents’ life, producing impacts in
family, work and career, parenting, school relationships, and personal worldview. To
echo the refrain that introduced this section, their whole lives have changed. While
each of the parents reflected on these changes, all persevered, finding their own way
through the challenge.
Question 4: What recommendations would they suggest that might help inform
responses by parents, schools, and communities faced with similar trauma in the
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future?
As part of the interview process, I asked parents to reflect on their own
experience and to give advice to others who might find themselves in a similar
situation in the future. Parents responded to this request with a genuine and probing
analysis of their own experience and shared with others what they had learned in the
process. Each parent had joined this study for the express purpose of helping others.
This question allowed them to do just that—to reach out, across the trauma
membrane, to parents, educators, and other members of school communities that
have not experienced a tragedy such as struck Columbine.
The suggestions that parents offered fall into two general categories: advice
for parents, and advice for schools and communities. It should be clear, however,
that advice for parents has implications for others as well—teachers, school
administrators, community leaders, and, in short, anyone who works with children.
The parents’ recommendations are direct and to the point. Little discussion
is needed. For that reason, I have decided to present these recommendations in the
form of two simple lists, one for parents and one for schools and communities.

For Parents
•

Get help for yourself and your family as well as for your child. All are
hurting—the child that was in the school as well as the father, mother, and
other siblings. It is your responsibility to get the support that is needed.

•

Don’t allow children to stay in denial. Don’t assume that because your child
says everything is okay that it is.
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•

Take time off from work, if possible. Be home with your children. Allow
time for yourself.

•

Build on parenting skills you already have. Parents said that their close
relationship with their children was especially important in this situation.
Accessing guidance about how to parent traumatized adolescents can help,
too. If the printed guidelines that are distributed to parents are not sufficient,
ask for more information and get the advice you need.

•

Try not to let relationships with your spouse suffer by focusing exclusively
on the needs of the child. The experience produces severe stress for couples,
and it is important to recognize that and find ways to support each other.

•

Go to those you know, where you have existing relationships. All parents
noted the value of friends and family as a source of strength and cited preexisting social networks and area churches as significant resources.

•

Heal together—don’t turn outside. Parents pointed to the resources provided
in the community and in the school, feeling that those inside can understand
in ways that those outside cannot.

•

Turn to pain; experience it. Don’t try to deny the pain, because it will take
longer to get through it.

•

Open up to the experience and see what you can get from it to help others.
Learn from the experience and recognize that you will be changed, but use
the experience to grow and help others.

•

Know there is hope. Be reassured that the pain will end.
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•

Stay connected. Find different means of being in contact with your children
and your family. Buy your children cell phones if necessary, but find a way
to stay connected with loved ones.

•

Create new traditions and rituals. Find ways to create opportunities to
connect with family members and establish traditions that foster those
connections.

•

Listen. Hear what lies beyond the words, because the meaning of the words,
like the world around you, may have changed. Lillian emphasized that she
had interpreted daughter’s concern for a friend in light of a previous
paradigm of the world. In the aftermath of a school shooting, issues
potentially are more serious than what might have comfortably been assumed
in the past.

•

Participate in rituals and go to funerals or memorial services as energy permits.
Ceremonies are rites of passage that help people take a step forward.

•

Find ways to return to normalcy. Even though it will take time for the world to
return to normal, returning to some routine activities can begin that process.
•

Remember that the things you valued in the school or community are still
there. Parents felt that it helped them to stay in the community and see it
recover.

For Schools and Communities
•

Recognize that the unimaginable needs to be imagined and planned for. Plan
ahead for tragedies. No matter how impossible it seems, it can happen at
your school and in your community.
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•

Plan ahead to develop networks of support. Site-based counselors and strong
communication among groups and agencies providing services in the
community are essential.

•

Plan specific procedures for reconnecting parents and family members with
their loved ones. The chaos that erupts when students and faculty flee a
building under attack needs to be recognized when developing plans for
reuniting families. Posting lists on walls was not seen as a viable way of
answering the question, “Where is my child?”

•

Plan for counseling and support services to be available throughout the
community. Assistance through informal networks is preferred to formal
settings, so services need to have an element of outreach into existing
organizations, including youth groups for students and civic organizations for
parents. Outreach services also offer potential for drawing in fathers who
might avoid counseling elsewhere.

•

Provide opportunities for those exposed to the violence to reconnect with
others who had shared the same location during the assault. All parents
who attended the locations counseling provided through Columbine
Connections found the sessions to be beneficial.

•

Treat violence in schools as a mental health issue. Funds need to be
provided for school-based counselors or psychologists throughout the public
school system. Take action when students show signs of being a risk; don’t
allow them to become empowered by overlooking behaviors that may signal
the potential for deeper problems in the future.
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•

Don’t glamorize school shooters and don’t make excuses for them. Using
labels like “Trenchcoat Mafia” or saying shooters were bullied can make
them seem like heroes to other students. School shooters need to be seen as
being mentally ill.

•

Avoid imposing rigid policies following a shooting that increase anxiety and
stress for students. Parents pointed specifically to the implementation of
zero tolerance policies following the assault as a source of added tension and
worry.

•

Design smaller schools. It is difficult to manage the large numbers of
students in our schools today. Consider moving to a smaller schools model.

•

Reduce class size. Every student needs at least one adult at the school who is
interested in him or her. Smaller class sizes make this possible.

•

Work to retain faculty, administrators, and staff. A return of the existing
staff gives the school much needed stability and lessens the amount of
change that the students must adjust to.

•

Provide extra pay for teachers who stay in a school following a rampage
shooting. The added stress and demands of teaching in a school that has
been traumatized by a rampage shooting deserve to be compensated.

•

Remove physical reminders and redesign space that is associated with the
shooting. Removing or remodeling of visible reminders of the shooting can
help to reduce the psychological triggers that can cause retraumatization.

•

Allow the students and parents to return to the school together before
resuming classes. Having the opportunity to share the experience with loved
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ones is an important step toward mutual understanding. It also helps
students know that they can face it.
•

Maintain good communications with parents but don’t overuse the system.
Parents are shell-shocked, and receiving calls from school can increase anxiety.
•

Provide a variety of options for students. Some students will be able to
return to class; others will want to transfer, and some will need small-group
instruction or home-based teaching.

•

Help parents know what’s normal. More guidance about when to be
concerned about student behaviors and support with parenting issues would
be helpful.

•

Have someone help in screening offers of assistance. Some offers may be of
genuine benefit while others will be less than helpful. Also consider in
advance how to deal with the massive amount of gifts that will be sent.

•

Create ways that the student body and faculty can work together to help
others. Service projects allow students and teachers to feel that they are
using their experience to benefit others. Design projects that demonstrate the
positive identity of the school.

•

A permanent memorial is needed. A permanent memorial honors the victims
and should also serve the survivors. It can take the focus off of the school
facility so that future students are not exposed to tourists coming to the area.

Chapter Summary
This chapter has presented the analysis of the parents’ stories that answer my
primary research questions. The questions per se, however, are only a part of the
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story. Seeing experience through an analysis of the challenge, resources, impacts,
and recommendations is attempting to construct from the fragments the whole.
There is a gestalt within which these pieces fit. To uncover that awareness, I asked
parents to consider how they would communicate what they had experienced to
others. Metaphors became a means to convey the wholeness of experience that was
difficult to convey in mere words about challenge and stress.
Parents said that living through this experience was like experiencing a
tornado, a hangover, getting punched in the gut, flying by the seat of your pants,
feeling like damaged goods, and surviving a nuclear blast. The turmoil these images
convey is palpable. The experience becomes part of those who have shared it.
Instead of something that one leaves behind, it is like a room in a house, one that will
always remain a part of the structure—always there, but perhaps visited less often as
time passes.
The awareness that comes for each person, though, or the way one chooses
to tell one’s story, does not represent the whole of experience. It is only one little
piece of the pie. Others may have different pieces, but the one we have is all that we
know, until we share and learn from others. This dissertation has been a step in that
direction.
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Chapter Six: So What Does It All Mean?

Now that the stories have been told and the research questions have been
answered, the question becomes, “So what?” Do these six stories provide anything
of value to educators, or are they simply documentation of events and responses to be
filed away with other bits of interesting data? Beyond this sad occurrence, the most
dramatic episode of lethal school violence to date, do the experiences related here
have any significance?
The purpose of this dissertation has been to investigate from within the
Columbine trauma membrane, the situations and effects of having a child exposed to
a rampage school shooting. From the stories presented here, it is possible to
conclude that the difficulties were real and the effects long-lasting. Parents have
identified services that helped them personally and offered their recommendations
for the future. But, beyond documenting the experience and responses of individual
Columbine parents, what is the significance of this study?
Taking the broad view of these six stories, it is possible to see a more
generalized understanding that moves beyond the individual parents and beyond the
Columbine school community. From that perspective, insight can be found that has
meaning for other situations and settings. Recurring themes emanate from the
stories, transcending the specifics of the individual parent’s interpretations and
creating a set of fundamentals that can have significance elsewhere. These themes
may be described under the broad categories of location, intention, and connection.
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Location
The importance of place echoes throughout the stories shared within this
study: Where is my child? Where do we go now? Where can we be with others?
Where do we finish the school year? How could this happen here?
These questions, though not verbalized so specifically, lie at the heart of the
chaos and consequence that swirled into motion with the mass murders at Columbine
High School. When students, faculty, parents, and community were terrorized by
unimaginable acts of violence, they lost their sense of place. No longer was the
school a place of safety. No longer was their community a place of well-being. No
longer was their world a place of predictability.
In the evening after the assault, even before the building had been cleared for
the police investigators, members of the school community met at a local church, a
church of which most were not members, but one that opened its doors and said, to a
grieving crowd, come here—we have a place for you to be, to talk with others, to
cry, and to try to make some sense of this day. Resources and services such as this
simple act of giving a place for people to come together helped the parents find a
way to start the return from the chaos that had ensnared them.
Counseling sessions cited by several parents were the appropriately named
locations counseling. Sharing experiences with other parents whose children had
been in the same place at the time of the rampage was a positive step in the process.
Being able to fill in the gaps of their child’s experiences, what they had shared with
others by virtue of being in the same place, created a kinship and promoted avenues
to healing. Similarly, another activity described by the parents was the opportunity
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to go back into the school with the students, to see the place where their child had
been when the rampage started and to listen as their child walked them through the
tragedy, from the beginning to the point of escape from the school. Learning more
about the place where their child had been gave them a chance to better understand
the experience.
The primary location associated with this research has been Columbine High
School. When the rampage separated the students, staff, and parents from the school
building, they were in effect homeless, no longer a part of an existing school
structure and without a place to call their own. To alleviate the disruption, the
Columbine student body, its faculty, staff, and all associates were welcomed at a
neighboring, though rival, high school. Columbine High School no longer had its
own building, but it had become a part of another school. Columbine had a place to
finish the school year.
Finding a way through the chaos required that parents find a way to return to
an assumptive world that now incorporated uncertainty and risk. The world had
proven itself to be unsafe and unpredictable. Their children had avoided injury by
only the barest margins of chance. The challenge was to reclaim a sense of place in a
tenable world, a world that now was bounded by a trauma membrane.
The term trauma membrane describes a virtual dividing line, a boundary that
separates those within an experience from those outside. Even though the separation
described in the parents’ stories was not of physical dimensions, it resonates with the
theme of location on a metaphoric level. The parents were now in a different “place”
from where they had been. Their world, their community, their reality had changed
to such a degree that they now felt distanced from those who had not lived the
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experience. In addition, they moved beyond their previous constructs
psychologically, emotionally, perhaps even spiritually. Drawing on Rebecca’s
description of this process,
You’ve had to move outside of yourself, outside of your own pain and deal
with a whole community of pain on so many different levels. It has made
you a more complete person. But they think you’re damaged goods because
they think you will never return to the place you used to be. But that’s not
the point. The point is to move to another level of experience, where you
process all that you used to be and all that you are now into who you want to
be. And that’s the point with anybody who goes through a loss in their lives.

Parents are in a different place from where they expected to be. Whether the
new place is a better place or whether it is worse, this study cannot generalize.
Whatever the case, it is certainly not a place that parents would seek and it is not the
same for all. The modifications, adaptations, and reconstructions of worldview that
were precipitated by the events of April 20th have led parents individually to reflect
on their community, their relationships, their expectations, and their assumptions
about their world. Awareness of this process, the importance of location and the
challenge to re-establish a sense of place—both physical and symbolic—can inform
other communities struck by a school shooting. Resources and services that are
provided in the aftermath need to foster the parents’ movement toward a place of
recovery, where they regain trust in the safety of their child’s school, confidence in
the strengths of their community, and acceptance of the new dimensions of their own
experience.
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Intention
As parents talked about the resources that were made available, they
considered some to be generous gifts and offers of assistance, while similar
contributions from others were viewed as unwelcome. What was the difference?
The distinction lay in the perceived intention: The opinion of what had motivated the
offer shaped the response to it. Those who gave of their time, energy, resources, and
support, simply for the purpose of helping the students and community heal, were
considered to be helpers. They sought only to help lift the burden by sharing a
message of hope, planning a party or special event, listening to stories of trauma, or
simply continuing to teach. These apparently wanted nothing special in return for
their efforts except to know that they had done what they could to help.
Others, the takers, were perceived as wanting to take personal benefit from
their association with the school in mourning. Those who exploited the situation for
personal gain only served to further victimize and wound a grieving community, by
sensationalizing, intruding, proselytizing, politicking, or taking advantage in any
way. Rebecca reflected on researchers who came from a state university soon after
the attacks and promised to help the students as part of a psychiatric research project,
but “they never did deliver. They just wanted to take from the community, to learn
from us, just to use us for their study.”
An interesting paradox occurs when a group is perceived to fit in both
categories. Consider the media. All parents expressed anger and disdain for the
intrusion of the media into the community, even into people’s homes. Yet, in the
early hours of the tragedy, the same parents turned on televisions and radios, seeking
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desperately for news about what was happening. Again, the perception of the intent
is what marked the difference in response to the media presence. In the immediacy,
the media was seen as delivering an essential service, providing vital information—
details of the event, locations of counseling and support services, and schedules of
meetings and memorials. Afterward, when sensational details of the gunmen’s
actions and the fiery accusations and controversies were rebroadcast seemingly
without end, the media no longer served the role of helper. It became seen as
exploitive. National media and local media were together marked with the same
brand. Media, all media, were seen as profiting from the pain of this school and this
community and as potentially contributing to the retraumatization of the students
who were attempting to heal. Jack and Craig distinguished between the media,
feeling that national media is more likely to sensationalize any situation, while the
local media, by virtue of its proximity to the Columbine community, seemed to have
more sensitivity. Jack advocated using the media to promote issues that were
important to the community, such as raising funds for the construction of a
permanent memorial, thereby turning a negative element into a positive source of
support.
Connection
When a rampage shooting shatters a school, it causes enormous
disconnection. Parents are disconnected from their children. Students are
disconnected from their school. All are disconnected from the world they once
knew. Finding a way through the chaos is a quest for reconnection.
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When the two students attacked Columbine, they set in motion a seismic
rupture in the fabric of everyday life. Parents who had seen their children off to
school that morning abruptly had to face the horror that they did not know where
their children were and that they did not know if they were alive. Reconnecting with
their children was an integral part of all of the stories. Parents expressed a sense of
discomfort, anxiety, and fear that lasted until they knew where their children were
and had reclaimed them.
Searching for their child’s name on lists posted on a wall, calling friends to
ask if they knew where their child was, or waiting desperately for a phone call from
their missing loved one was for these parents the first experience with the trauma.
Crisis response plans need to include a viable and detailed strategy for reuniting
families, and the procedures need to be set in place before a tragedy strikes. Most
importantly parents and students need to know of these procedures before the
unthinkable event happens. School districts, for example, might work with local
communication industry officials in advance to develop a crisis hotline that would be
activated or to set up an internet web page to which parents could turn in the event of
such an occurrence. As part of the routine information distributed at the beginning of
each year, emergency plans could inform parents and families in advance of
locations to reconnect with their children and where to turn for essential information.
Immediately after being reunited with their children, the parents in this study
connected with family and friends. Phones rang constantly, and cell service was
overloaded. Some of those who had extended family in town said that their family
members came to their home to see that their loved one was indeed safe. Neighbors
came to see if all were okay and to offer their help.
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On the evening of April 20th, many of the students and parents went to Light
of the World Church, which had been made available as a place for them to
reconnect with teachers and fellow classmates. The parents learned of this meeting
through the media, which that evening served as a vital link to essential information.
It connected parents with news about what had happened at the school and where to
go for help.
Counseling services that were planned for the school community were made
available through the appropriately named resource center, Columbine Connections.
This central staging area for services and referrals connected those impacted by the
tragedy to needed resources. A place for students to congregate and just “hang out”
with friends was also provided.
The need to connect with meaningful ritual is also a prominent theme.
Parents reported that they went to funerals until they were no longer able to do so. A
memorial service at Bowles Crossing, a shopping center in sight of the school, was
widely attended. Though parents’ appraisal of individual speakers at the service
differed, there was a common feeling that it was a good opportunity for the entire
community to come together.
Over the months, for the parents in this study, even though the experience
produced stress within the family, they felt that relationships became closer and that
friendships deepened. Both Angela and Rebecca referred to the enduring nature of
the connections that they formed with others who were sharing this experience, this
journey to healing. Likewise, gifts that were sent from around the world served to
connect the school community to others, reminding them, as Rebecca said, that they
were not alone.
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One of the painful impacts described by the parents in this study was the
sense of alienation from others outside of the trauma membrane. The feeling of
separateness, of not being understood, and of being judged negatively were
commonly expressed. Angela noted that for a while she had withdrawn from certain
family members who seemed to misunderstand the situation and offered too much
unwanted advice. Others said that they try to avoid scrutiny when they travel by not
sharing with others that they were from Littleton. This is an area that counselors
might be able to offer some assistance, perhaps by suggesting strategies for
communicating about the experience to those who are outside of the trauma
membrane.
Connecting with one’s family, with others from the school, with counseling
services, with ritual, and with friends and community was only a part of the process.
Another challenge confronting each parent was the need to reconnect with self.
Taking time for oneself, as Lillian suggested, is a necessary step. Reflecting on the
meaning of the experience and integrating awareness of a different sense of the world
are actions that require making connection with oneself.
Connections with the school are also a vital consideration. All parents
reported that their children wanted to return to Columbine. A sense of school
identity drew the students back, even in the face of such tragedy, but an even
stronger sense of connection with those sharing the experience was a factor too.
Parents knew that their children were being taught by educators who understood
what they were going through. Their classmates also understood. After all, they had
all experienced the rampage too.
Chapter Summary
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Three overriding themes have emerged from the stories of the Columbine
parents. As viewed through their eyes, issues related to location, intention, and
connection are fundamental considerations for those who must plan for the
possibility of a school shooting in their community. The most positive forms of
response address the school community’s need to reclaim a sense of place that
supports positive beliefs about personal security and identity, to trust the intentions
of those providing assistance, and to recover from the disconnection caused by such
an assault.
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Chapter Seven: Closing Remarks

The stories and analysis presented herein reflect the experiences of six
parents of Columbine High School students. Three mothers and three fathers each
participated in three, 90-minute oral history interviews. Their transcripts were
analyzed and poetic representations developed to display their experiences and
insights. These data were analyzed and the findings communicated through
techniques adapted from educational criticism and connoisseurship.
In considering implications of this study, two factors need to be remembered.
First, these six stories, while not uncharacteristic, cannot possibly represent the full
range of experience and response in the aftermath of a rampage school shooting. To
summarize the challenges and impacts faced at Columbine through these six stories
risks erasing the uniqueness of the parents of the other students who were enrolled
there on April 20, 1999. Illuminating the common consequences for the parents in
this study has the potential for flattening out the experience. Every Columbine
parent faced varied challenges and met those challenges to his or her best ability,
drawing on personal strengths, individual coping strategies, and distinct parenting
styles. Drawing conclusions about the whole of the experience is not possible.
However, this study has contributed a deeper awareness of a slice. To use Jack’s
words, it has provided “a little piece of the pie.”
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Second, the fact that the entire population of Columbine High School—all
students, faculty, staff, their families, and the resource personnel brought in to help—
was impacted to one degree or another, means that significant challenges were being
faced on a daily basis, at home and at school. What otherwise might be of limited
concern for schools if involving one or two students, for example, stress at home or
fears for personal safety, have major implications for a school when everyone faces
those challenges.
With these two considerations in mind, it is clear that future research needs
to focus on the impact of a school shooting on the parents as well as on the schools.
Parents play an important role in the recovery of a child and, as a result, in the
recovery of a school. This study has been limited to parents of my prior
acquaintance, none of whom had children physically injured or killed in the tragedy.
Certainly other parents had different experiences. Some, like these, utilized available
counseling and support services. Others did not. Some, like these, remained in the
community. Others did not. The children of some escaped without physical injury.
Others did not. It is important that a wider sample be investigated so that other
voices may be heard.
Future studies need to expand the sample to a more diverse group of parents,
and to include students, teachers, administrators, district representatives, crisis
responders, and members of the community. In order to add to the body of
knowledge about rampage shootings and the impacts on a school and community,
parents of those who were killed and parents of the killers should be asked to
participate. Differences in needs and coping styles and effective therapies for fathers
and mothers should be investigated. Parental responses in other school communities
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that have experienced a school shooting need to be investigated. I suggest that
conducting such a study from within the trauma membrane, with researchers who are
part of the community and part of the experience, would produce the greatest results.
So, for now, the story ends. The experiences have been interpreted and
analyzed; the themes have been summarized. Implications for schools and for future
research have been considered. But before we leave the parents of Columbine High
School, those to whom I feel such boundless gratitude and awe for their willingness
to contribute to this study, I would like to present one final tribute to their
experience. I have crafted the following poem from their combined stories. It should
in no way should be seen as the ultimate and only answer to my research question,
for as their stories show, the experiences are as varied as are the individuals
themselves, each seeking their own way through the chaos and finding their own way
to tomorrow.

Columbine Mosaic
Shooting
Children slaughtered
Kids flying down the hall
Teachers got them out
Stay down, stay down!
Run!
Sniper on the roof
Moments of terror
Kids in the library
What safer place?
Blindsided
People couldn’t find their kids
Lady, you can’t go in there
Where is my child?
Lists on the wall
You’re a victim too
Not a damn thing you can do
Helpless

A war zone
My only child
Phones ringing all night
Worried about the kids
Which kids are we going to know?
Churches opened up
Not religious
But church was a magnet
Go through the ritual
Go to memorials
Funerals
But no closure
At least you’re doing something
Friends supporting each other
Overtaken with grief
God, it was raw
Emotionally nothing left
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Vulnerable
Empty
Guilty for surviving
Guilty for finding my child so soon
Bittersweet
We all bought cell phones, didn’t
we?
Kids, just normal kids, did this.
How could they do this?
Were they sick? Evil? Needed help?
No one paying attention?
Bullying?
Mental health overlooked
Not enough money for schools.
Media—sell the story
Make a buck
Never telling the whole truth
Pissing people off
Were you there?
Greyline tours
Visitors taking pictures
Pictures of the kids
Wanting to go through the school
Some people wanted to help
Some proselytized
Some exploited
Kids tired – constantly identified with it
Don’t call attention to ourselves
Family helping each other
Friends, counselors, church
Relationships forged in trauma last a
lifetime
Move outside your own pain
Deal with a whole community of pain
Move to another level of experience
A more complete person
Don’t buy into the stigma
Use experience to help others
Crowded at Chatfield
Just opened the doors to Columbine
kids

A fantastic thing
But treading water
Going back to Columbine, after it
was cleaned up
Helped us understand.
This is where I was
This is where I hid
This is what happened to me
First day of school next year
Parents were there
Students went in
Teachers were inside
Shook their hands
So emotional
Incredible courage to go back in
Reclaim their school
It was heroic
School was kind to them
Good communication
Maybe too much
Teachers were rock stars
Busted their butts
There for the kids
Continuing to teach
Always available
Grateful to the teachers
Cared so desperately
Tile project
Storytelling
Money to Kosovo
Beat up old computers
Choir concert
Surprise Party
Extra counselors on staff
Understanding
Removed the library
Made the atrium
Beautiful
Therapeutic
Such a complex thing
Not a single event
Shootings
Suicides
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Subway murders
Threats to the school
Zero tolerance
All intertwined
Sad for those without family around
Community under a microscope
Columbine equals tragedy
But shootings were not Columbine
Community helped each other
People cared
Strangers came to help
Gerde survived the Holocaust
Came to help
If you survive you were supposed to
Then help others
Some dads were, OK get over it
Don’t want to talk about emotions
Suck it up
Mothers talked
Some moms were, You need therapy
Rough times around the house
On the job training
Forgot ourselves
100% attention on the kids
No time for each other
Friends out of state don’t understand
Tears
Divorces
Kids hanging out
Hanging by a thread
Nightmares
Anxiety
200 kids wouldn’t leave their houses
Others taking risks
No fear
Might die tomorrow anyway
Careless
Alcohol
Signs of what to look for
Is it adolescence or trauma?
My child asked
Would I be the same otherwise?
Just trying to get back to normal
What is normal?

Be vigilant
Listen
Take time with your kids
Forget about work
Lives changed
Never forget,
Just learn from it
Keep moving on
It’s a chapter in my life
A room in my house
Piece of a pie
We’re like damaged goods
Survivors of Hiroshima
Deep, deep gut-like worry
A hell of an experience
A tornado
A hangover
Getting punched in the stomach for
weeks on end
A sad, sad time
Victims’ parents—so vocal
Hurt other kids
They don’t trust now
If my kid were killed I might feel
different,
But don’t hurt the survivors
Need a Memorial for the lost
For the living too
Those who survived
Have to live with it
Point to the stories
To the people who died
And those who survived
The injured and their recovery
A true reflection of the community
Individuals have to heal together
Bond with people who were part of it
Remember that people helped
Millions of people
Don’t feel so alone with it
Feels like pain will never end
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It will
Start new traditions
Seek out your friends
Don’t turn away from the pain
You will have joy again
Don’t let it define you
Hope
Remember what’s good about the

community
People holding hands
People being together
Rebuilding trust
Love in the place
If it could happen here
It could happen anywhere.
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Appendix A: Conceptual Model for Review of Literature

The review of literature focuses on the areas where these primary bodies
of research intersect: Parental responses in the aftermath of a rampage
school shooting.
Lethal School Violence
•
Incidence
•
Chronology
•
Minimal consideration of causes or prevention
Impact of Exposure to Violence
•
Students
•
School faculty and support personnel
•
Parents
•
Minimal consideration of diagnosis and treatment
Family Functioning
•
Parents and families of traumatized youth
•
Social networks and community
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•

Minimal consideration of broader aspects of family functioning
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Appendix B: Informed Consent
You are invited to participate in an oral history research study of the experiences of parents
whose children have been involved in a school shooting. This research is being conducted to
fulfill the dissertation requirement for a doctorate in Education at the University of Denver.
The Research
For this research, I am asking that you agree to participate in three interviews, 60-90 minutes
each, to be conducted in a location of your choice. I will ask you to talk about your
experiences in the years since the Columbine shootings. Each interview will be tape-recorded,
and you will have an opportunity to review the transcripts of your recordings to make
corrections. After we have completed all three interviews, I will share with you the themes
that I perceive, and you will have an opportunity to respond to my observations.
Risks
The interviews will be designed to minimize any emotional or psychological discomfort to
you. However, discussing your experiences of the past few years might cause you unpleasant
feelings, such as sorrow, anger, anxiety, or might trigger troubling memories. If at any time
you feel uncomfortable or overwhelmed, you are encouraged to request a break or terminate
the interview. Likewise, if I observe that the interview appears to trouble you, I will suggest
that we pause or terminate the session.
Before we begin the first interview, I will ask you to help identify resources to which
you would turn should you experience difficulty as a result of these interviews. In addition to
personal resources you may have available to you, please be aware that the Jefferson Center
for Mental Health currently provides mental health services on sliding-scale fee basis to
residents of Jefferson County, Colorado. As a resident of Jefferson County, you may be
eligible for these services. Their phone number is 303-425-0300.
Benefits
The benefits of participating in this study are that you will have an opportunity to contribute
your knowledge and understanding of what it is like to have a child experience a school
shooting. In reflecting on and sharing your experiences, you will be contributing to the
awareness of the complexities of being a parent in the aftermath of a school shooting. You
will help to inform those who must plan resources and support in the event of a future tragedy.
Confidentiality
Every effort will be made to ensure that the information you share with me will remain
confidential. My dissertation co-chairs will have access to your interview data, but your name
will not be used in my dissertation, and all identifying information will be deleted or changed
in order to protect your identity. This assurance of confidentiality extends to all members of
your family. In addition, your participation will not be shared with others in this study.
By signing this form, you acknowledge that you understand there are two exceptions
to the promise of confidentiality. If information is revealed that concerns homicide, suicide,
or child abuse and neglect, I am required by law to report this information to the proper
authorities. In addition, if any information in this study is subject to a court order or lawful
subpoena, the University of Denver might not be able to avoid compliance with the order or
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subpoena.
Special considerations
Please know that your participation in this study is entirely voluntary and is in no way an
obligation of our relationship. You may, at any time, decline to answer any question without
having to qualify your reasons for doing so. You may, at any time, request a break, terminate
the session, or remove yourself from this study, without any loss of benefit, and without
having to qualify your reasons for doing so. You may withdraw from this investigation with
full confidence that any information you have shared will not be included in the study. You
will be given a copy of your interview transcripts for your records. If you decide to remain in
this study, you will also receive a copy of the research results.
Whom to Contact
If you have any questions about this study, please call me at 303-972-4155, Dr. Elinor Katz,
dissertation co-chair at the University of Denver at 303-871-2496, or Dr. Cynthia McRae,
dissertation co-chair at the University of Denver at 303-871-2475. Also, if you have concerns
or complaints about how you were treated during the study, please call Dr. Maria Riva, Chair,
Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects at 303-871-2484, or Dawn
Nowak, Office of Sponsored Programs 303-871-4052, or write to either at the Office of
Sponsored Programs, 2199 S. University Blvd., Denver, CO 80208.
If you agree to these statements and conditions and you agree to participate in this study,
please sign below.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I have read and understand the foregoing description of this research project. I have asked for
and received a satisfactory explanation of any language that I did not fully understand. I agree
to participate in this study, and understand that I may withdraw my consent at any time. I
have received a copy of this consent form.
Signature:
Date:
Please print:
Name:
Address:
Phone:

E- mail:
I give my consent to be audiotaped.
I do not give my consent to be audiotaped.

Signature:

Date:

Thank you so much for your interest in this study.
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Appendix C: Interview Guide
Overview of project
Explain the focus of the research—the experiences of Columbine parents,
•
the impact of the shooting on their lives and on their family,
•
the challenges they faced,
•
the resources that were provided (those that helped and those that hurt), and
•
their recommendations for others facing a similar situation in the future.
Introduce oral history methodology so they know what to expect
•
Thoughts, beliefs, self-understanding, history over time
•
Protocols for these interviews were based on the Columbia University 9/11
oral history project – people were asked to talk about meaning of the
experience for them– of special note was the disparity of the experience and
the media/outsider perception.
•
Thinking about life in new ways – a new world has to be faced.
Margaret Wheatley said, “we don’t come out of a dark night if
we refuse to make meaning together.” That’s what my project is all about.
Discuss Informed consent
All identifying information will be removed from the data presented in the
dissertation. Parents will be asked to review their “story” prior to its being included
in the dissertation. They retain the right to ask for any information to be deleted or to
withdraw consent at any time.
Parents are requested to tell their children and family about their participation in the
study.
Develop plan for their self-care
Explain that one of the purposes in this project is to see what parents consider as
helpful in dealing with the stresses of the shootings and the years afterward. These
interviews may bring up some troubling memories and may become emotionally
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overwhelming. Parents are asked to develop a plan for what to do if they begin to
feel overwhelmed during any of the discussion.
FIRST SESSION: Ask parents to describe what happened on April 20. In
telling their story, it is hoped that they will provide the following information:
where they were when they found out, how they learned of the shootings, when
they made contact with their child, , what contact they had with others
Parents are asked to describe the events of the first few days. In telling their
story, it is hoped that they will provide the following information:
what they did in the first few days (structured events such as memorials,
funerals; unstructured events, such as family gatherings, etc.), what they did with
family, friends, alone, what was contact like with people outside our
neighborhood
RELATIONSHIPS
CARE-TAKING
CHALLENGES
CHANGES
GETTING OVER IT
SECOND INTERVIEW: Focus is on gaining perspective from the years
afterward.
Clarify any points from previous session.
Ask, If you could go back to April 20 after you first heard of the shootings, and
give yourself some advice, what might that be?
Some people call this a turning point – How did it feel to you? How would you
describe it?
THIRD INTERVIEW: Focus is on meaning and significance.
Clarify any points from previous session.
Newspaper and media reporters have given their perspective of what happened in the
Columbine community. What do you think?
Historical perspective – if you were writing a history of this, what would it say?
Who would be included?
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Appendix D: Chronology of Events
The following information has been reprinted with permission from the Jefferson
County School District’s web-page dedicated to the Spirit of Columbine. Data
retrieved January 3, 2005, from http://jeffcoweb.jeffco.k12.co.us/chspirit.

Columbine High School Tragedy
To follow is a brief chronology of the Columbine High School tragedy on April
20, 1999. This has been provided to answer numerous questions received by
Columbine High School and Jeffco Public Schools from individuals and groups
throughout the country. Information contained in this chronology has been
gleaned from a number of sources, including the Governor’s Columbine Review
Commission and the “official” report of the shooting tragedy by the Jefferson
County Sheriff’s Office.
The School
Columbine High School, located in unincorporated Jefferson County, has an
average enrollment of 1,800 students. It is one of 17 high schools in the Jeffco
Public Schools system. Frank DeAngelis is currently in his eighth year as
principal of Columbine High School. He had been a teacher and coach for 19
years prior to taking over as principal in 1996. There are 150 staff members on
staff at the high school. The scholastic standards of Columbine High School are
high and a large majority of graduates go on to college.
The Worst School Shooting in U.S. History
After a year of planning, during which they assembled bombs, practiced target
shooting with firearms and fueled one another’s apocalyptic vision of revenge,
Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold launched their attack on Columbine High School
on Tuesday, April 20, 1999, at approximately 11:20 a.m.
The first action of the two seniors was to plant two large duffel bags containing
20-pound propane bombs in the school cafeteria, timed to detonate at 11:17 a.m.
when nearly 500 students would be packed inside the crowded room. The two
killers planned to kill as many classmates as possible in the fireball they
anticipated after the devices exploded, and then to shoot survivors fleeing the
school.
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When their explosive devices failed to ignite, the two approached the school
from separate locations in the student parking lots and began indiscriminately
shooting at students who had gathered outside to eat lunch. The pair murdered
two students outside – Rachel Scott and Daniel Rohrbough – and wounded
several others, some critical.
Harris and Klebold entered the school and continued firing their weapons and
throwing homemade pipe bombs. The gunmen encountered Dave Sanders, who
moments before had directed students to safety out of the cafeteria, on the second
floor near the library, where one of the killers seriously wounded the popular
teacher and coach with a shotgun blast. Dave Sanders would later die from his
wounds before medical assistance could be provided.
At approximately 11:30 a.m., the two made their way into the school’s library,
where 56 students, two teachers and two library employees had sought refuge.
Within seven-and-a-half minutes, Klebold and Harris killed 10 students – Kyle
Velasquez, Steven Curnow, Cassie Bernall, Isaiah Shoels, Matthew Kechter,
John Tomlin, Kelly Fleming, Lauren Townsend, Daniel Mauser, and Corey
DePooter, and seriously wounded a number of others.
Leaving the library, the two fired on students and teachers who were fleeing, and
threw numerous pipe bombs and other explosive devices. Harris and Klebold
were also captured on surveillance videotape in the cafeteria trying to explode by
gunfire the two propane bombs they had carried into the cafeteria just prior to
their attack. While they were unsuccessful in detonating the larger bombs, they
did manage to set off a container of flammable liquid attached to the propane
tanks. The resulting firebomb activated the cafeteria sprinkler and alarm systems.
The Killing Ceases
The final moments of the perpetrators’ lives have not been clearly tracked, but it
is believed that they went to several areas around the school before returning to
the library. At about 12:08 p.m., or nearly 47 minutes after the two had
commenced their assault, Klebold and Harris turned their weapons on
themselves and committed suicide. The carnage left 13 dead and 21 wounded.
Unaware of the killers’ deaths, law enforcement response teams from Jefferson,
Denver, Douglas and Arapahoe counties, and Littleton, Lakewood, Denver,
Arvada and Englewood police departments to name a few took several hours to
completely secure the building, provide medical care for the wounded and collect
the dead.
Students and staff were reunited with their families throughout the afternoon and
evening of April 20, 1999. All of the victims were positively identified and the
notification of next of kin was completed the afternoon of Wednesday, April 21,
1999.
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The attack on Columbine High School and the killing of 12 students and one
teacher crystallized public horror over rampage killings. Despite the horrific
images and devastating loss at Columbine High School, school violence has
declined. The number of homicides and assaults at schools is down. But the
series of mass killings at schools over the past five years has seemed to present
the country with an ugly new face of school crime – the sudden, explosive
rampage killing.
Columbine Review Commission
On January 28, 2000, Colorado Governor Bill Owens created the Columbine
Review Commission to conduct an independent review of the tragedy, and to
identify lessons learned from the event regarding effective law enforcement and
rescue responses.
The Commission conducted 15 meetings and met with law enforcement officers,
fire and rescue responders, emergency medical personnel, and staff from
Columbine High School and Jeffco Public Schools. Experts also testified
concerning the victims assistance programs employed in the aftermath of the
shooting tragedy. Its findings (the full report is posted on the state’s website at
http://www.state.co.us) support a number of recommendations for remedial and
preventative measures.
Recommendations for Schools and School Districts
Among the Commission’s recommendations, the following pertain to the
detection by school administrators of potential perpetrators of school-based
violence and administrative countermeasures.
•

School officials should continue to work to change the “code of silence”
dimension of the prevailing student culture, by emphasizing to students that
loyalty to fellow students has its limits, one of which is that statements or
conduct carrying with it a possible threat of violence, even an indirect threat,
must be reported to school authorities. (Continuing studies by the U.S. Secret
Service’s National Threat Assessment Center and the Federal Bureau of
Investigation found that teenage killers often communicated their plans or
shared their feelings with other students prior to their attacks.)

•

Each school district should establish a mechanism, like an anonymous
telephone “tip line,” through which students and others may report
statements or conduct that worries them.

•

All schools should adopt one or more of the bullying-prevention programs
that have proven effective. Every school should adopt a code of behavior that
sets forth clearly the rights and responsibilities of both students and adults
within the school community.

•

A threat assessment team should be established at every middle and high
school, responsible for evaluating threats of violence reported by students,
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teachers, school staff or law enforcement personnel.
•

Every school should adopt an effective violence prevention program that
meet the needs of that school, including both in-school and community-based
programs.

•

All agencies that possess specific information regarding threatening behavior
of a juvenile, the potential for violent behavior by a juvenile or other
delinquent acts of a juvenile, should share that information with other
agencies dealing with that individual. Agencies that deal with juveniles,
including law enforcement, courts, probation, schools, social services, and
mental health agencies, should work together to implement protocols to
ensure a full and timely exchange of appropriate information regarding
juveniles.

•

Although security devices can effectively deter certain forms of school
crimes, including theft, graffiti, and gang violence, they have not yet proven
to be cost-effective in preventing major school violence. The Commission
does not recommend the universal installation of metal detectors, video
surveillance cameras and other security equipment as a means of forestalling
school violence in general.

Timeline of Columbine Tragedy and its Aftermath
The attack on Columbine High School on April 20, 1999 left 12 students and a
teacher dead, and 21 others wounded. Some liken the attack to an “earthquake”
because of its devastation on individuals, families, and a community. As the
days, weeks and months following the tragedy came and went, so too, did the
“aftershocks” that have impeded the students, staff and community’s ability to
heal and return to normal. To follow is a timeline of highs and lows in the year
after the tragedy

April 20, 1999
Two students attack Columbine High School killing 12 fellow classmates, a
teacher, and wounding 23 others in the worst school shooting in U.S. history.
April 25, 1999
Statewide memorial service paid tribute to the fallen students and teacher with
then-Vice President Al Gore and other state and national dignitaries. Over
75,000 people attend the event.
May 2, 1999
Jeffco Public Schools holds special remembrance memorial for the victims of
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the Columbine tragedy at Red Rocks Amphitheater. Several hundred students,
staff, and community members attend the solemn event.
May 3, 1999
Columbine High School students and staff return to classes at sister-school
Chatfield Senior High.

May 20, 1999
On the one-month anniversary, President Bill Clinton and First Lady Hilary
Clinton visit the Columbine victims’ families in a private meeting, then pay
tribute to the victims and survivors at a special memorial.
August 17, 1999
Columbine High School students and staff return to “Take Back Our School”
for the start of the 1999-2000 school year.
September 24, 1999
CBS News airs portion of cafeteria surveillance videotape it obtained from an
Albuquerque, NM television station that captured the chaotic scenes of
students fleeing the school. The videotape was being used as part of a law
enforcement training exercise.
October 20, 1999
Columbine High School marks the six-month anniversary with news that a
student, who was a friend of the killers, is arrested for allegedly making a
threat at the school.
October 22, 1999
The mother of critically injured student Anne Marie Hochhalter commits
suicide at an area store.
December 4, 1999
Columbine High School captures state 5A high school football championship,
capping season dedicated to Matt Kechter, one of the slain students and a
member of the football team.
December 13, 1999
TIME Magazine cover story carries excerpts from videotapes made by
murderers outlining attack on Columbine High School, including cover photo
of perpetrators in cafeteria. Article surprised community, and students and
staff who were caught off-guard by the release of the information. Neither
Jeffco Public Schools nor Columbine High School had been given advance
warning of the contents of the article.
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December 15, 1999
Student receives Internet threat that claims to “finish the job begun” on April
20, 1999. District cancels classes at Columbine High School for next two
days, sending students and staff to an earlier than expected holiday break.
February 14, 2000
Two Columbine students found murdered in Subway Sandwich Shop located
near the high school. Students informed by teachers of identity of the
murdered students during second period class, prompting many students to
leave school or seek counseling. No arrests made to date.
April 20, 2000
Columbine High School and community mark one-year anniversary with
private and public events. Many students choose to stay away from public
events because of the intense media coverage.
April 27, 2000
Jefferson County district attorney makes available to public (for $25) a
videotape of Littleton Fire Department “training” video that depicts graphic
scenes from the library and other parts of the school and video footage from a
news helicopter. Columbine High School staff is shown the tape and a
warning is issued to parents of the impending public release.
May 4, 2000
Popular student-athlete commits suicide at his home.
May 15, 2000
The Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office released its long-awaited report – by
court order - on the tragic events of April 20, 1999. The report is issued on a
CD-ROM because of its extensive notes and information, including videotape
footage, excerpts from 911 calls and law enforcement traffic, and audiorecordings.
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